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 Molecular fluorescence provides scientists with a wealth of information on how 

biological systems function at the molecular level.  Through fluorescence, individual 

biological molecules can be tracked as they interact with other proteins, DNA, ligands, 

etc. and change their conformation in response to the interaction.  Molecular motors such 

as myosin provide an ideal system for fluorescence.  The multitude of currently available 

fluorescent techniques allow for the study of each important step required for myosin to 

generate directed motion along an actin filament.  Several fluorescent techniques such as 

fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), Lanthanide based resonance energy 

transfer (LRET), fluorescence imaging with one nanometer accuracy (FIONA), and 

defocused orientation and position imaging (DOPI) are all applied to specifically myosin 

II and myosin VI in the text below. 

 FRET or a modified version known as LRET, allow for the measurement of 

angstrom level changes in the position between two fluorescent probes attached to a 

molecule.  The advantage of LRET over FRET is that it can measure absolute distances 

between the two dyes as opposed to only the changes in distance between two different 

conformations.  The anisotropy, a quantity that determines the polarization of emitted 

light, was measured for several lanthanide probes containing Terbium and Europium and 

shown to be high for Eu-DTPA (and TTHA), but near zero for Tb-DTPA (or TTHA) and 

when the lanthanides are excited indirectly through an antenna molecule.  The fact that 

these probes emit un-polarized light results in the high accuracy of LRET.  LRET and 

FRET measured the lever arm swing of smooth muscle myosin II and confirmed that 

there was an actin dependent state. 

 FIONA is able to track the position of a single dye with approximately one 

nanometer accuracy while DOPI is able to determine the dye’s orientation.  Both of these 

techniques were used to study the motion of myosin VI and the orientation of its light 
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chain domain (LCD) as the motor walks along actin.  Despite conventional wisdom, the 

LCD of myosin VI did not appear to move as myosin VI took a step.  Finally, preliminary 

single molecule FRET measurements on myosin VI are discussed. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 

1.1 Molecular Motors: Nature’s Little Engines 
 

 Biology is very dependent on motion.  Biological systems tend to be very 

dynamic and often require directed motions.  Living organisms from humans to single 

cells move constantly to search for food, to avoid danger, and to compensate for 

environmental change.  Within a single cell there is the equivalent of a miniature city 

moving proteins, copying DNA, transporting organelles and vesicles, etc.  Diffusion 

alone is too slow and ineffective of a process so cells have evolved a wide range of 

molecular motors to transport needed materials in a directed fashion.  Biological motors 

typically move along filaments through changes in their conformation due to the 

hydrolysis of ATP (see Figure 1.1), the cellular equivalent of gasoline.  The hydrolysis of 

ATP releases ~ 25kT of energy (or 100 pN nm).  ATP and ADP are also often referred to 

as nucleotides since they have the nucleotide adenine attached to a ribose sugar with one, 

two, or three phosphates. 

+ H2O +

ATP ADP Pi

αβγ

 
Figure 1.1 The hydrolysis of ATP: reaction of ATP with water cleaves the γ  phosphate 

producing ADP plus inorganic phosphate, Pi. 
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 In eukaryotes, there are three major types of motors: myosin, kinesin, and dynein.  

Myosin is involved in vesicle transport in single cells and muscle contraction within 

complex organisms.  Kinesin is involved in vesicle transport and the segregation of 

chromosomes during cell division.  Dynein powers the cilia and flagella of some cells.  

While these three motors are all very fascinating this thesis will only focus on myosin.  

However, kinesin and dynein share many of the same components as myosin that allows 

them to move within a cell. 

 In 1969 Hugh E. Huxley proposed the swinging cross-bridge model of muscle 

contraction 1.  In this model Huxley proposed that muscle contraction occurs when 

anchored filaments slide past each other.  The left hand side of Figure 1.2 shows an 

electron micrograph of a section of skeletal myosin myofibril which supports Huxley’s 

model. 

Figure 1.2 Left. An electron micrograph of a unit of skeletal muscle.  It consists of regions of 

actin filaments, myosin filaments, and overlapping actin-myosin filaments.  Right. Cartoon 

demonstrating how muscle contraction works when the actin filament slides past the myosin 

filament.  Figures from Ref. 2 

 

Huxley noticed that muscle consisted of thicker myosin filaments overlapping thinner 

actin filaments.  Furthermore, the thicker myosin filaments have a cross-bridge (or 

myosin head) that bind to and release from the actin filament.  Huxley theorized that 

during muscle contraction these two filaments slide past each other as the myosin heads 
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tug on the actin filament.  The right hand side of figure 1.2 is a cartoon illustrating how 

the two filaments can slide to cause muscle contraction. 

 During the next 20 years, the details of this process were determined with greater 

certainty.  In 1971, Lymn and Taylor showed that the actomyosin complex dissociated by 

the binding of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and that the power stroke was most likely 

related to phosphate release after hydrolysis of ATP 3.  Their basic model for myosin 

movement is shown in Figure 1.3. 

A = Actin

M = myosin

M+A

MM+A

M+A TP

AA DP+Pi

DP+Pi

1.Pi
2.ADP

ATP+

Step 4

Step 1Step 3

Step 2

Rigor 
(post power-stroke)

prepower-
stroke

 
Figure 1.3 Lymn and Taylor’s model for ATP hydrolysis by the actomyosin complex. A is for actin 

and M is for myosin.  The double lined x shows the position of myosin’s previous attachment to 

actin.  Figure adopted from Ref. 3 

 

Lymn and Taylor’s model implies the existence of a microscopic hinge joint on myosin 

mechanism, but their model did not specify where the hinge on myosin was located. 

However their explanation of the different components that result in myosin motion by 

hydrolysis of ATP, binding, and pulling by the actomyosin complex proved largely 

correct.  The upper right hand corner of figure 1.3 shows the myosin in the rigor 

conformation (or post-power stroke state) with no nucleotide bound and the myosin head 

bound firmly to actin.  Upon binding of ATP to myosin, the myosin head detaches from 

actin (step 1).  Once detached, the myosin head hydrolyzes ATP into ADP + Pi (step 2) 

and the head is repositioned for a power stroke.  Once ATP has been hydrolyzed the 

myosin head is able to weakly attach to actin (step 3).  Upon binding to actin, the Pi is 
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released from the myosin head and a conformational change within myosin occurs, 

tugging on the actin filament (step 4).  ADP is then released and the myosin returns to the 

rigor conformation.  Other biochemical studies were able to determine the rates and 

binding constants of the reactions shown in figure 1.3 as well as develop a more detailed 

picture of all the reactions involved 4-6. 

 While the details of the hydrolysis were being discovered, other research was 

closing in on the molecular mechanism for myosin movement.  Studies in the early 1950s 

had shown that treatment of myosin filaments with trypsin, a protease, formed two stable 

fragments 7-9.  It was shown that the first fragment, light meromyosin (LMM) retained 

none of the ATPase activity of the intact filament while the second fragment, heavy 

meromyosin, still was able hydrolyze ATP.  Further studies with the protease papain 

yielded two more fragments with the first fragment, S1, retaining ATPase activity and the 

second fragment, S2, containing no ability to hydrolyze ATP 10.  Eventually it was shown 

exactly where the proteases where cleaving and what role the fragments of myosin had in 

ATPase activity and actin binding 11.  Figure 1.4 shows a complete myosin molecule and 

the different components of the motor generated by trypsin and papain digests. 
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Heavy meromyosin (HMM)

Light meromyosin (LMM)
130kD, 950Å

S2
100kD, 650Å

S1
130kD, 165Å

TrypsinPapain

Actin
Binding

Nucleotide 
Binding Pocket

Essential Light 
Chain (ELC)

Regulatory Light 
Chain (RLC)

 
Figure 1.4 The myosin molecule with the proteolytic fragments, dimensions, and mass.  Myosin 

is a dimer in which the two proteins attach via the interaction of a coil-coiled region.  ATPase 

activity and actin binding exist within the S1 (or globular) region of the protein.  The region 

immediately following S1 has two light chains, the essential light chain (ELC) and the regulatory 

light chain (RLC) that are separate proteins that bind to myosin.  The NH2 region is within S1 and 

the COOH terminus is in the tip of the tail in the LMM region. 

 

 Myosin is now known to be a dimer in which the two individual proteins interact 

through two α helices of the proteins forming a super coiled structure.  It is through this 

super coiled structure that the two heads of myosin, S1, come together.  A large number 

of myosin molecules can form a larger filament found in muscle through the winding 

together of their tail region.  This is the myosin filament shown in figure 1.2 that interacts 

with actin.  It was shown that S1 was the region able to hydrolyze ATP as well as bind to 

actin.  In 1987 Toyoshima was able to demonstrate through a sliding filament assay that 

S1 was sufficient to move actin filaments as well 12.  Myosin S1 was attached to a glass 

surface such that the head was facing up and Toyoshima watched as fluorescently labeled 

actin filaments slide around the surface as ATP was added. 

 With the focus of functionality shifting to the S1 region of myosin, a very 

important step was taken in the 1990s.  S1 was crystallized and a high resolution structure 

was obtained 13.  Rayment et al. were able to crystallize chicken skeletal muscle myosin 

S1 in the rigor state (no nucleotide).  This structure provided the first detailed look at the 
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S1 region and also allowed the possible mechanisms of muscle contraction to be viewed 

at a molecular level.  Figure 1.5 shows his crystal structure color coded to show the 

different regions of S1. 

Actin Binding 
Site

Nucleotide Binding
Site

ELC

RLC

 
Figure 1.5 Crystal Structure of S1 is from Ref. 13. The head contains three major regions: a 

25kD nucleotide binding pocket (green), a 50 kD central region (red), and a 20kD segment (blue) 

that binds the two light chains ELC (yellow) and RLC (purple).  The COOH terminus is at end of 

the blue chain near the RLC and NH2 terminus is in the red heavy chain region near the 

nucleotide binding region.  One can also see a pronounced cleft region where it binds to actin. 

 

 The complete crystal structure clearly reveals the different components of myosin.  

S1 is composed of a heavy chain (colored green, red, and blue) and two light chains the 

ELC and the RLC (yellow and purple respectively).  A prominent cleft can be seen in the 

central red region of S1 where actin binding occurs.  Nucleotide binding and hydrolysis 

occurs on the opposite side the actin binding site on the heavy chain located at the 

intersection of the green and red region.  Rayment et al. were able to compare this 

structure, believed to be near the rigor state of myosin, with previous cyro-electron 

microscopy images of actin filaments decorated with myosin S1 and biochemical studies. 

A picture of muscle contraction was then developed 14 15. 

 There must be a very concise sequence of events for muscle contraction to occur.  

The nucleotide binding pocket must communicate the binding, hydrolysis, and release of 

products to both the actin cleft and possibly to the light chain binding domain as well.  
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ATP binding evidently causes the actin cleft to widen thus releasing the myosin from 

actin.  Furthermore, upon hydrolysis of ATP, myosin must re-orient back to the pre-

power stroke conformation.  Rayment et al. postulated that this occurred through a 

closing of the nucleotide pocket which would be amplified by the light chain binding 

domain causing a ~50 Å rotation of the COOH-terminus.  Upon rebinding of myosin to 

actin and release of Pi, the actin cleft must close to form a tight coupling to actin and the 

light chain domain once again swings 50 Å to a post-power stroke position.  Ultimately, 

the light chain binding domain is able to amplify small changes within the myosin head 

through a lever arm mechanism. 

 Further evidence for the lever arm came from two separate works on a different 

form of myosin using cryo-electron microscopy imaging.  Whittaker et al. took EM 

images of an S1 smooth muscle myosin II construct 16.  Smooth muscle is found in the 

stomach, uterus, and blood vessels.  Unlike skeletal muscle, which needs to cycle through 

ATP hydrolysis as quickly as possible to keep muscles continually contracting and 

relaxing, smooth muscle often needs to contract and stay contracted for long periods of 

time.  Smooth muscle has a latch state which is ADP induced that allows smooth muscle 

to form a long lived, high force cross bridge.  Therefore while skeletal myosin does not 

change conformation with the addition of ADP, it was theorized that smooth muscle 

might experience a conformational change and this might be seen in the cyro-EM images.  

Further data on smooth muscle myosin II S1 will be presented in chapter 4 in regards to 

the ADP latch state.  A second experiment by Jontes et al. studied brush border myosin I, 

an unconventional myosin with three light chains found in intestinal microvilli 17.  Once 

again, it was believed that the brush border myosin had a similar latched state that was 

ADP induced. 

 Both researchers took advantage of the ADP state within the respective myosins.  

By decorating actin filaments with S1 heads in both the rigor and ADP state, they were 

able to see a slight swing of the lever arm upon the removal of ADP.  Figure 1.6 shows 

EM images from the Jontes et al. paper 17.  The results with smooth muscle myosin show 

essentially the same movement. 
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S1 head

L.C. 1
L.C. 2

 
Figure 1.6 a Actin decorated with brush border myosin S1 in the rigor state. b. Actin decorated 

with S1 myosin with ADP.  The white bars illustrate a 32° swing of the lever arm upwards from the 

rigor to ADP state. Figure modified from Ref. 17. 

 

In the above figure, the S1 head region, light chain #1, and light chain #2 segments are 

highlighted.  Light chain #3 was not observed.  Upon addition of ADP, the light chain 

region swings up by 32° while the S1 head region remains largely unchanged.  Both the 

results with brush border myosin and smooth muscle myosin further strengthened the 

swinging lever arm model for muscle contraction. 

 Three years after the ADP swing result using cyro-EM, Dominguez et al. were 

able to crystallize smooth muscle myosin in a pre-power stroke state 18.  They 

accomplished this by using an analog to ADP + Pi, which repositions the lever arm of 

myosin in its pre-power stroke state.  It has been shown that ADP + AlF4 mimics the 

ADP + Pi state and ADP + BeFx mimics the ATP state and both compounds trap the 

myosin in a stable pre-power stroke conformation, which is normally a short lived state 
19-22.  While other groups had been successful in crystallizing a truncated version of the 

myosin head of Dictyostelium dicoideum without the light chain domain in the 

intermediate pre-power stroke states, none had crystallized a myosin S1 with an intact tail 

region 23, 24.  Using aluminum fluoride and beryllium fluoride analogs, Dominguez et al. 

trapped a truncated S1 smooth muscle myosin that had a head and the light chain binding 
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domain for the ELC.  In this way the lever arm swing to a pre-power stroke state was 

observed. 

 By comparing the structure of S1 skeletal myosin in the rigor state found by 

Rayment et al. to the new structure of S1 smooth muscle myosin in the pre-power stroke 

state, one can infer the lever arm swing by 70°.  Figure 1.7, created by overlapping 

similar sequences of amino acids within the motor domain of each respective crystal 

structure that remained unchanged in position, shows this swing. 

Smooth 
ELC

Skeletal RLC 

Skeletal
ELC

RLC
(model)

Actin
cleft

Motor Domain

 
Figure 1.7 A comparison of the two crystal structures showing the lever arm.  The smooth muscle 

structure is the pre-power stroke conformation while the skeletal muscle structure is the post-

power stroke, or rigor, conformation.  The RLC position is modeled for smooth muscle myosin.  

Figure modified from Ref. 18 

 

While crystal structures are far removed from the natural environment that myosin 

typically dwells, they clearly show movement consistent with previous measurements.  

These detailed structures added more weight behind the lever arm model: large motion in 

myosin was generated through small conformational changes within the nucleotide 

pocket amplified by a long lever arm. 
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 Following the original two crystal structures there have been numerous crystal 

structures of myosin in rigor, ADP, ADP + analog that have allowed a complete picture 

at the molecular level on how ATP is able to generate motion in myosin.  These 

structures have provided a very detailed look at the regions of the nucleotide pocket and 

how they connect with the actin cleft and the light chain domain 23-29.  Figure 1.8, shown 

below, highlights the major components of the interactions that result in a lever arm 

swing. 
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Figure 1.8 a S1 myosin motor with single light chain. Certain regions near the nucleotide pocket 

are colored that play a role in the lever arm swing.  b A close up view of the important colored 

regions of myosin.  The purple sequence is switch I, the P-loop is colored light blue, Switch II is 

colored orange, the relay helix is yellow, the SH1 helix is red, and the converter green.  Images 

generated by VMD. 

 

The nucleotide pocket is formed by three components: Switch I, Switch II, and the P-

Loop.  These components all interact with the bound nucleotide and specifically the γ-

phosphate.  Switch I and II form hydrogen bonds with the gamma-phosphate and also 

position a catalytic water molecule for hydrolysis.  Switch II acts like a spring, swinging 

in several angstroms to interact with the gamma-phosphate and moving out several 

angstroms when the gamma-phosphate is expelled. 

 Switch II connects to an alpha helix that is part of what is called the relay helix.  

The relay helix acts like a piston moving back and forth in response to the presence or 

absence of the gamma-phosphate.  With a gamma-phosphate present, switch II swings 

closer to the phosphate causing the relay helix to move toward the nucleotide pocket.  

Upon release of the gamma-phosphate, switch II swings away from the pocket causing 

the relay helix to move down away from the nucleotide.  This piston action of the relay 

helix interacts with a structure called the SH1 helix.  While these components are not 

directly attached to each other, as the relay helix moves down there is steric hindrance 

with the SH1 helix.  The SH1 helix moves as a result of this steric hindrance.  As the SH1 

helix moves the converter, which is connected to both the SH1 helix and the light chain 

domain, the light chain domain (i.e. the lever arm) swings to the post-power stroke 

position. 

 Switch II also plays an important role in the motion of the actin cleft for strong 

and weak binding of myosin to actin.  Switch II connects the upper domain to the lower 

domain of the myosin head.  It is movement of these two regions that cause the cleft to 

open and close.  Switch II is at a unique position since it is in contact with the nucleotide 

and connects the upper and lower domain of the cleft.  While the details are uncertain, 

since one can not crystallize actin and myosin together, it is fairly certain that the motions 

of switch II in response to the nucleotide are also responsible for the movement of the 

actin cleft. 
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 Further studies using fluorescent techniques were able to measure distances 

between two fluorophores.  Fluorescence resonance energy transfer showed a change in 

distance between a probe on the myosin head and a probe on the light chain between a 

trapped pre-power stroke state and a post-power stroke state 30, 31.  The results 

demonstrated that the lever arm was closer to the head in the pre-power stroke state and 

the further away from the head of myosin in the post-power stroke state.  These 

movements were consistent with the crystal structures. 

 Measurements of actin displacement using an optical trap setup showed that actin 

on average moved 10 nm per myosin head per ATP hydrolysis.  Finer et al. also showed 

that myosin tugged on actin with an average force of 3-4pN 32.  All these results 

culminated in a picture of myosin II movement shown below in figure 1.9. 

ATP

ATP ADP+Pi

ADP+Pi

ADP

Pi

ADP

ADP

 
Figure 1.9 The ATP cycle for myosin II and actin. 

 

Starting in the Rigor state on the left hand side, myosin binds ATP and detaches from 

actin.  The active site of myosin then hydrolyzes ATP and undergoes a conformation 

change to its pre-power stroke state.  Hydrolysis of ATP also allows the myosin head to 

attach weakly to actin.  Upon binding to actin, the free phosphate is released, and myosin 
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now binds strongly to actin. A second conformational change occurs, returning myosin to 

its post-power stroke state (or rigor state) 33.  Myosin then repeats this procedure.  

Myosin II spends about 5% of the total time of the cycle strongly attached to actin. 

 

1.2 Structure of Actin 
 

 Up till now, little has been said about actin other than it is a filament myosin 

binds and tugs to generate muscle contraction.  However, actin plays an important role in 

the ATPase cycle of myosin by speeding up the cycle over a hundred fold.  The 

communication of the nucleotide pocket with the actin binding site of myosin is required 

for directed motion and so actin is not a passive participant in the process.  The dynamics 

of actin are well known.  Inside muscle, actin is a permanent filament partnered with a 

myosin filament.  However inside a cell actin is a very dynamic filament often 

polymerizing and de-polymerizing depending on the needs of the cell. 

 An actin filament is actually made of many monomer units that bind together 

through the hydrolysis of ATP.  It is also a polarized filament, growing faster at one end 

(referred as the positive end) than the other end, the negative end 34.  The rates of actin 

polymerization have also been studied extensively 35.  One can also see the polarization 

of the actin filament by decorating actin with myosin.  Electron micrographs of such 

filaments have a characteristic arrowhead form with a pointed and barbed end of the 

myosin/actin filament (see figure 1.10 below). 
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Pointed or –
End

Barbed or +
End

 
Figure 1.10 Several randomly assorted actin filaments decorated with myosin HMM.  A filament 

is highlighted demonstrating the pointed and barbed end of the filament.  Figure adopted from 

Ref. 36 

 

With our knowledge of the structure of myosin, it is clear that the barbed end is the light 

chain domain and the pointed end is the active (or head) domain of the myosin protein. 

 Combining electron micrographs of actin and actin decorated with myosin reveals 

that actin is a double stranded helix with a repeat every 36 nm.  The helical pitch of each 

individual strain is 72 nm.  The filament is about 7 nm wide with each subunit about 5.5 

nm in length with 13 subunits equaling a single repeat of the filament.  Figure 1.11 

illustrates the structure of actin. 

7 nm

36 nm

5.5 nm

 
Figure 1.11 A single actin filament.  Each monomer rotates by 166 degrees from the previous 

subunit. 
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In 1990, an individual subunit of actin was crystallized by Kabsch et al. 37, 38.  The atomic 

structure of the monomer unit fit perfectly with the known structures of actin obtained 

earlier by the electron microscope.  The location of the ATP binding site and the binding 

region of myosin were identified. 

 

1.3 Myosin V: Further Evidence of a Lever Arm Swing Mechanism 
 

 Strangely, the most compelling evidence for a swinging lever arm came from an 

unconventional form of myosin called myosin V.  In the late 1980s and early 1990s, 

myosin V was identified as a 190 kD calmodulin binding protein found in actomyosin 

preparations of vertebrate brain 39.  Soon it was found that myosin V, then called p190-

calmodulin complex, hydrolyzed ATP 40.  Quickly the protein was classified as a myosin 

protein.  In 1993, a thorough paper by Cheney et al. showed that myosin V had 6 IQ 

domains (an IQ domain is a calmodulin binding sight) in the neck region, suggesting that 

it might contain as many as 6 light chains per head 39.  In the same paper, Cheney et al. 

also took electron microscope images of myosin V and compared them to myosin II.  

This clearly showed that myosin V had a large neck region of about 31 nm in length, 

compared to 18 nm for myosin II.  The EM images showed that myosin V was a dimmer 

in which the stalk of the protein ends in a globular domain.  They also showed that 

myosin V decorated actin filaments.  Furthermore, by a sliding filament assay, they were 

able to determine that myosin V walked towards the plus end of actin, much like myosin 

II 39.  Figure 1.12 gives a picture of what Cheney et al. results suggested for a possible 

structure of myosin V. 
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Figure 1.12 Hypothetical model of Myosin V based on Cheney et al.’s paper. 

 

 Myosin V has a variety of roles.  It is responsible for vesicle transport within the 

cell.  It also transports mRNAs, orients the mitotic spindle, and transports melanosome 

granules.  When the myosin V gene within mice is mutated they have pigmentary 

problems and neurological defects 41.  The details of all the specific roles in a cell that 

require myosin V are still being determined. 

 

36 nmTether length

Myosin Vactin

Forward
Trapped

Bead

Rear
Trapped

Bead

Stepping Direction

 
Figure 1.13 The optical trap assay used to measure the step size of myosin V.  Figure adopted 

from Ref. 42 
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 In 1999 Mehta et al. used an optical trap assay to measure the step size and the 

force exerted by myosin V as it walks along actin 42.  Figure 1.13 is a schematic of their 

experiment.  The actin was stretched by two trapped beads that were attached at the ends 

of the filament.  The trapped actin was brought near a bead that was coated sparsely with 

myosin V molecules.  By adding ATP, the myosin V would attach and walk along the 

actin towards the plus end.  As myosin V walked, the forward bead would be pulled 

towards the myosin V.  As the bead moved away from the trap, the force from the trap to 

pull the bead back would get larger until the myosin V was no longer able to pull and the 

motor would stall.  This stalling would usually occur after three to five steps.  After some 

time at the large load, the myosin V would release from the actin and the bead would 

snap back to the center of the trap.  Mehta et al. found that the stall force for myosin V 

was 3 pN at 2mM ATP and that the center of mass step size (i.e. center of mass of the 

myosin V) was 30 – 38 nm 42.  Unlike myosin II, myosin V is processive.  Processivity 

means that myosin V is able to undergo numerous stepping events while continually 

bound to actin.  While myosin II in muscle spends most its time unbound to actin until it 

goes through an ATPase cycle, myosin V remains bound to actin for extended periods of 

time allowing for multiple steps. 

 In a follow up paper to Mehta’s work, Rief et al. in 2000 used a feedback 

enhanced optical trap 43.  This time the actin was attached to the surface of a glass cover 

slip and myosin V was attached to a bead and trapped.  Therefore as myosin V walked 

along actin, they could move the trap and keep the myosin V at a constant load.  This 

allowed them to examine many consecutive steps of myosin V, allowing them to examine 

stepping kinetics for varying ATP and ADP concentrations.  Their results found a much 

narrower histogram than Mehta’s for the step size with a mean at 40.2 nm.  They were 

also able to determine that ADP release is the rate limiting step and that the ADP state is 

also strongly bound to actin.  They proposed the following model (see figure 1.14) for 

how myosin V walks processively along actin. 
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Figure 1.14 Model of the ATPase cycle coupled with stepping of myosin V. T is ATP bound to the 

head and D is ADP bound to the head. 

 

 Starting at state one, ATP binds to the rear head releasing it from actin, allowing 

the forward head to relieve the tension and swing the back head forward to state two.  At 

state three, the forward head hydrolyzes ATP and is able to bind to actin.  Upon binding 

to actin in state four, the free phosphate is released and the forward head is now under 

tension.  In state five, the myosin V must wait for ADP to be released from the rear head.  

This is the rate limiting step of the process.  Once ADP is released, it frees the rear head 

to bind ATP and detach from actin and the process repeats. 

 Another paper in 2000 by Walker et al. used an electron microscope to image 

myosin V molecules at low ATP conditions (1 mM) attached to actin 44.  They obtained 

images showing myosin V in several different conformations when bound to actin.  

About 50% of the molecules observed had both heads attached to actin.  Some images 

showed myosin V attached to actin with only one head.  Figure 1.15 shows some of the 

electron microscope images. 
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Figure 1.15 Electron microscope images of myosin V attached to actin in various states.  The 

plus end of actin is on the right hand side.  A model of actin is also shown demonstrating the 

location of the 11th, 13th, and 15th subunits.  Figure modified from Ref. 44 

 

 The work of Walker et al. showed several interesting results.  First, when both 

heads where bound to actin the leading head and lever arm had two orientations.  The 

first being a straight symmetrical structure with both heads and lever arms straight and 

unstrained (shown in the left had column of figure 1.15 a, b, and c).  The other orientation 

was polar such that the leading head was curved in a telemark-shape position shown in 

the right hand side of figure 1.15 a, b, and c.  Figure 1.15 d is myosin V with only one 

head attached to actin.  Secondly, the when the number of subunits between the two 

bound heads were measured they found the majority separated by 13 subunits (or 36 nm).  

There were two other smaller populations in the histogram, one at 11 subunits (or 30 nm) 

and the other at 15 subunits (or 41 nm).  At the bottom of figure 1.15, there is a model of 

an actin filament showing the location of the 11th, 13th, and 15th subunit.  They theorized 

that myosin V is able to span the helical repeat of actin thereby allowing it to walk 

straight as it carries cargo and not rotate around the actin filament.  Furthermore, since 
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the orientation of the leading head has a telemark stance, the existence of a strain ready to 

rotate the leading lever arm was present, just waiting for the back head to bind ATP and 

release from actin. 

 In 2002, Purcell et al. mutated myosin V’s lever arm length such that it had either 

six light chains (i.e. the wild type construct), four light chains, or one light chain 45.  They 

made both an S1 and HMM construct for each lever arm length and measured the step 

size of the three constructs with an optical trap.  They found that the S1 myosin V has a 

mean step size of 20 nm, 16 nm, and 7 nm for the 6 IQ, 4 IQ, and 1 IQ domain construct 

respectively.  The S1 data clearly showed a step size that scaled with lever arm length.  

The HMM data yielded a similar result with a mean step size of 36 nm, 24 nm, and 5 nm 

for the 6 IQ, 4 IQ, and 1 IQ domain constructs respectively.  Interestingly, the 1 IQ 

myosin V HMM construct was not processive.  It simply bound to actin and swung its 

lever arm and then dissociated from actin.  The non-processitivity of the 1 IQ domain 

myosin suggests that it was unable attach both heads to actin at the same time due to 

steric constraints.  Figure 1.16 illustrates the point. 

6 IQ Domains 4 IQ Domains 1 IQ Domain

 
Figure 1.16 Myosin V’s step size is proportional to the size of its light chain domain that forms the 

lever arm.  Figure modified from Ref. 45. 

 

 In 2003 and 2004, Coureux et al. were able to crystallize the myosin V motor 

domain in the rigor, ADP, and trapped state with BeFx 28, 29.  With the exception of the 

long lever arm, the crystal structure of myosin V’s motor domain was very similar to 

previous structures involving myosin II and brush border myosin.  The authors found 

evidence that the same mechanisms shown in figure 1.8 for myosin II exist for myosin V.  
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The main difference being that the longer lever arm amplifies the conformational changes 

within the head to produce a large step size. 

 One aspect of myosin V’s motion that remained unsolved was exactly how the 

two heads moved with respect to each other.  An optical trap can only measure the center 

of mass step of a processive molecule such as myosin V.  It is incapable of measuring 

how one head moves with respect to the other.  Many researchers assumed that myosin V 

walked in a hand-over-hand motion along actin 43, 44.  However a paper by Hua et al. 

demonstrated that kinesin, another class of molecular motors that walks processively by 

hydrolysis of ATP along a microtubule filament, might walk in an inchworm fashion 46.  

Their results added some doubt to the myosin field as to whether myosin V walked hand-

over-hand since such a motion had not been measured, but rather only theorized based on 

optical trap and electron microscope data. 

Hand-Over-Hand
74 nm

74 nm 36 nm

36 nm

36 nm

36 nm

Inchworm

 
Figure 1.17 Hand-over-hand model versus and inchworm model.  In a hand-over-hand walk the 

back head moves 74nm and becomes the leading head.  This process then repeats.  In an 

inchworm walk, the leading head takes a step forward and then the trailing head follows, never 

moving ahead.  Therefore the heads never swap position as myosin walks unlike a hand-over-

hand step. 

 

 Figure 1.17 demonstrates the difference between a hand-over-hand mechanism 

versus an inchworm mechanism for a walking myosin.  In the hand over hand mechanism 

alternating myosin heads move a distance of 74 nm, which is twice the center of mass 
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step measured by an optical trap.  In an inchworm step, both heads move 36 nm, which is 

the same displacement measured by an optical trap.  In 2003, Yildiz et al. where able to 

exchange a calmodulin labeled with a cy3 fluorophore onto a myosin V and track the 

position of the fluorophore as myosin V walked along actin attached to a glass surface 47.  

Yildiz was able to track the position of the fluorophore with ~1 nm accuracy.  Depending 

on where the calmodulin exchanged onto myosin V’s light chain domain, Yildiz 

measured either a 52 – 23 nm alternating step, a 42 – 33 alternating step, or a 74 – 0 

alternating step.  The 52 – 23 step arose from the calmodulin located on the fifth light 

chain from the head while the 42 – 33 steps were from a calmodulin located on the sixth 

light chain from the head.  The 74 – 0 steps were due to a calmodulin exchanged near the 

myosin head.  Yildiz never saw repeated 37 nm steps corresponding to an inchworm 

model.  Follow up papers published in 2004 and 2005 supported the hand-over-hand 

mechanism for myosin V 48, 49.  So it was concluded that myosin V walked in a hand-

over-hand fashion.  More on the technique and data is discussed in Chapter two under the 

FIONA section 

 Myosin V presents a wonderful model system to study how molecular motors 

work and surpassed myosin II as the most studied molecular motor 50.  Myosin V has 

several advantages over myosin II and other classes of molecular motors.  First, myosin 

V has a large lever arm allowing its motion to be easily studied.  Motors work on the 

nanometer scale and it is easier to measure large displacements as opposed to smaller 

ones.  Second, since myosin V is extremely processive, the measurement of many 

consecutive steps becomes feasible.  Thirdly both heads of myosin V attach to actin such 

that one is in the pre-power stroke state and the other in the post-power stroke state.  This 

facilitates snapshots of the motor in the before and after conformations of its ATPase 

cycle.  Finally, myosin V can be mass produced through genetic engineering inside cells 

allowing for the production of large quantities as well as mutations from the wild type 

version of the motor. 

 The results on myosin II and the continued measurements on myosin V point to a 

clear and concise model as to how these motors work.  Myosin motors, through many 

years of evolution, have developed a method to convert the energy from ATP hydrolysis 

into directed motion.  As cells became more complex, diffusion was no longer capable of 
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meeting all the needs of a cell.  Molecular motors developed to bring vital materials 

quickly to needed locations.  As multi-cellular organisms evolved they used the 

mechanisms already formed within a single cell to develop muscles for directed motion 

as well.  In the end a basic strategy emerges: transform angstrom size changes within the 

nucleotide pocket by a lever arm to provide nanometer movements. 

 In the following thesis, I will present fluorescence data for two different myosins: 

smooth muscle myosin II and myosin VI.  In chapter four it will be shown that the lever 

arm of smooth muscle myosin II has an actin dependent conformation when ADP is 

bound to the nucleotide pocket.  Unfortunately actin filaments can not be crystallized 

with myosin attached and so all the myosin conformations that are determined by x-ray 

scattering are in the absence of actin.  As will be discussed, through a fluorescence 

technique known as FRET the position of the lever arm in the presence (and absence) of 

actin with different nucleotides bound will be measured.  Myosin and actin each play an 

important role in movement and fluorescence offers the ability to study the interaction of 

both. 

 Myosin VI is an odd motor.  As will be discussed in chapter 5 myosin VI walks 

towards the minus end of actin, which is in the opposite direction of myosin II and 

myosin V.  Furthermore it does not fit into the lever arm model for myosin motion 

discussed in this chapter.  Despite having a short lever arm it takes large steps.  Through 

a fluorescence technique known and defocused imaging, data will be presented on the 

orientation of the lever arm of myosin VI as it walks along actin.  Interesting, the lever 

arm does not appear to rotate as myosin VI moves.  This is in contrast to measurements 

conducted by our lab on myosin V that showed the lever arm of myosin V clearly 

adopting two orientations, one of the forward pre-power stroke head and the other of the 

back rigor head, as it walked along actin.  Preliminary single molecule FRET 

measurements are also presented on an S1 construct of myosin VI as well in chapter 6. 

 In chapter three anisotropy measurements, which is a measurement of the 

polarization of emitted light, are shown for a variety of Lanthanide probes developed by 

our lab.  The data clearly supports that for the probes containing Terbium, un-polarized 

light is emitted with the exception of Eu-DTPA (and Eu-TTHA), which emitted highly 
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polarized light.  A theoretical discussion follows the data that is able to quantify the 

results. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

FLUORESCENT TECHNIQUES 
 

 

2.1 Basic Theory of Fluorophores 
 

 Light can carry valuable information about the physical properties of its source.  

For example, astronomers collect photons from distant heavenly objects to gain physical 

knowledge of their makeup and motions.  In a similar way, biophysicists study photons 

from luminescent dyes attached to biological molecules to determine biology’s inner 

workings.  Motor proteins, cell trafficking, ion channels, DNA, and many other 

biological molecules and processes have been studied using a wide range of luminescent 

probes.  These probes provide a relatively unobtrusive method for studying many 

biological problems.  However, it is important to understand their capabilities and 

limitations before they can be used in any biological experiment. 

 Formally, luminescence is defined as the emission of a photon from an 

electronically excited species and can occur in the ultraviolet, visible, or infrared part of 

the spectrum 51.  Luminescence is also referred to as cold light, as opposed to hot light 

from incandescence.  Organic compounds such as aromatic hydrocarbons, fluorescein, 

rhodamines, etc all luminesce.  Luminescence also occurs in inorganic compounds like 

doped glasses and lanthanide ions (e.g. Tb3+ and Eu3+).  Finally luminescence occurs in 

organometallic compounds in which aromatic rings are pared with lanthanide ions or 

ruthenium atoms.  Figure 2.1 shows several common luminescent probes used in 

biophysical studies. 
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a) b) d)c)

 
Figure 2.1 Several common luminescent probes.  a) fluorescein b) tetramethylrhodamine (TMR) 

with a maleimide linker c) Tb-DTPA-carbostyril 124 with maleimide linker d) Green Fluorescent 

Protein (GFP) 

 

These dyes emit over a wide range of the visible spectrum.  Fluorescein emits green 

photons while TMR emits orange photons.  By using a terbium ion, one can take 

advantage of very narrow emission bands emitted by atoms.  Finally proteins such as 

GFP fluoresce and can be incorporated into another protein of interest through genetic 

engineering. 

 There are two cases of luminescence, fluorescence and phosphorescence, which 

are of particular interest to biophysicists.  The difference between these two phenomena 

occurs in their respective excited states 52.  Fluorescence is the de-excitation of a 

molecule from a singlet excited state to a singlet ground state.  The transition is spin 

preferred and hence occurs quite rapidly.  Phosphorescence is the de-excitation of a 

molecule from an excited triplet state to a singlet ground state.  This transition is spin 

forbidden and hence very slow when compared to fluorescence.  Emission from a 

fluorescent molecule will typically have a lifetime on the order of tens of nanoseconds 

while emission from a phosphorescent molecule will be on the order of micro to 

milliseconds. 

 The difference between fluorescence and phosphorescence can be visualized 

through a Perrin-Jablonski diagram shown in figure 2.2.   
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Figure 2.2 Left. Perrin-Jablonski diagram illustrating the transitions responsible for fluorescence 

and phosphorescence. Right. A plot of the absorbance (blue) and emission (red) of a common 

organic dye, fluorescein. 

 

The left hand side of figure 2.2 shows an energy diagram of a typical luminescent 

molecule with several different energy levels: S0, S1, S2, and T1 (S meaning singlet and T 

meaning triplet).  Within each energy level of the molecule (S0, S1, S2, T1) there are also 

many vibrational levels.  Hund’s rule tells us that between the two excited states the 

triplet state, T1, has lower energy than the singlet state, S1, of the same configuration.  As 

mentioned before, the excited triplet and singlet state distinguish fluorescence and 

phosphorescence.  Fluorescence occurs when the molecule in the ground state of S0 is 

excited by a photon of energy hν to the S1 or S2 state.  Depending on the energy of the 

photon, the molecule will usually enter into a higher vibrational level of the respective 

excited state.  Before the molecule can return to the ground state, S0, it must relax to the 

lowest vibrational level of S1 through a process called internal conversion.  Internal 

conversion is a non-radiative process that is a result of the dye molecule losing energy 

through collisions with solvent molecules.  Once the molecule has relaxed to S1, it will 

return to the ground state, S0, and emit a fluorescent photon.  The width of a fluorescence 

emission spectrum is due to the many vibrational levels of S0, S1, and S2. 

 The second pathway for de-excitation of a molecule leads to phosphorescence.  

Once in the lowest vibrational level of S1, a molecule can undergo an intersystem 
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crossing due to spin-orbit coupling to the triplet state T1.  This process can occur only if 

some of the energy levels in S1 and T1 are isoenergetic (i.e. have about the same energy).  

Once in T1, the molecule can return to S0 and emit a photon.  However since returning to 

the ground state from a triplet state is forbidden, dyes in solution at room temperature 

during the long lifetime of the triplet state often will de-excite through collisions with the 

surrounding media rather than emit a photon.  Therefore phosphorescence is often only 

observed when the system is cooled or in a rigid medium which prevents the possibility 

of collisions.  Most dyes used in biophysical experiments exhibit no phosphorescence 

since such studies are often conducted in a solution at room temperature.  For this reason 

we focus solely on fluorescence below. 

 The right hand side of figure 2.2 shows a typical absorption and emission 

spectrum of a common fluorescent probe, fluorescein.  There are several interesting 

features worth discussing in detail.  First, the absorption and emission spectrum are 

almost mirror images of each other due to the fact that the vibrational spacing of energy 

levels within the excited state are similar to those of the ground state 51.  Secondly, the 

maximum absorbance peak occurs at a higher energy (i.e. in the bluer part of the 

spectrum) than the maximum emission peak.  This phenomenon is called the Stokes shift 

and is a result of the requirement that the molecule return to its lowest vibrational energy 

level in S1 before emitting a photon.  A larger Stoke’s shift allows for an easier separation 

of the excitation source signal from the dye’s emission signal. 

 Besides a large Stoke’s shift, there are several other desirable photo physical 

properties for a fluorescent probe.  A dye must have a large extinction coefficient (related 

to the absorption cross section of a molecule) and quantum yield (the fraction of excited 

fluorescent molecules that return the ground state by emitting a photon).  A higher 

extinction coefficient allows the excitation of a larger number of probes while a high 

quantum yield in turn leads to more molecules emitting photons after being excited.  

Dyes must also be photo stable such that bleaching (i.e. photo-destruction of the dye that 

causes it to no longer fluoresce) does not interfere with a measurement of a biological 

sample in the time frame of interest.  Many probes used today such as the Alexa dyes, cy 

dyes, Atto dyes, lanthanide probes, etc. exhibit these important qualities. 
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 Besides exhibiting certain favorable photophysical characteristics, the dye must 

be able to attach to the point of interest on a biological molecule.  To study proteins, 

many fluorescent dyes take advantage of thiol chemistry.  The cysteine residue has a thiol 

group, S-H, that can be used to specifically attach fluorescent probes.  The two linkers 

used most commonly for attachment are iodoacetamides and maleimides.  Figure 2.3 

shows the reaction of such linkers with the thiol group on the cysteine. 

 

 
Figure 2.3 Two common linkers, Haloacetamide and maleimide, and their reaction with the thiol 

group on the cysteine residue.  Figure taken from molecular probes website 

(www.invitrogen.com) 

 

Iodoacetamides have a slight disadvantage in that they tend to be un-reactive below pH 8 

due to the protonation.  They are also very unstable in light so they must be handled with 

care.  In contrast, maleimides tend to be more reactive at pHs below 8 and are very 

photostable.  Unfortunately, one draw back to maleimides is that they can often affect the 

fluorescence properties of their respective conjugated dye. 

 Overall molecular fluorescence coupled with unique attachment to biological 

samples is a very useful investigative tool in biophysical experiments.  Fluorescence 

provides a wide range of information via their emitted light about the respective system 

they are attached.  Fluorescence can be sensitive to pH, temperature, pressure, and 

polarity of the surrounding environment 51.  Fluorescence can also provide temporal and 

spatial information as well as providing many avenues to determine how biological 

systems are organized and interact with each other. 
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2.2 Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) 
 

 Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer, or FRET, is a technique that allows a 

measure of angstrom level distance changes within a bio-molecule.  It is a technique that 

has been widely studied and used by biophysicists for quite some time.  Hence there are 

many books and articles that cover the topic in great detail 51-56.  FRET occurs when an 

electronically excited donor fluorophore transfers its energy to a suitable acceptor 

fluorophore over a distance on the order of 10 to 100 angstroms.  In 1948, Theodor 

Förster proposed a theory for a dipole to dipole energy transfer process. He postulated the 

rate of transfer depends on the inverse sixth power of the distance between the donor and 

acceptor probes 57.  By measuring the rate of energy transfer, FRET can be used as a 

spectroscopic ruler on biological molecules. 

 There are several essential requirements for effective energy transfer.  First, the 

donor fluorophore’s emission spectrum must overlap with a region of the acceptor’s 

absorbance spectrum.  The quantum yield of the donor and the absorption coefficient of 

the acceptor must be large enough for energy transfer to be measurable.  Finally, since 

energy transfer occurs from the interaction of the donor’s and acceptor’s dipoles, they 

must be oriented favorably relative to each other.  The process begins with an incident 

photon inducing a transition in the donor from the ground state to an excited singlet state, 

D*.  The donor quickly transitions to its lowest vibrational level in D*.  Once at the lowest 

vibrational level the donor can relax to the ground state by emitting a photon, by a non-

radiative process such as a collision with a solvent molecule, or transfer the energy to a 

nearby acceptor, if the above criteria are met, to an excited state A*.  It is important to 

mention that the transfer of energy from the donor to the acceptor is non-radiative.  No 

photons are exchanged between the pair.  Rather the acceptor absorbs energy from the 

donor’s dipole field.  Eventually the acceptor will return to its ground state, A, and emit a 

photon.  Figure 2.4a demonstrates this process through an energy level diagram. 
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Figure 2.4 a) A Jablonski energy level diagram for energy transfer.  Once the donor is excited, it 

can return to its ground state by non-radiative process such as a collision with a solvent molecule, 

emitting a photon, or transferring its energy to a nearby acceptor. b) The orientation between the 

donor (D) and the acceptor (A).  R vector between the pair, Dθ  is the angle between the donor 

the R vector, Aθ  is the angle between the acceptor and the R vector, and Tθ  is the angle 

between the donor and the acceptor. 

 

 The Hamiltonian of the interaction between the donor and acceptor is 
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The above expression is the energy of interaction between two dipoles where Dµr  and Aµr  

are the transition dipole moments of the donor and acceptor and R
r

 is the vector 

separating their centers.  Fermi’s Golden Rule states that the rate of inducing transitions 

from the donor to the acceptor is proportional to the square of the matrix elements 

between the initial and final states.  This is expressed below. 
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The left hand side of the above expression is the initial state of the system with the donor 

excited and the acceptor in the ground state and the right hand side is the final state with 

the donor in the ground state and the acceptor in an excited state.  The wave functions can 

be written as a product because we assume the coupling between the donor and the 

acceptor is weak and so the individual wave functions are not perturbed from the 

interaction. 
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 Only donor and acceptor wave functions with similar energies will significantly 

contribute to the energy transfer rate.  This is the Resonance in FRET.  By carrying out 

the algebra on equation 2.2, one can separate the quantities that depend on the donor and 

acceptor wave functions and those quantities that depend on the relative orientation 

between the donor and the acceptor. 
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The expression above has the R-6 dependence that was mentioned earlier in the chapter.  

The second term in the above expression, 
2

∗AA Aµ , is related to the absorption 

spectrum of the acceptor.  The third term, 
2

DD Dµ∗ , is proportional to the emission 

spectrum of the donor. 

 The final term is the orientation factor and is the most troubling part of equation 

2.3 for it informs us that the rate of energy transfer is not only dependent on the distance 

between the donor and acceptor but also their relative orientation.  The orientation factor 

is often referred to as 2κ , where 

    ( )22 coscos3cos ADDA θθθκ −=  .      (2.4) 

DAθ  is the angle between the donor and the acceptor.  Dθ  and Aθ  are the angles between 

the donor’s and acceptor’s dipole moment and the vector R
r

 joining the two dyes (see 

figure 2.4b).  One can immediately see that if the dyes are perpendicular to each other 2κ  

is zero while if they are parallel to each other 2κ  is four.  If the dyes are able to freely 

rotate during their lifetime, then 2κ  approaches a vale of 2/3.  An accurate evaluation of 
2κ  is often the biggest source of error when measuring FRET since the exact orientation 

of the dyes is rarely known. 

 It can be shown from equation 2.3 that the rate of energy transfer is equal to 
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In equation 2.5, Dτ  is the lifetime of the donor in the absence of the acceptor.  Ro is 

known as the Förster distance and is a constant that can be calculated for any FRET dye 

pair.  Equation 2.6 defines the Förster distance in angstroms.  The index of refraction, n, 

is often assumed to be that of water, 1.33 (or very near it).  Dφ  is the quantum yield of the 

donor and has a value between zero and one.  The integral is also known as the 

normalized spectral overlap where the molar absorption spectrum is ( )λε A  and ( )λDf  is 

the normalized donor emission spectrum.  It is also important to point out that even 

though the exact value of 2κ  is rarely known, its uncertainty in value is reduced in a 

measurement because Ro is proportional to 2κ to the 1/6.  Figure 2.5 plots the absorbance 

and emission spectra for two dyes, fluorescein and TMR, and highlights the spectral 

overlap between them which by equation 2.6 can determine Ro. 
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Figure 2.5 Absorbance and emission spectra for fluorescein and TMR, a common FRET dye 

pair.  The shaded pink region is the spectral overlap of fluorescein’s emission and TMR’s 

absorbance spectrum. 

 

 The efficiency of energy transfer is the fraction of donors that de-excite by 

transferring their energy to the acceptor.  The efficiency E can be written as a ratio of the 

rate of energy transfer, equation 2.5, with all other possible rates of de-excitation 

available to the donor. 
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The other rates in the expression above are kf, the rate of fluorescence, and knr is the rate 

of all the non-radiative rates such as quenching due to solvent collisions and intersystem 

crossing.  The sum of the rate of fluorescence and the non-radiative rates are the inverse 

of the lifetime of the donor in the absence of the acceptor so that equation 2.6 can be 

rewritten, after substituting equation 2.5, as 
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In equation 2.7, we see that the efficiency of energy transfer is distant dependent and that 

value of Ro reveals its true meaning.  The Förster distance is the distance at which the 

efficiency of energy transfer is 50% between the donor and the acceptor.  It also aides in 

the determination of which dyes one should choose for a FRET pair.  For example if the 

distances that one wants to probe are on the order of 50 Å, then a FRET pair should be 

chosen with an Ro value near 50 Å.  In the FRET pair shown in figure 2.5, the Ro value is 

51.5 Å ( 2κ =2/3, Dφ =0.3).  A plot of energy transfer efficiency versus R for the Förster 

distance value of fluorescein-TMR is shown below. 
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Figure 2.6 Efficiency versus distance for the FRET pair fluorescein (donor) and TMR (acceptor).  

There is a linear region of the efficiency that is optimal for measuring energy transfer. 

 

 Figure 2.6 demonstrates there is a linear region of the efficiency that is optimal 

for measuring purposes.  Often when using FRET, one wants to measure the distance 

between the probes for two distinct conformations, e.g. myosin.  If the distances are too 

close or too far apart then the change in efficiency as the sample switches between two 

conformations is difficult to measure since distances changes in those extremes yield very 

little change in the efficiency (i.e. not linear).  In the example of fluorescein and TMR 

shown in figure 2.6, the best distances to measure are between 30 and 70 Å. 

 There are numerous ways to measure the efficiency experimentally and hence 

determine the distance between the probes.  However, there are three methods that will be 

discussed below that are the most common way for measuring efficiency.  The method 

involves measuring the donor intensity in the presence and the absence of the acceptor.  

Once the donor is placed near an acceptor its fluorescence will be quenched (i.e. 

decreased).  This is due to the fact that in the excited state of the donor there are now 

other pathways to de-excite such as transferring energy to the acceptor, thereby 

decreasing the donor intensity.  Equation 2.8 is used to calculate energy transfer 

efficiency by donor quenching. 
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ADI  is the integrated area of the intensity of the donor in the presence of the acceptor and 

 is the integrated area of the donor in the absence of the acceptor.  To measure the 

efficiency through donor quenching, one needs to have two samples, a sample labeled 

with a donor-acceptor pair and another sample labeled with only the donor.  Since one 

needs to know what the intensity of the donor would have been without the acceptor, the 

two samples must have exact same concentration of donors.  In principle this is easy, but 

the other methods for calculating efficiency don’t have such stringent requirements. 

DI

 A second way to measure the efficiency is by measuring the lifetime of the 

donor’s excited state in the presence and absence of the acceptor.  In this method the 

efficiency is determined by equation 2.9 shown below. 
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Similar to equation 2.8, 
ADτ  is the lifetime of the donor in the presence of the acceptor 

and Dτ  is the donor only lifetime.  Once again the experimenter must have two samples, 

a sample labeled with the donor and a sample labeled with the donor-acceptor pair.  

However, no matching of donor concentrations is necessary. 

 The methods above measure the quenching of the donor in the presence of the 

acceptor.  The third method looks at the increase in the acceptor’s intensity due to energy 

transfer (also referred to as sensitized emission) compared to the residual donor emission.  

The efficiency is determined by the ratio of the number of excitations of the acceptor to 

the total number of excitations.  This is expression is shown below in equation 2.10. 
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ADI  is the integrated area of the donor intensity in the presence of the acceptor,  is the 

integrated area of the sensitized emission of the acceptor. 

DAI

Dφ  and Aφ  are the quantum 

yields of the donor and the acceptor, which is the ratio of the number of emissions to 

number of excitations of a fluorophore.  As energy transfer increases, the integrated area 

of the donor signal will decrease while the acceptor’s increases. 

 When measuring sensitized emission, one must subtract out counts in the acceptor 

signal that are due to factors other than energy transfer.  The two other sources that 

contribute to the intensity of the acceptor are the donor signal overlap in the acceptor 

signal and direct excitation of the acceptor.  Returning to the fluorescein-TMR example 

in figure 2.5, one sees the donor emission does overlap with the acceptor emission and 

that must be subtracted off to determine the sensitized emission.  This is easily done by 

scaling a donor intensity profile to the current donor signal and subtracting it from the 

acceptor signal.  Figure 2.7 demonstrates the subtraction of the donor overlap in the 

acceptor channel. 
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Figure 2.7 The orange trace is the donor-acceptor FRET signal.  The green trace is the donor-

only signal.  The green and orange trace overlap for the donor only the donor in the presence of 

the acceptor signal.  The green shaded region is the donor signal that overlaps the acceptor 

signal.  The orange shaded region is the acceptor only signal after the subtraction of the donor 

signal. 

 

 Direct excitation of the acceptor occurs because a laser is often used to excite the 

donor that also excites the acceptor.  For example, one would use a 488 nm laser to excite 

the donor fluorescein.  However, as shown in figure 2.5, the acceptor TMR has an 

absorbance even though it is smaller than the donor at 488 nm as well.  So the laser 

would directly excite the acceptor and hence would add to the overall acceptor signal.  

Determining what the direct excitation of the acceptor for a sample labeled with a donor 

and acceptor is done easily with an acceptor only sample.  By exciting an acceptor only 

sample at 488 nm and at 532 nm (a wavelength that does not excite the donor), the ratios 

of the two signals can be determined.  One can then excite the sample labeled with 

fluorescein and TMR at 532 nm and measure the acceptor intensity at this wavelength.  

This signal can be scaled by the ratio of 488 nm to 532 nm intensities of the acceptor only 

sample to determine the intensity of the direct excitation of the acceptor by 488 nm.  This 

is demonstrated by equation 2.11 
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IA-488 is the signal of the acceptor in the FRET sample when excited by 488 nm and IA-532 

is the intensity of the acceptor in the FRET sample when excited by 532 nm.  IAO-488  and 

IAO-532 are the intensities of the acceptor-only sample when excited at 488 nm and 532 

nm.  Figure 2.8 displays how this process is done in a FRET experiment. 
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Figure 2.8 Demonstration on how to determine acceptor signal (A) due to only FRET. 

 

 Fluorescence resonance energy transfer provides a tool for measuring angstrom 

distances within proteins.  Since internal motions of molecular motors tend to be on the 

angstrom level they provide a wonderful system to use FRET.  While crystal structures 

provide very detailed information about the structure of the protein, one must be careful 

when interpreting the data.  Crystal packing forces can distort the shape of the protein and 

therefore not give a correct picture.  Furthermore, in the case of myosin, it can not be 

crystallized with actin, so FRET can provide distance measurements on myosin in the 

presence of actin.  Measurements can be made during the nucleotide cycle with and 

without actin providing detailed information about the lever arm swing, actin cleft 

movement, nucleotide pocket conformation, etc. 
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 Despite its versatility, there are several drawbacks to using traditional FRET.  

First, there is a limitation in the distances that FRET can measure.  Most dye pairs can 

only measure distances up to 80 Å, after that the signal due to FRET falls off quickly and 

can no longer be detected over direct excitation or donor overlap.  Secondly, absolute 

distances are difficult to determine because the orientation of the two dyes is rarely 

known and it is not always safe to assume that 2κ  is 2/3.  Uncertainty in 2κ  can often be 

removed by showing that the two dyes are able to rotate freely during their excited state 

lifetime, but this does not remove all uncertainty.  Therefore, FRET usually can only 

determine change in distances (e.g. a change in distance between two conformations of a 

protein). 

 Thirdly, the lifetimes of most organic fluorophores is on the order of nanoseconds 

making it difficult to measure the efficiency of energy transfer via lifetimes.  While 

techniques such as phase-modulation are beneficial, the method is still cumbersome.  

Fourthly, it can often be difficult to measure the sensitized emission over the background 

of the donor overlap and direct excitation of the acceptor.  Finally, FRET requires the 

biological sample to be labeled with one donor and one acceptor.  This often requires 

mutagenesis of the sample, which can affect functionality.  If there isn’t one donor and 

one acceptor per molecule, this can lead to a difficult interpretation of results.  For 

example, if not every molecule is labeled with an acceptor, part of one’s donor signal will 

be unquenched, which results in a lower efficiency than if every sample had an acceptor. 

 Despite the problems mentioned above, FRET is quite versatile and can be a 

technique used in both ensemble and single molecule experiments.  A change in distance 

for two conformations can be determined if the exact distances are uncertain, still 

allowing for measurements on systems that change shape.  There are also a technique, 

Lanthanide based Resonance Energy Transfer (or LRET), that can overcome some of the 

issues discussed above and will be discussed in greater detail later in chapter three. 

 

2.3 Total Internal Reflection Microscopy (TIRM) 
 

 Total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy is a technique that selectively 

excites fluorophores in an aqueous or cellular environment near a solid surface, typically 
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on the order of 100nm, without exciting fluorophores more than 100 nm from the surface.  

The benefit of this technique is that samples imaged by TIRF have significantly reduced 

background, no out of focus fluorescence, and minimal exposure of samples to light, 

which can be destructive 58.  This technique is very beneficial for imaging molecular 

motors because actin can easily be attached to a glass surface.  Fluorescently labeled 

myosin can then be added to the solution with ATP and when it binds to actin it is imaged 

through TIRF.  However, when myosin is unbound and floating in solution it is not 

imaged and hence its fluorophore does not bleach or contribute to the background. 

 The selectivity of TIRF results from the total reflection of a laser beam off the 

boundary of a glass-water interface.  Total internal reflection of the laser results in an 

evanescent electric field that decays exponentially into the solution.  An excellent 

discussion of theory behind total reflection and the creation of an evanescent field is 

discussed in a book by Roald Wangsness on classic electromagnetic theory 59.  Light 

traveling through a medium with an index of refraction of glass, ng, at an angle iθ  with 

respect to the normal of the glass-water surface is both reflected and transmitted into 

water with index of refraction, nw, at the boundary.  The reflected wave is traveling in the 

opposite direction as the incident wave, but has the same angle with respect to the 

normal.  The direction of the refracted wave can be determined by Snell’s law. 
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Since ng (= 1.52) is greater than nw (= 1.33), the refracted wave will have a larger angle 

than the incident beam.  Furthermore, as the incident wave’s angle increases, the 

transmitted wave’s angle increases as well.  Figure 2.9 below demonstrates the geometry 

of the scenario. 
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Figure 2.9 Refraction of light at a glass-water interface.  xk
r

 is the wave vector of the incident, 

reflected, and transmitted wave (x = i, r, t).  The normal unit vector, n , is normal to the boundary 

and points towards water.  As the incident beam angle increases, the transmitted wave increases 

as well (dotted line).   is out of the page.  The dotted lines show as 

ˆ

ŷ iθ  increases, so does tθ  

 

 At a critical angle, the transmitted wave becomes parallel to the surface.  This is 

determined by setting the transmitted wave at an angle of 90°, so that Snell’s law reduces 

to the following expression. 
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An incident wave at an angle equal to or greater than the critical angle will no longer 

transmit into water, but reflect off the surface.  For the glass-water interface, the critical 

angle by equation 2.13 is 61°.  However, due to the boundary conditions at the interface 

the electric field does extend into water, but not as a plane wave.  Instead the electric 

field travels parallel to the surface and its amplitude decays exponentially in the z-

direction (based on figure 2.9).  This is often called the evanescent wave and can be 

derived as follows. 

 Following the same geometry shown in figure 2.9, the incident, reflected, and 

transmitted electric field can be described by the expressions below such that at the 

boundary the tangential electric fields in glass, the incident and reflected wave, must be 

equal to the tangential electric field in water, the transmitted wave.  Tangential is in 

reference to the plane separating the glass-water interface. 
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The only way the above expression could possibly be true regardless of the amplitudes is 

if the exponential factors are equal for any value of rr  and t, which can be independently 

varied.  First, for the exponentials to be equal, the waves must all have the same 

frequency such that ωωωω === tri .  Secondly, the other term containing the dot 

product between the wave vector and position must also all be equal so that 

rkrkrk tri
rrrrrr

⋅=⋅=⋅ .  It is useful to write this equality as a difference shown below. 
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      (2.15) 

The first term in equation 2.15 results in the familiar law of reflection for light.  For 

evanescent waves, a more detailed discussion is required for the second expression in 

2.15.   

 At the boundary, z equals zero so that yyxxr ˆˆ +=
r  and  and  only have 

components in the x-z plane.  Carrying out the dot product for equation 2.15 shows that 

the x-component of the incident and transmitted wave vectors are equal: .  If the 

incident wave vector has a magnitude k

ik
r
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txix kk =

i and the transmitted wave vector has a magnitude 

of kt, then the z component of the transmitted wave can be written as follows 
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by rearranging the terms in .  Therefore the z component of the transmitted 

wave vector is imaginary.  Returning to equation 2.14, the transmitted wave can be 

written in terms of an exponentially decaying term and an oscillating term. 
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oλ  is the wavelength of the laser in vacuum and d is the characteristic distance that the 

electric field extends into water 60.  Equation 2.18 demonstrates that this distance, d, is 

also dependent on the incident angle of the incoming light. 

 Equation 2.17 is the evanescent wave.  It velocity from equation 2.17 is  
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where vw is the velocity of light in water.  Much like the characteristic distance, the 

velocity also depends on the angle of incidence.  The evanescent wave is not like the 

familiar plane wave of classical electricity and magnetism.  A plane wave has a constant 

amplitude for any plane perpendicular to the direction of propagation.  An evanescent 

wave has constant amplitude that is perpendicular to the direction of propagation.  Figure 

2.10 demonstrates the difference between the two waves. 
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Figure 2.10 Demonstration of the difference between a Plane and Evanescent Wave. 

 

 Total internal reflection is achieved in the lab by two methods.  The first method, 

prism type TIR, involves coupling a prism to a glass slide with oil (n = 1.51) such that a 

light sent through the prism is bent so that the beam is reflected off the top surface of the 

glass-water interface.  If the laser is sent at the correct angle through the prism, TIR can 

be achieved.  The second method, objective type TIR, requires a laser to be sent through 

the objective at a steep angle so that the beam reflects off the glass-water surface at the 

critical angle.  Objective type TIR requires an objective with a high numerical aperture 
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(greater than 1.4) for total internal reflection to occur.  Our lab mainly uses objective type 

TIR.  It tends to be much easier to setup and align than prism type TIR.  The details of 

setting up objective type TIR are discussed below. 

 The numerical aperture of a microscope objective is the following 

     θsinnNA =        (2.20) 

where n is the index of refraction between the sample and the objective and θ  is half the 

of the maximum collection angle.  More light is collected for a higher numerical aperture 

objective, which can be achieved by increasing the collection angle or index of refraction 

of the medium.  Numerical apertures greater than one are possible if oil or water are used 

in the space between the objective and sample.  The reason that objective type TIR 

requires an objective with a numerical aperture greater than 1.4 is that the index of 

refraction of the medium before the water must be greater than 1.33 to achieve total 

internal reflection (from equation 2.12 and 2.13).  This is achieved through oil objectives 

that have an index of refraction near that of glass, 1.51.  If the objective is in air or water, 

then the medium in between the sample and the objective is equal or less than that of 

water and TIR is no longer possible. 

 TIR is setup through the objective by using an external lens.  The laser is 

expanded by 5 – 10 times and then passed through an external lens that focuses the laser 

on the back focal plane of the objective.  The laser is then collimated by the objective and 

passes through the sample.  By moving the external lens, the laser will pass through the 

objective at an angle and eventually pass through at a high enough angle so that total 

internal reflection is achieved off the water surface.  Figure 2.11 demonstrates this 

process.   
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Figure 2.11 A simplified diagram of objective type TIR.  As the external lens is moved, the 

incident angle of the laser at the glass-water surface increases until TIR is achieved. 

 

TIR can be easily setup in the lab through the use of plastic fluorescent beads attached to 

a glass surface as well as beads floating free in solution.  By focusing on the beads at the 

surface, one can clearly see stationary beads attached to the surface and beads moving 

around in the image that are in solution.  As the external lens is moved and the angle of 

the incident beam increases the background clearly decreases and less beads are seen 

moving around in solution.  Once TIR is achieved, only the stationary beads attached to 

the surface are observed and an occasional bead that floats within several 100 nm of the 

surface. 

 TIR has been used extensively in our lab to image molecular motors such as 

myosin.  The light emitted by the probes attached to myosin is collected by the objective 

and imaged on a CCD.  The CCD allows movies to be made of the motors as they move 

along actin that is attached to the glass surface.  One technique that utilizes TIR was 

developed in our lab that is able to determine the position of the attached dye to within 1 

nanometer. 
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2.4  Fluorescence Imaging with One-Nanometer Accuracy (FIONA) 
 

 The movement of biological molecules is typically on the order of tens of 

nanometers.  To view these movements by fluorescence one is ultimately limited by the 

Rayleigh criteria, which states the resolving power is limited by the following equation: 
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where λ  is the wavelength of the emitted light, NA is the numerical aperture of the 

microscope objective, and r the distance between two spots (or the width of one spot).  

For visible light, r is on the order of 300 nm.  For example, a single fluorescent molecule 

forms a diffraction limited spot with a width of approximately 300nm.  Figure 2.12 shows 

a plot of a typical fluorophore, Rhodamine, imaged on a CCD with a 100x, 1.45NA 

Olympus microscope objective with an extra 1.6 magnification added.  The dimensions 

of a pixel on the CCD are 16 µ m by 16 µ m. 

 
Figure 2.12 Plot of single fluorescent molecule.  Based on the magnification, one pixel equals 

100 nm. 

 

If the spot in figure 2.12 is fit to a Gaussian, the width of the spot is 2.32 pixels in the x 

direction (and 2.26 pixels in the y direction).  The magnification of the microscope results 
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in each pixel is being 100 nm by 100 nm.  This means the width of the spot is 232 nm, 

which agrees with equation 2.21 (theoretically, it should be 244nm based on λ =580 nm). 

 In a paper by Bobroff in 1986, he was able to show that the ability to locate a 

signal position was possible to a much finer scale than the resolution of the instrument if 

the signal-to-noise ratio was high enough 61.  The result of his work suggests that while 

the width of the fluorescing spot imaged on a CCD is limited by the Rayleigh criteria, the 

center of the spot can be located to arbitrarily high precision by collecting a sufficient 

number of photons.  In 2002, a paper by Thompson et al. extended the theory of 

Bobroff’s paper to microscopes, fluorescing dyes, and CCDs.  Thompson et al. were able 

to show that the error in determining the center of a fluorescing object is determined by 

three items 62.  The first factor is the photon noise, the second factor is the effect of the 

finite pixel size of the detector, and the third factor is the background.  This was 

expressed in the following equation where yx,σ  is the error in the center of a spot in the x 

(or y) direction. 
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The first term in equation 2.22 is standard error of the mean where sx,y is the standard 

deviation of a Gaussian fit (or any fitting function) to the spot and N is the total number 

of photons collected.  The second term is the error due to the pixilation of the detector 

where a is the pixel size.  The final term is the error due to background noise (this can be 

due to both shot noise and background fluorescence) where b is the noise in the 

background.  In figure 2.22, the value of b is 2.2 photons, the value of a is 100nm, N is 

1300 photons (the volume of the Gaussian), and the value of sx is 116 nm.  Using 

equation 2.22, the error in the center of the spot shown in figure 2.12 is 3.5 nm. 

 By combining both TIR, an oxygen scavenging molecule which allows the 

fluorophore to be much more photostable 63-65, and the results of the above discussion our 

lab was able to demonstrate the ability to achieve 1 nm resolution of a fluorescing dye 

imaged on a CCD camera with a high numerical aperture microscope objective 47.  Cy3 

labeled DNA was attached to a glass surface through a BSA-streptavidin linker and 

stepped at a known distance with a nanometric stage.  For each frame of the image, a 
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Gaussian function (shown in equation 2.23) was fit to the spot and the center was 

determined. 
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FG is the standard Gaussian equation and the fit parameters are zo, which is a constant due 

to background fluorescence and CCD offset, A is the amplitude, xo (yo) are the center 

coordinates of the Gaussian, and sx (and sy) are the standard deviations of the distribution.  

The position of the dye was measured and compared to the expected step size.  The 

results clearly demonstrated the validity of the procedure.  Figure 2.13 shows a figure 

from Yildiz et al.’s paper demonstrating their stepping results. 

 
Figure 2.13 A plot from Yildez’s paper shows stepping of cy3 labeled DNA at a constant rate 

(bottom plot) and a Poisson-distributed rate (top plot).  Figure is from Ref. 47.  The fits to the dye 

position agree with the step value of the nanometric stage. 

 

The average stepping distance measured by imaging cy3 is µ  and the error in the center 

of the fitted spot is σ .  The expected stepping size is expµ .  As can be seen in figure 2.13, 

they were able to achieve near nanometer resolution of cy3’s movement.  Their results 

were then applied to myosin V by attaching cy3 to a calmodulin and exchanging it onto 

the motor.  As discussed in the introduction, they were able to show that myosin V walks 

in a hand-over-hand fashion. 
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2.5 Defocused Orientation and Position Imaging (DOPI) 
 

 As was shown in figure 2.12, a fluorophore imaged in the focal plane of the 

objective yields a diffraction limited spot that can be fit to a Gaussian in order to 

determine its position with one nanometer accuracy.  If the objective imaged a region ~ 

500 nm above or below the fluorophore the intensity profile of the spot in figure 2.12 

would change to the pattern shown in figure 2.14. 

Image of fluorophore
on the CCD

In Focus Defocused

Microscope Objective
NA=1.45, 160x

Focal Plane
Of the Objective fluorophore

 
Figure 2.14 Image of fluorophore in focus (left) and defocused (right). 

 

The first image in figure 2.14 is of the fluorophore in focus and the second is of the 

defocused image of the fluorophore.  It turns out that the defocused image is nothing 

more than the diffraction pattern of a dipole (i.e. the fluorophore) through a high 

numerical aperture (i.e. the microscope objective).  Furthermore, the diffraction pattern of 

the defocused image provides information on the orientation of the fluorophore.  As will 

be discussed below, the orientation of a fluorophore attached to myosin’s light chain 

domain (LCD) will in turn measure the orientation of the LCD of myosin as it walks 

along actin.  Before the details of this technique, known as DOPI, can be discussed it is 

important to discuss diffraction of plane waves through an aperture and then move to the 
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more relevant case of diffraction through a high numerical aperture of polarized light 

emitted from a dipole. 

 If in the course of encountering an obstacle, transparent or opaque, a region of a 

wave front of light is altered in amplitude or phase, diffraction will occur 66.  When a 

plane wave traveling in the x direction encounters a circular aperture, then according to 

the Huygens-Fresnel Principle, a differential area dS (where dS is much smaller than the 

wavelength of the plane wave) within the aperture can be treated as having a surface 

density of coherent secondary point sources that emit spherical waves.  Diffraction will 

be observed at a distant screen from the circular aperture.  Figure 2.15 is a diagram of the 

aperture and the corresponding important variables. 
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Figure 2.15 Plane wave traveling in the x direction is incident upon a circular aperture with radius 

a.  A region dS at an angle φ  and a radius ρ  from the origin O emits a spherical wave that is 

observed at point P on a screen.  Point P is at a distance R from the center of the aperture and is 

at an angle Φ  and radius q from the center of the screen, Po. 

 

 If Aε  is the source strength of an electric field per unit area, then the optical 

disturbance at P due to dS is  

     ( )dSe
R

dE krtiA −= ωε
      (2.24) 

where r is the distance from dS to the point P and R the distance from the center of the 

aperture to point P.  Equation 2.24 is a spherical wave emanating from dS with a 
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frequency ω  and a wave number k.  The distance r can be expressed in terms of x, y, z 

(the coordinates within the aperture) and R where R2 = X2 + Y2 + Z2 (the coordinates on 

the screen) 

    ( ) 2/1

22

22 )21 ⎥
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⎤
⎢
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⎡ +
−
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+=
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zZyY

R
zyr .     (2.25) 

Since image is in the far field (R is very large to the size of the aperture), then the 2nd 

term in equation 2.25, 2

22

R
zy +  will be very small and can be dropped from the 

expression.  Finally, by a binomial expansion, it can be shown that r is equal to the 

following expression 
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−≈ 21
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Equation 2.26 can be inserted into equation 2.24 and by converting into cylindrical 

coordinates the following expression is found for the electric field. 
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By axial symmetry, the solution must be independent of Φ , so it can be set to zero in 

equation 2.27 and this will not affect the solution. 

 The integral over φ  can be expressed as a Bessel Function, Jm, by the following 

expression 
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so that equation 2.27 can be rewritten and solved 
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The electric field on the screen at a radius of q is related to a Bessel Function of order one 

where A is the area of the aperture.  The intensity at point P is can be found by the 

following function: I = EE*/2 and by carrying out the math it can be shown that the 

intensity is  
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where θsinRq = . 

 The above expression is known as an airy function and has implications for 

optical resolution.  The first minima of the airy function occurs when J1 is zero (kaq/R = 

3.83) and results in the Rayleigh Criteria mentioned above in the discussion of FIONA 

(section four in chapter two).  Figure 2.16 below shows a 2D and 3D plot of the Airy 

function. 

Airy Pattern

1st zero 
at 3.83
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te
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Figure 2.16 Airy Pattern, the first minima occurs at 3.83. 

 

Equation 2.30 is a standard result found in any optics book, but as shown in the above 

derivation, the Airy pattern is a result of treating the electric field as a scalar spherical 

wave such that when squared it results in an intensity pattern on a screen a distance R 

from the aperture.  However, this is far from the situation encountered in the 

experimental world where the electric field is a vector with a particular polarization 

imaged through an optical system with a high numerical aperture.  In 1959, Wolf and 

Richards expanded on the traditional scalar version of diffraction theory based on the 

Huygens-Fresnel Principle to the more complicated, but realistic, situation of polarized 

light entering an optical system of high numerical aperture 67, 68.  At the time the paper 

was published, they assumed their work would be used by radio astronomers and those in 

the field of microwave optics. 
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 Instead of treating light exiting an aperture as a series of spherical waves, which 

generate an image some distance away, Wolf and Richards expressed light diffracted thru 

an aperture as a series of plane waves with a complex amplitude and traveling in the s-

direction.  Figure 2.17 demonstrates the difference between the traditional theory for 

diffraction and the Wolf and Richards derivation.  In each diagram the diffraction pattern 

forms on the right (although it is only shown for the plane wave representation). 

s

Wavefront

Spherical Waves Plane Waves

Aperture

Image Space

y

z

x
P

 
Figure 2.17 Left Huygens-Fresnel Principle with a wave-front (green) generating a series of 

spherical waves at the aperture.  Right The Wolf and Richards construction of diffraction with the 

wave-front generating a series of plane waves in a direction s perpendicular to the wave-front.  

The image space is to the right of the aperture and point P in the image space has coordinates 

(x,y,z) 

 

Much like traditional diffraction, the expression for the electric field some distance r 

from the aperture is integrated over the solid angle of all the possible s directions.  Wolf 

and Richards expressed electric field, er , in the image space as follows  

   ( ) ( ) [ ]
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zsysxsik
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yx dsdse
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ssaikzyxe zyx ++

Ω∫∫−=
,

2
,,

r
r

π
    (2.31) 

The point P located at (x,y,z) is far from the aperture and sx, sy, sz are the direction 

cosines of the wave vector with magnitude k.  ar  is the strength factor of the unperturbed 

electric field.  A similar expression can be written for the magnetic field generated due to 

diffraction as well. 
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 Wolf and Richards determined an expression for the strength vector for a high 

numerical aperture optical system by conservation of energy.  The intensity of the electric 

field per a unit area before the aperture (the object space) must be equal to the intensity of 

the electric field in a corresponding focused unit area in image space.  It can be shown 

that the strength factor is proportional to the incident electric field times  where θ2/1cos

θ  is half the collection angle of the optical system.  Using the above relations, Wolf and 

Richards derived the intensity profile for polarized light by the magnitude of the z 

component of the Poynting vector ( ∗× be
rr ).  In an important check to their work, they 

also showed using their new model that if unpolarized light is incident upon the aperture, 

one gets the Airy intensity pattern demonstrated in figure 2.16. 

 In 2000, Jeorg Enderlein applied Wolf and Richard’s derivation of diffraction of 

polarized light through a high numerical aperture optical system to the newly emerging 

field of single molecule biophysics.  Enderlein calculated the electric field produced by a 

fluorescing dye (a dipole emitter) focused on a photoelectron detector by a high 

numerical aperture objective 69.  Enderlein then used the calculated electric field to 

determine the collection efficiency of the detector.  In a paper by Böhmer and Enderlein, 

Enderlein’s previous work was extended by demonstrating that the orientation of a dipole 

could be determined solely by imaging the diffraction pattern a small distance (0.5 – 1.0 

µ m) from the focal plane of the objective 70.  Enderlein’s analysis of these images is the 

theoretical basis of DOPI.  See figure 2.19a for a diagram of the experimental setup 

required to measure the orientation of a dipole emitter. 

 The angle η  is the collection angle of the objective such that ηsinn  is the 

numerical aperture of the objective (see figure 2.19a).  The angle η′  corresponds to a ray 

being focused on the target point where the amplitude is calculated.  The two angles are 

related by Abbe’s sine condition, ηη ′′= sinsin nMn  where n is the refractive index of 

glass,  is the refractive index of the imaging medium (air), and M is the magnification 

of the objective.  The maximum value of 

n′

η′  is determined to be  

by the above condition.  Finally the system is symmetric around the in plane angle on the 

objective, 

( )nMNA ′=′ − /sin 1
maxη

ψ , where the ray enters the image plane (ψ  varies from zero to 360°)..  For 

example after integration in ψ , a fluorescing dye oriented perpendicular to the water-
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glass interface will have the following electric (and magnetic) field when imaged a 

distance zδ  from the focal plane of the objective. 
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pE  is the magnitude of the electric field generated by the dipole, J1 is a Bessel function 

of the 1st kind, ( z′′′ ,,φρ  are the coordinates of the image on the image plane of the 

objective.  A similar expression exists for when the dipole is parallel to the water-glass 

interface and any dipole that is randomly oriented will be a superposition of these two 

extremes.  Finally the intensity in the image plane (typically measured by a CCD) is 

simply the z-component of the corresponding Poynting vector ( ∗× BE
rr

).  The intensity 

patterns must be numerically calculated, but they corresponded quite well to the observed 

pattern Böhmer and Enderlein measured for a cy5 dye attached to a glass surface.  Figure 

2.18 shows some of their data and theoretical calculation of the observed defocused 

pattern.  The cy5 dye (i.e. the dipole) is essentially parallel to the sample plane. 

δz= 0 µm δz= -0.3 µm δz= -0.6 µm δz= -0.9 µm δz= -1.2 µm

Measured
pattern

Calculated
Pattern

 
Figure 2.18 Calculated image patterns for a dipole parallel to the glass-water interface for several 

distances, zδ  from the focal plane of the objective.  The negative value corresponds to the 
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objective focusing that distance above the focal plane.  The white bar is 100 µ m.  Figure 

modified from Ref. 70 

 

 In 2004, a computer code was developed by Enderlein’s group to analyze the 

defocused pattern in order to determine the orientation of fluorescing molecules 71.  Their 

program calculated the theoretical defocused pattern for a sequence of possible 

orientations and then compared the theoretical pattern to the measured defocused pattern.  

The fitting program then determined the least-squares error for each comparison and 

picked the pattern that corresponded to the smallest error.  As shown in figure 2.19, a 

dipole randomly oriented on a surface can be described by two angles, θ  and φ .  The 

program was able to determine these two angles based upon the pattern.  Figure 2.19 

demonstrates the orientation of a dipole in regards to an objective lens and a CCD 

camera.  
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Figure 2.19 a Setup for measuring a defocused image. See page 54 for a discussion of ψηη ,, ′  

b Calculated images of a defocused dipole for a variety of θ  and φ .  The images are 500 nm out 

of focus.   

 

 The novel technique developed by Enderlein was quickly applied by our lab in 

combination with FIONA to study myosin V 72.  The technique is referred to as 

Defocused Orientation and Position Imaging (DOPI).  The goal was to measure the angle 

of the light chain domain as it swings while myosin V walks along actin.  For now, the 

DOPI technique will be discussed; the results for myosin V will be discussed in detail 

later in chapter 5.  The first requirement of this technique is that the dipole must be 

rigidly attached to myosin.  If the fluorophore is allowed to flop around during the 

measurement, then the imaged pattern will resemble an out of focus Airy pattern and no 

orientation information will be obtained.  To accomplish this rigidity, Toprak et al. used a 

bi-functional rhodamine probe 72.  Figure 2.20 shows the chemical structure of a bi-

functional rhodamine. 

Attachment to a protein

Bifunctional
Probe

 
Figure 2.20 Left Chemical structure of bis-((N-iodoacetyl)piperazinyl)sulfonerhodamine, which is 

manufactured by Invitrogen.  Chemical structure mage is from Invitrogen’s website.  Right A 

Diagram demonstrating the attachment of a bi-functional probe (red arrow) to a protein (green) 

with two cysteines (yellow).  Since there are two linkers, the probe is rigidly attached to the 

protein. 

 

A bi-functional probe such as the one shown in figure 2.20, has two iodoacetamide 

linkers (shown before in figure 2.3) that are able to attach to the cysteine amino acid.  

The attachment via both linkers to the protein of interest creates a rigid dye orientation 

relative to the protein.  Toprak et al. mutated calmodulin with two cysteines spaced 
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appropriately apart to attach a bi-functional rhodamine and exchanged it onto the light 

chain domain (LCD) of a myosin V motor.  As the motor walks along actin, the dye 

should change orientation depending on whether it is on the leading or trailing LCD of 

the myosin head. 

 Finally the lab frame angles of θ  and φ  shown in figure 2.19 must be converted 

to the more relevant angles β  and α  in the actin frame.  Figure 2.21 defines the 

coordinate system of a typical experiment and the appropriate angles to be measured. 
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Figure 2.21 Left Definition of the coordinate system in the lab frame.  The dye is at an angle 

( )φθ ,  and the actin at an angle, Aφ , in the x-y plane.  Right The actin coordinate system.  β  is 

the axial angle from the actin filament and α  is the azimuthal angle in the z-y plane.  Both angles 

range from 0 to 180 degrees.  The microscope objective is located in the minus z direction. 

 

 The actin is firmly attached to the glass surface by a biotin – streptavidin linker 

system and is randomly oriented on the surface at an angle Aφ .  The program by 

Enderlein determines the values of θ  and φ  of the dipole in the lab frame.  The two 

expressions below convert from the lab frame to the actin frame of β  and α   

    ( )⎟⎟
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A major drawback with this technique is that dipoles have the same emission pattern 

when rotated 180° in either θ  or φ .  This can be problematic especially when the dye is 

nearly parallel to the surface because there is no difference in the dipole defocused 

pattern for φ  or φ +180°. 

 In the original DOPI paper on myosin V, Toprak et al. used a nanometric stage in 

order to determine the position and orientation of the probe.  The stage would move to 

keep the sample in focus for several frames and then step ~ 500 nm in z, intentionally 

defocusing the sample, in order to determine the orientation of the probe.  This method 

proved to be difficult because it required a significant decrease in the dwell time of 

myosin V so that a decent number of images (both focused and defocused) could be 

obtained before the biological motor took a step.  Inevitably, the motor would take a step 

as the stage was moving from a focused position to a defocused position (or vise-versa), 

resulting in a missed set of stepping data.   

 In order to resolve the problems of the original experiment, Erdal Toprak made a 

significant improvement through the ingenious use of a Dual View, which is 

manufactured by Optical Insights.  The Dual View is able to split light based on color or 

polarization and image each component onto a CCD.  It is mainly used for two color 

experiments such as FRET.  Figure 2.22 is a ray diagram of the dual view as well as how 

it is incorporated with a microscope and camera for imaging. 
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Figure 2.22 Left Optical diagram of a dual view.  Light from the microscope enters from the 

bottom.  A dichroic, polarizing beam splitter or amplitude beam splitter can be used to split the 

light and then it is imaged on half of the CCD chip.  Right Basic setup with an inverted 

microscope and light collected with the dual view and camera on a side port.  Images copied from 

Andor’s, Optical Insight’s, and Olympus’ websites. 

 

The system is easily adjusted to split light based on color, polarization, or intensity.  

When used for color imaging, the dual view introduces chromatic aberration such that 

light from the short wavelength channel is focused at a different plane than light from the 

long wavelength channel.  To correct for this aberration, Optical Insights offers a series 

of lens that will focus the light of one of the channels onto the same plane as the other 

and they offer a chart with different distance corrections to aid in the selection. 

 In the case of DOPI, the image needs to be out of focus by ~ 500 nm.  Toprak 

realized that by using a dual view with a 30-70 filter (reflects 30% of the light and 

transmits 70%) and a correction lens in place of an emission filter the objective could be 

moved out of focus by 500nm.  The light would be split by the 30-70 filter and the lens 

placed in the 30% channel would correct for the out of focus image, while the 70% 

channel would remain out of focus by ~500 nm.  This modification allows for the 
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simultaneous imaging of both the focused and defocused pattern.  Steps are no longer 

missed and data analysis becomes much easier.  Figure 2.23 diagrams this new technique. 
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30 – 70 beam splitter
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Figure 2.23 Diagram of imaging focused and defocused images by using the Dual View. 

 

 There are two important issues that need to be addressed when using this 

technique.  First, due to the splitting of light, only 30% of it is focused and a resolution of 

1nm is no longer possible.  Based on experiments during the course of this thesis, the 

resolution is reduced to 5 – 8 nm, which is still acceptable.  However if one wants to 

measure a motor that takes steps smaller than ~ 10 nm, this technique may not be able to 

resolve them.  Secondly, the correction lens in the focused channel adds an additional 

magnification (or demagnification) to the system that must be taken into account.  There 

are two ways to determine the additional magnification factor is for the corrective lens.   

 First, the nanometric stage can be moved a repeated fixed distance and the 

corresponding distance a fluorescing dye (attached to the surface) moves can be 

compared to the distance measured with and without the dual view option.  Any 

difference in the measured step size with and without the Dual View will be due to the 

extra magnification.  Secondly, Optical Insights provides a very fine grid for alignment of 

the dual view and the distance between the lines on the grid with and without the dual 
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view can be measured as well.  Once again, any differences are a result of the extra 

magnification factor. 

 In the experiments discussed in chapter 5, the corrective lens used in my 

experiments was made by Newport with a diameter of 25.4 mm and a focal length of 225 

mm.  Both techniques to correct for the magnification yielded a similar result for the 

Newport lens: the lens resulted in a reduced magnification of 10% in the focused channel.  

This reduction in magnification has been systematically taken into account when the 

results in chapter 5 are presented. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

LANTHNIDE PROBES 
 

 

3.1 Introduction to Lanthanide Probes 
 

 Luminescent lanthanide chelate complexes, particularly those containing Tb3+ and 

Eu3+, are of great interest as alternatives to conventional organic-based fluorescent 

probes.  Figure 3.1 shows a representative complex: it contains a chelate, 

diethylenetriaminepentacetic acid (DTPA) or triethylenetetraaminehexaacetic acid 

(TTHA), that binds the lanthanide atom and shields it from quenching by water, and an 

organic-based antenna molecule, carbostyril 124 (cs124) that efficiently absorbs 

excitation light (typically at 337 nm) and transfers excitation energy to the lanthanide. 
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Figure 3.1 Structure of Tb-DTPA (or TTHA) –cs124.  The Terbium ion can be replaced with a 

Europium ion. 

 

In such a complex as above, Tb3+ and Eu3+ have unusual and beneficial spectroscopic 

characteristics even in an aqueous environment when compared to typical organic 
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fluorophores.  These include millisecond lifetimes, sharply-spiked emission spectra, high 

quantum yield, and a broad range of emission energies extending from the blue to the red 

part of the spectrum 73.  Figure 3.2 shows the emission spectrum and the lifetimes for 

Tb3+ and Eu3+ attached to the complex in figure 3.1. 

 
Figure 3.2 Left The Tb3+ emission spectrum is shown in green and the Eu3+ spectrum in red.  

Right The lifetimes of Tb3+ and Eu3+ are determined by the slope of the log(counts) versus time 

plot. 

 

 The emission spectrum of lanthanide chelates arise from high spin to high spin 

transitions within the atom.  Tb3+ emission arises from transitions between a 5D4 excited 

state to a ground state of 7FJ (J = 0 - 6).  Eu3+ emission is from a 5D0 to a ground state of 
7FJ (J = 0 - 6).  The specific ground states that give rise to the emission spectrum are 

labeled in figure 3.2.  In both cases, the ground and excited states involve 4f electrons, 

and hence, electric dipole transitions – the usual mechanism of fluorescence in organic 

dyes – are formally parity forbidden.  Nevertheless, a small admixture of 5d states makes 

electric dipole transitions possible.  Much work has been done to understand the 

intensities, wavelengths, and origin of the lanthanide emission transitions in a crystal 

field 74-77.  Indeed, emission generally arises from electric dipole transitions, although 

magnetic dipole transitions exist – e.g. the 5D0 to 7F1 transition in europium 78, 79 -- and in 

solid state, electric quadrupole transitions have been detected 80.  Figure 3.3 is the energy 

level diagram of the transitions that occur within Tb3+ and Eu3+. 
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Figure 3.3 Energy level diagram for Eu3+ (left) and Tb3+ (right) 

 

 Most of the Tb3+ and Eu3+ transitions have multiple transition dipole moments 

because emission can arise from multiple mJ levels.  Hence, if these transitions are 

energetically degenerate (or nearly so), and the probability of emission due to each state 

is similar, then the emission will be unpolarized.  Lanthanide emission has generally been 

assumed to be unpolarized due to these factors.  Rotational motion during the millisecond 

lifetime of the lanthanide bound to the chelate-carbostyril complex can also lead to 

depolarization, particularly in solution.  Low polarization is desirable in resonance energy 

transfer experiments since it reduces the uncertainty of 2κ  and allows for a better 

determination of the Förster distance 73.  The result is that instead of FRET determining 

only the change in distances between two conformations, it can now measure absolute 

distances with the use of Lanthanide probes. 

 In fact lanthanides were first used in resonance energy transfer experiments by 

Horrocks and co-workers in the 1970s 81, 82.  A lanthanide was bound to a calcium-

binding protein and used as a donor to transfer energy to a freely diffusing or specifically 

bound metal (e.g. Co).  The lanthanide was excited either directly, using a powerful laser, 

or through a tryptophan residue on the protein near the lanthanide that acted as an 

antenna molecule.  Because of the weak absorption of the metal acceptor, the donor-
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acceptor dipole coupling and hence measurable distances, were small (a few Angstroms).  

However, the work first demonstrated that the idea of using lanthanides for resonance 

energy transfer was useful for measuring small distances (~10 Å).  Meares and co-

workers in the early 1980s then used lanthanides bound to artificial chelates as donors to 

transfer energy to organic acceptors, in which either the donor or acceptor was free to 

diffuse 83.  The use of organic acceptors, which have a strong absorbance where the donor 

lanthanide emits, dramatically increased the measurable distance range.  The primary 

goal in these experiments was to measure how close two probes could approach each 

other as one or both diffused. 

 While low polarization is a benefit to energy transfer, high polarization is desired 

if using the chelates as probes to measure rotational motion on the millisecond time scale 
54.  Transitions between europium’s excited 5D0 state, unlike terbium’s excited 5D4 state, 

are not degenerate and therefore can lead to spectra that have a high anisotropy (e.g. 5D0 

 7F0).  Previous work has shown that Eu3+ emission can indeed be polarized if excited 

directly (i.e. not through an antenna) in a single crystal of Zn3Eu2(NO3)12•24H2O 84.  

Vereb et al. have also shown that emission of Eu-DTPA-cs124 in a crystal is polarized 85.  

They showed that all the transitions within the europium were polarized to some degree 

with the 5D0 to 7F0 transition (mJ = 0 for excited and ground states) being the most 

polarized.  However it is unclear if the non-zero anisotropy was due to crystal conditions 

– e.g. the crystal imposed a fixed orientation between the antenna and the lanthanide and 

chelate.  Furthermore, no measurements existed on the anisotropy of Eu-DTPA or Tb-

DTPA after direct excitation, but rather only when the complex was excited through its 

antenna carbostyril-124. 

 There are hints of Tb3+ emission having a low polarization and Eu3+ emission 

having a high polarization, but no measurements had been made on the functional 

complexes shown in figure 3.1 to determine if this indeed is the case.  These 

measurements are important if the lanthanide probes will find use in resonance energy 

transfer experiments.  In the summer of 2000 our lab set out to make these measurements.  

The polarization of lanthanide emission is measured through the anisotropy, which is 

used to determine the polarization of a large number of dyes in solution. 
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3.2 Theory of Anisotropy 
 

 Anisotropy is intrinsically an ensemble measurement of a large population of 

fluorophores.  The experimenter sets the anisotropic condition by exciting the sample 

with polarized light such that only dyes properly oriented with the polarization of the 

excitation source are excited.  However the excitation of a dye is a probabilistic event.  

The probability that a dye is excited is proportional to ( )2
E
rr

⋅µ  where µr  is the absorption 

transition dipole moment and E
r

 is the electric field of the excitation source 54.  This 

results in the probability being proportional to  (where θ2cos θ  is the angle between the 

electric field of the excitation source and the absorption dipole moment) such that dyes 

whose absorption dipole moment is parallel to the polarization of the incident light have a 

higher probability of being excited than those that are not parallel.  Fluorophores whose 

absorption dipole moments are perpendicular to the polarization of the incident light will 

not be excited at all.  The emitted photons from de-excitation then pass through a 

polarizer that is either oriented parallel or perpendicular to the polarization of the 

excitation source.  If a large population of fluorescing probes have their absorption dipole 

moments parallel to the excitation source’s polarization then the intensity measured for 

the parallel orientation of the polarizer should be larger than the intensity for the 

perpendicular orientation.  It is assumed that the dyes do not significantly rotate during 

their excited state lifetime, which would remove the anisotropy set by the polarized 

incident light source.  The anisotropy, r, of the fluorescing sample is then the following, 

     
⊥

⊥

+
−

=
II

II
r

2//

//          (3.1) 

where I// is the intensity of emitted photons parallel to the excitation source and  is the 

intensity perpendicular to the incident light.  Figure 3.4 shows the experimental setup of 

an anisotropy experiment.  

⊥I
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Figure 3.4 Experimental Setup of an Anisotropy measurement. 

 

 The following discussion below derives the theoretical values for the anisotropy 

specifically for lanthanides.  However, this discussion can be applied to organic dyes as 

well.  Due to the long lifetime of lanthanides (on the order of milliseconds) as compared 

to organic fluorophores (on the order of nanoseconds), the lanthanide samples can easily 

rotate during their excited state life time to a different orientation, removing the 

anisotropy set by the incident light.  Therefore to accurately measure the anisotropy of 

lanthanide probes they must be frozen rigid to prevent them from rotating during the 

measurement. 

 The measured anisotropy, the splitting and mixing of the mJ states, and the 

relative intensity of Tb3+ or Eu3+ transitions, excited directly or through the carbostyril 

antenna, can be understood in terms of the quantum mechanical symmetries under 

rotation of the states excited by the incident laser.  We first consider in detail Eu3+.  We 

assume that the excited states can be described within the Russell-Saunders model, and 

neglect small mixing with other states (e.g. vibronic states).  We take the rotational 

symmetry explicitly into account by calculating absorption and emission matrix elements 

in terms of single particle spherical harmonics YJm, which from the Wigner-Eckhardt 

theorem, are proportional to the exact matrix elements.  For parameters like the 

anisotropy that depend on a ratio of measured parameters, the proportionality constants 

drop out.  The absolute energy levels (emission wavelengths) are a function of the 
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constants, but the relative energy levels (wavelength splittings), which are of greater 

interest, are independent of the constants.  The electric field generated by the chelate that 

holds the lanthanide ion in place not only splits and mixes the mJ states within the 

lanthanide ion, but it allows transitions, which are formally forbidden in the free ion, to 

occur. 

 All the transitions in the lanthanide ion that we study are electric dipole, with the 

exception of the 5D0  7F1, transition within Eu3+, which is a magnetic dipole transition 
79.  The anisotropy of processes involving magnetic dipole transitions, as we will show, 

differs from that in purely electric dipole transitions.  We first derive the anisotropy for 

electric dipole transitions and then discuss the case of magnetic dipole transitions.  To 

measure the anisotropy, an external photon polarized in the  direction is sent along the x 

axis and absorbed by an electric dipole moment with matrix element u between the initial 

and intermediate states (see figure 3.5).  The photon is subsequently reemitted, polarized 

in the  direction, by an electric dipole moment with matrix element v between the 

intermediate and final states. 
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Figure 3.5 Theoretical setup of lanthanide anisotropy measurement. 

 

The intensity of this transition is, to within an overall constant, 

    22 ˆˆ
4

vwuzdI w ⋅⋅
Ω

= ∫ π
.        (3.2) 
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Here  is the solid angle specifying all the orientations of the chelate.  The integration is 

an average over all orientations of the chelate since the sample is randomly oriented when 

frozen. 

Ω

 The first term in equation 3.2, uz ⋅ˆ , is proportional to the probability that the 

lanthanide is excited by the incident photon, while the second term, , is proportional 

to the probability that a photon is emitted from the lanthanide atom polarized in the w  

direction.  For I

vw ⋅ˆ

ˆ

|| (equation 3.1),  is in the z-direction while for ,  is in the x-

direction.  While for most organic fluorophores u and v are parallel (or nearly parallel) to 

each other, it is certainly not required.  In fact, u and v tend to not be parallel for 

lanthanide atoms in a crystal field.  For arbitrary orientations of the absorption and 

emission dipole moments, the angular average in equation 3.2 simply gives 

ŵ ⊥I ŵ

  ( ) ( ) ⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛ ⋅+⋅−+−= ∗ 2222 ˆˆˆˆ1cos3

30
1cos2

15
1 vuvuI θθ ,      (3.3) 

where  and  denote the (possibly complex) unit vectors in the direction of the dipole 

moment matrix elements.  The angle 

û v̂

θ  is the angle between the initial polarization of the 

incident photon and the polarization of the emitted photon (for °= 0,|| θI  while for 

°=⊥ 90,θI ).  As we shall see,  points along a specific direction in the lanthanide 

frame, and thus is real to within an overall phase factor, which drops out.  In this case 

û

22 ˆˆˆˆ ∗⋅=⋅ vuvu  and equation 3.3 reduces to  

  ( )( )2
|| ˆˆ21

15
1 vuI ⋅+=  and ( )( )2ˆˆ2

15
1 vuI ⋅−=⊥ .       (3.4) 

The expression for the anisotropy in equation 3.1 is simplified to 

    ( )( )1ˆˆ3
5
1 2 −⋅=− vur elel .        (3.5) 

Generally, ; if u and v are parallel r = 0.4, while if they are perpendicular r 

= -0.2. 

4.02.0 ≤≤− r

 Equation 3.5 is the standard expression for anisotropy when the absorption and 

emission of a photon is through an electric dipole transition 54.  As mentioned above, the 

absorption of a photon in Eu3+ is through an electric dipole, but the transition, 5D0  7F1, 

is a magnetic dipole.  In such a transition the coupling of the photon is via the operator 
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MH
rr

⋅− , where M
r

 is the magnetic moment operator of the atom and H
r

 is the magnetic 

field of the photon.  The magnetic field of the photon can be written in terms of an 

electric field, E
r

, and the direction of motion of the photon, , by the following 

expression: 

n̂

nEH ˆ×=
rr

.  Consider first a magnetic dipole absorption transition followed 

by a magnetic dipole emission transition for the geometry in figure 3.5.  In this case, the 

magnetic field of the incident photon is in the y direction, and that of the emitted photon 

is in the  direction, where w is the measured direction of the electric field of the 

final photon.  The intensity is then, to within a constant, 

yw ˆˆ ×

    22 ˆˆˆ
4 mmw vywuydI rr

⋅×⋅
Ω

= ∫ π
,       (3.6) 

where mur  is the magnetic dipole absorption matrix element, and mvr  the magnetic dipole 

emission matrix element.  Then 

  ⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛ ⋅−⋅−== ∗−

⊥
− 22

|| ˆˆˆˆ4
30
1

mmmm
magmagmagmag vuvuII ,      (3.7) 

and the anisotropy vanishes based on equation 3.1. 

 On the other hand, consider an electric dipole absorption followed by a magnetic 

dipole photon emission, e.g., 7F0  5D0, followed by 5D0  7F1.  If an electric dipole 

moment parallel to the z axis emits a photon in the y direction, the photon will be 

polarized along the z-direction; while if a magnetic dipole parallel to the z-direction emits 

a photon traveling along the y-direction the electric field will be along the x-direction, see 

figure 3.6 below. 
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Figure 3.6 The electric field emitted from a magnetic dipole is perpendicular to the electric field of 

an electric dipole with the same orientation. 
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The intensity is, to within a constant, 

 ( )( )2
|| ˆˆ2

15
1

m
magel vuI ⋅−=− ;  ( )( )2ˆˆ21

15
1

m
magel vuI ⋅+=−

⊥ ,      (3.8) 

where for simplicity we have taken vm to be real.  We immediately see that unlike the 

previous case (absorption and emission through a magnetic dipole) that the anisotropy 

does not vanish for an absorption through an electric dipole followed by an emission 

through a magnetic dipole.  The expressions for the parallel and perpendicular intensities 

are interchanged from that of the electric dipole--electric dipole case (shown in equation 

3.4).  In this case the anisotropy is given by, 

    
( )
( )2

2

ˆˆ34
ˆˆ31

m

m
magel vu

vu
r

⋅+

⋅−
=− .        (3.9) 

Then 4172 ≤≤− r ; when the absorption dipole moment is parallel to the emission 

dipole moment r = -2/7 while if they are perpendicular, r = 1/4.  This range of 

anisotropies is quite different than from a standard electric dipole emission.  To my 

knowledge, this is the first derivation of such an event and is well outside the normal 

range of anisotropies quoted in the textbooks based on equation 3.5 due to electric dipole 

transitions. 

 Let us now consider the algebraic structure of the matrix elements entering the 

intensities.  The electrons in the f-shell of the lanthanide atom all have the same radial 

wave function, and for understanding the relative strength of transitions involving only 

the f-shell, the properties of the radial wave function are not relevant.  The algebraic 

properties of the various states mJF ,
7  shown in figure 3.3 are the same as a single 

electron in an angular state, ( )φθ ,JmY .  The matrix element for the transition 7F0  5D0 in 

Eu3+ is given by 

    0
7

0
5 FdDu

rr
= .       (3.10) 

The electric transitions 7FJ  5D0 are forbidden by parity conservation in the free atom, 

since the states mJF ,
7  as well as 0

5 D  have even parity.  In order for the electric 

dipole matrix elements between these states to be non-vanishing, the states must have a 

small admixture of odd parity states caused by the “crystal field” felt by the lanthanide in 

the chelate.  We define the z axis in the local frame of the lanthanide (not to be confused 
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with the z axis in the lab frame depicted in figure 3.5) by the direction of the electric 

dipole matrix element 0
7

0
5 FdD

r
, where d

r
 is the electric dipole operator.  (From here 

on, the unprimed (x,y,z) coordinate system refers to the lanthanide frame, i.e. defined 

such that u is along the z-direction).  The anisotropy is only a function of the angle 

between u and v.  Then the emission electric dipole matrix elements, 0
5

,
7 DdF mJ

r
, 

have the same algebraic structure as ( ) θφθ cos, rYd Jm
r

∫ ∗Ω .  Similar expressions can be 

written for u  and v  for Tb
r r 3+.  However, an exact direction of ur  and v  for Tb

r 3+ can not 

be easily determined due to the complexity of the wave functions of ground state 7FJ, and 

the excited state 5D4.   

 Magnetic dipole interaction among f-shell electrons are allowed by parity, and 

thus an admixture is not required for a transition; thus the magnetic dipole matrix element 

    0
5

,1
7 DMFv mm

rr
=        (3.11) 

for the process 5D0  7F1,m has the same algebraic structure as ( )rYd m
rφθ ,1∫ ∗Ω . 

 

3.3 Experimental Measurements of Lanthanide Anisotropy 
 

 We examined the emission polarization of two polyaminocarboxylate chelates, 

DTPA and TTHA, with and without an antenna molecule, carbostyril 124, bound to 

either Eu3+ or Tb3+ frozen in an amorphous glass.  Without the antenna, the lanthanide 

was excited directly (488 nm for Tb3+, 576 nm for Eu3+).  With the antenna, excitation of 

the lanthanide was indirect at 337 nm, where the antenna absorbs strongly (and direct 

lanthanide excitation is negligible).  Glycerol was added to the lanthanide samples, which 

increased the viscosity of the solution.  The glycerol-water mixture was then frozen in a 

temperature-controlled laboratory-built dewar cooled by liquid nitrogen, which contains 

optically clear quartz windows for right angle excitation and luminescence detection.  

The temperature is monitored by a thermocouple placed in the top of the glycerol solution 

containing the lanthanide chelates.  Glycerol forms an amorphous glass when frozen that 

immobilizes the lanthanide-chelate-carbostyril complexes.  More comprehensive 

experimental details can be found in our paper 86. 
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 To ensure that the sample was frozen (i.e. not rotating during the measurement), 

the anisotropy of the 5D0  7F0 transition within Eu-DTPA was monitored and found to 

remain constant for a temperature range of –68°C to –90°C (data not shown).  A change 

in the anisotropy was measured at higher temperatures indicating that the molecule had 

moved during the measurement.  All anisotropy data presented were collected in a 

temperature region of –80°C to –90°C. 

 The anisotropy was measured by standard methods, including right-angle 

excitation and emission collection with polarizers in both pathways.  The sample is 

excited by a pulsed nitrogen laser with optional dye housing and the emitted light is 

collected with an imaging spectrometer utilizing a 1200 grooves/mm grating and charge-

coupled detector (CCD) for acquisition of the emission spectrum of the lanthanides.  A 

mechanical chopper is placed in front of the spectrometer and timed such that the 

entrance slit to the spectrometer is blocked for ~20 µ s after the laser was fired.  This 

prevents the laser pulse and prompt fluorescence on a shorter time scale (e.g. from 

impurities in the sample) from reaching the CCD camera.  With the chopper, a ~40,000-

fold suppression of prompt fluorescence is achieved.  Details of the instrumentation can 

be found elsewhere 87.  After collecting the emitted light from the sample with the CCD 

camera, the anisotropy at each wavelength is calculated according to standard methods 52.  

The wavelength resolution for Eu-DTPA/Eu-TTHA samples was 2.5Å while for all other 

samples the resolution was 1.2Å. 

 Unfortunately, the CCD (and grating) is sensitive to different polarizations of 

light such that it will register a different intensity for  than  even if they happened to 

actually be equal.  This effect can be corrected for by measuring the g-factor of the 

instrument.  If instead of exciting the sample with light polarized along the z-direction as 

outlined in figures 3.4 and 3.5, horizontally polarized light along the y direction is used, 

then the intensity of the emitted light will be the same for both the z or x direction 

orientations of the polarizer.  This is due to the fact that both polarizer orientations are 

perpendicular to the polarization of excitation.  Figure 3.7 is a schematic of how to 

measure the g-factor for a detector. 

//I ⊥I
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Figure 3.7 Measuring the g-factor for a detection system.  Both  

 

The g-factor is the ratio of the two intensities measured,  and , by the detection 

system. 
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The expression for the anisotropy shown in equation 3.1 is then modified as follows 

     
⊥
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3.3.1 Eu-DTPA 

 

 Of the four transitions within the Eu3+ that we study, the first, 5D0  7F0, is the 

easiest to understand.  As mentioned earlier in equation, ur  is defined to be along the z-

direction.  The direction of  has the form: vr

     ∫ =
Ω

∝ zzrdv ˆ
4

rr

π
      (3.14) 

Since  is parallel to u , equation 3.5 predicts that the anisotropy of this transition is 0.4, 

and is almost what is seen in the 

vr r

7F0 panel in figure 3.8.   
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Figure 3.8 Anisotropy of Eu-DTPA.  The line in each individual panel outlines the spectrum of the 

transitions.  The dots are the corresponding values of the anisotropy. 

 

The measured value for the anisotropy, 0.37 ± 0.01, is a little less than the theoretical 

value of 0.4.  This ~8% discrepancy is probably due to the fact that although the samples 

were frozen in an amorphous glass, they are able to undergo small rotation during the ~1 

millisecond long lifetime of the 5D0 intermediate state, decreasing the anisotropy of the 

sample.  Due to the resolution of the spectrometer and the fact that there is no degeneracy 

in the 5D0  7F0 transition within Eu-DTPA, the FWHM of the transition should have 

been close to 2.5Å.  However the FWHM was measured to be ~ 5 Å.  This may be due to 

the fact that Eu-DTPA has several different conformations.  The different conformations 

would each lead to a different physical environment for Eu3+ and hence create an overall 
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broadening of the 5D0  7F0 line.  The 5D0  7F0 transition is the simplest case although 

it is representative of the physics in the other three more complicated transitions. 

 Figure 3.8 shows three lines in the 5D0  7F1 transition.  In the free atom, these 

lines are degenerate.  The present splitting is due to the crystal field, ( )rV r
, felt by the 

electrons within the lanthanide from the chelate.  Before analyzing these lines we need to 

discuss the crystal field.  The potential energy due to the surrounding charge density, ρ , 

has the form: ( ) ( )∫ ′−′′= rrrrderV rrr ρ3 .  For the orbits of interest, r < r', and we can 

expand the potential in terms of spherical harmonics in the form 

    ( ) ( ) ( )∑∑ +==
ml

lm
l

lm
l

l YrcrVrV
,

1 ,φθrr .     (3.15) 

The term V0 gives rise to a shift of the atomic levels, which is the same for states 

involving electrons in the f shell.  It thus drops out of the measured 5D0  7FJ transition 

frequencies, and we ignore it in the following discussion.  The odd-l terms (V1, V3, etc.) 

are responsible for the parity admixture that allows transitions between states of the same 

parity in the free atom.  The even-l terms (V2, V4, etc.) are responsible for the splitting 

and mixing of the J, m states 74.  The term V1 has the structure 

     ,      (3.16) rarcV m ˆˆ2
,11 ⋅=

where the direction a is a property of the lanthanide.  As discussed above, the electric 

dipole moment is along the direction , which we define to be the z axis in the local 

frame of the lanthanide; thus V

ˆ

â

1 ~ z. 

 In the subspace of the 7F1 states, only the matrix elements of V2 are non-

vanishing, by the rules of addition of angular momentum.  The component V2 has the 

angular structure ∑ , where the 
ab baab rrr 2/ε abε  are real.  One can always choose a 

(primed) coordinate system that diagonalizes this quadratic form, so that the angular 

structure of V2 becomes: 

     ( ) 2222
2 ~ rzyxV ′+′+′ γβα ,     (3.17) 

where 0=++ γβα .  The eigenstates in the 7F1 subspace, found by applying degenerate 

perturbation theory, are the Cartesian states: z ′  with wave function ~ , 0,1Y x′  with 

wave function ~ , and 1,11,1 −+ YY y′ , with wave function ~ .  The radial 1,11,1 −− YY
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integrals give an overall constant which we absorb in the definition of α , β , and γ .  

The corresponding energy shifts due to V2 are then, 

  ( ) αγβα
5
2

5
1

5
3

=++=∆ xE , β
5
2

=∆ yE , γ
5
2

=∆ zE ,    (3.18) 

where the factor 3/5 is the angular average, ( ) ( ) θπθπ 24 cos4/cos4/ ∫∫ ΩΩ dd  and the 

1/5 is the angular average, θ
π

φθθ
π

2222 cos
4

cossincos
4 ∫∫

ΩΩ dd .  Fitting to the shifts 

of the wavelengths of the three 5D0  7F1 transitions, we find ( 3/25−≅ )α  meV, 

( 3/55−≅ )β  meV, ( 3/80≅ )γ  meV. 

 Note that the primed coordinate system in the lanthanide’s frame need not be 

aligned along the z direction (which was defined to be the direction of u, the absorption 

dipole moment).  In other words there can be a slight rotation, although as we discuss 

below, this rotation is small.  If we assume that the z' and z axes coincide, then for the 

state z ′ , vm is also in the z direction, with a corresponding anisotropy -2/7, according to 

equation 3.9 (remember that the emission is through a magnetic dipole not an electric 

dipole).  In the states x′  and y′ , vm is perpendicular to , and thus from equation 3.9 

we would infer that both these states have anisotropy 1/4. 

ẑ

 Figure 3.8 shows that the observed anisotropies, -0.25 and 0.19, for the three lines 

are close but not quite equal to the calculated values.  The differences from the observed 

and calculated values is due to the fact that the emission dipole moment, vm, is not quite 

aligned with (or orthogonal to) the absorption dipole moment, u, i.e., the primed frame is 

not quite aligned along the z axis.  One can transform between the absorption dipole 

moment frame and the emission dipole moment frame by writing 

     zCyBxAz ′+′+′= ˆˆˆˆ ,    (3.19) 

where A2 + B2 + C2 = 1. 

 Using the above transformation, ( ) 22ˆˆ Cvu m =⋅  in the state z ′ .  Associating this 

state with the highest energy line, with anisotropy ≅  -0.25, implies that C2 ≅  0.92.  

Since the anisotropy of x′  and y′  are approximately the same, we can assume that A2 

 B≅ 2  0.04, which leads to an anisotropy of these states, ≅ ≅  0.21, quite close to the 
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measured value  0.19.  We find the closest fit to both the ≅ 7F1 and 7F2 eigenstates with 

the values C2  0.84, and A≅ 2 ≅  B2 ≅  0.08, which imply anisotropies of the three 7F1 

eigenstates of -0.23 and 0.18.  The relative intensities of the three transitions are 

proportional to |vm|2, which is the same for all three lines, in reasonable agreement with 

the data. 

 The transitions to the 7F2 states are more complicated since their anisotropies and 

splittings depend on both V2 and V4 (but not higher order V2n).  Furthermore, the V3 term 

in the potential, equation 3.15, contributes to the relevant admixtures of opposite parity 

that allow the electric dipole transition.  For simplicity, let us first consider the 

anisotropies and splittings that arise solely from V2, with the opposite parities admixed 

only by V1.  Once again, degenerate perturbation theory implies that the five 7F2 

eigenstates in the presence of V2 are the Cartesian combinations: 

    xz ′′ ,  yz ′′ ,  yx ′′ ,     (3.20) 

and linear superpositions of the two states: 

    223 rz ′−′ ,  22 yx ′−′ ,     (3.21) 

with mixing proportional to α  - β , the breaking of the rotational symmetry of V2 about 

. ẑ

 The shifts of the energies of these states are given in terms of α , β , and γ  by 

  β
7
2

−=∆ ′′xzE , α
7
2

−=∆ ′′yzE , γ
7
2

−=∆ ′′yxE ;    (3.22) 

while the latter two states are shifted by 

     ( )
2/1

22

3
1

7
2

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ −+±=∆ βαγE     (3.23) 

where the positive shift is for the state primarily 223 rz ′−′ , and the negative shift for 

the state primarily 22 yx ′−′ . 

 Note that the shift from V2 averaged over the five states vanishes.  With the values 

of α , β , and γ  determined from the relative shifts of the 7F1 states, the calculated 

wavelengths of the transitions to the five states are ~ 615.4nm, ~ 616.2nm, ~ 617.0nm, ~ 

619.9nm, and ~ 620.0nm, where we have taken the average of the five transitions to be at 
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~ 617.7 nm.  The shifts of these lines reproduce the general trend, three lower lines, and 

two higher, although the splittings are too small.  To get a full understanding of the shifts 

it is necessary to include V4. 

 Let us calculate the anisotropies of the 7F2 states taking into account only V2.  

Since the 0
5 D   2

7 F  transitions are electric dipole, we have 0
5 Ddyxv yx

rr ′′=′′ , 

where d
r

 is the electric dipole operator; the states here include the parity admixture that 

allows the electric dipole transition.  To illustrate the calculation we consider the 

transition to the state yx ′′ , for which the angular structure of the matrix element is 

given by 

    ( ) rzyxdDdyxv yx
rrr

∫ ′′Ω′′=′′ ~0
5 ;     (3.24) 

the factor z results from the parity admixture.  To calculate the result we transform z into 

the primed frame, writing zCyBxAzrz ′+′+′=⋅= ˆr , where A, B, and C are the direction 

cosines of the principal axes of V2.  Then 

   ( )( ) ( )0,,~ BArzCyBxAyxdv yx
rr ′+′+′′′Ω= ∫′′ ,    (3.25) 

in the primed frame.  The unit vector  is thus yxv ′′ˆ ( ) 220,, BABA + . 

 The determination of v  for the other four transitions is similar.  The anisotropies 

of the five 

ˆ
7F2 transitions follow from equation 3.5 by using the same A2, B2, and C2 

determined for the 7F1 transition.  The anisotropies of the 7F2 levels do not agree exactly 

with the data.  The best fit to the anisotropies of the 7F1 and the 7F2 level is found with 

the values A2 = B2  0.08, and C≅ 2 ≅  0.84.  The resulting anisotropies for the 7F1 and 7F2 

eigenstates are given in Table 3.1, together with the calculated wavelengths, given in 

parentheses, of the emitted levels taking only V2 into account, and the fractional intensity, 

is proportional to  of each transition.   ( )2
zv
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Wavefunctions Wavelength 
(nm) a

Calculated 
Anisotropy

Measured 
Anisotropy

Calculated 
Relative Intensity

7F1 State
|x'> 594.8 0.18 0.19 0.33
|y'> 596 0.18 0.19 0.33
|z'> 590.8 -0.23 -0.25 0.33

7F2 State
|3z' 2-r' 2> (615.4) 615.4 0.19 0.12 0.62

|z'y'> (616.2) 618.0 -0.03 0 0.16
|z'x'> (617.0) 618.9 -0.03 0 0.16
|x'y'> (619.9) 622.1 -0.1 -0.14 0.03

|x' 2-y' 2> (620.0) 620.4 -0.2 -0.12 0.03
 

Table 3.1 Comparison of theoretical and measured anisotropy values along with the relative 

intensity of the lines. 

 

Note that only four, rather than five, of the transitions are observed in the 7F2 data.  The 

reason is most likely that the yz ′′  and xz ′′  states are too close together to be separated 

with our instrument.  The calculation at this level predicts that transition from the 5D0 

excited state to the 223 rz ′−′  eigenstate is the brightest while the transition to the 

22 yx ′−′ , and yx ′′  eigenstates are the dimmest.  However, the relative intensities of 

the five lines do not agree particularly well with the data.  The discrepancies between the 

theoretical calculations and the experimental data can be fixed through the addition of the 

V4 term in the potential.  However, taking into account the full nine parameters in V4 is 

not productive.  Rather we indicate the general trend by doing a model calculation 

assuming (without particular justification) a V4 that would arise if the underlying medium 

possessed cubic symmetry in the primed frame, i.e., 

    ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ ′−′+′+′= 4444

4 2
7 rzyxV ζ .     (3.26) 

This potential shifts the states 223 rz ′−′  and 22 yx ′−′  by an energy, (3/2)e (where e 

is proportional to ς ), while the states yz ′′ , xz ′′  and yx ′′  states are shifted by an 

energy, -e.  From the data on the energy splittings of the 7F2 states, we extract an optimal 
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value e  2.26 meV, which leads to the wavelengths shown in Table 3.1 without 

parentheses.  While inclusion of an approximate V

≅

4 provides a better understanding of the 

splitting of the lines within the 7F2 state, we did not calculate its effect on the relative 

intensities of the transitions or the mixing of the states and hence the anisotropy. 

 Furthermore, we made no attempt to understand the anisotropy of the 7F4 states.  

To do so requires including terms V1, V3, V5, and V7 which are responsible for admixing 

states to allow the electric dipole transition, and V2, V4, V6, and V8 to determine the 

eigenstates and eigenenergies of the 7F4 manifold. 

 

3.3.2 Eu-DTPA-cs124 
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Figure 3.9 Anisotropy of Eu-DTPA-cs124, anisotropy data are shown as black dots and the 

measured intensity as a black line. 
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 As figure 3.9 shows, the addition of the carbostyril antenna to Eu-DTPA tends to 

lower the measured anisotropies of the original system towards zero.  With the antenna in 

place, the europium atom is no longer responsible for absorbing the incident excitation 

photon, now at 337 nm.  Instead this process is carried out through excitation of the 

antenna, which eventually transfers the energy to the europium ion, producing the 

characteristic Eu3+ spectrum.  The addition of the antenna changes the absorbing dipole 

moment of the system (see figure 3.10 below for a diagram).  No longer is this dipole 

moment along the z-direction, but is instead in a random direction defined by 

     zTyQxPu ′+′+′= ˆˆˆˆ       (3.27) 

where P2 + Q2 + T2 = 1.  Unlike in the case of Eu-DTPA, it is more convenient to write 

the absorbing dipole moment in the (primed) frame of V2.  The anisotropy of the 5D0  
7F0 and 5D0  7F1 transitions allow us to determine P, Q, and T.  Since the magnetic 

dipoles responsible for the emission to the 7F1 states are given by  for x̂′ x′ , y ′ˆ  for 

y′ , and  for z ′ˆ z ′ , we find from equations 3.9 and 3.11 and the measured anisotropies 

of the 7F1 states, that the direction of u is constrained by P2 ≅  0.27, Q2 ≅  0.24, and T2 ≅  

0.49. 
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Figure 3.10 The antenna on Eu-DTPA-cs124 is the new absorption dipole moment, u, of the 

system.  This is at a different orientation that for Eu-DTPA and hence the angle between u and v 

have changed.  This is merely a picture and so the directions of u and v displayed above should 

not be taken as reality. 
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 To extract the signs of the direction cosines, we note that the anisotropy of the 5D0 

 7F0 transition is given by 

    ( )
5
1

5
3 2 −++= CTBQAPr       (3.28) 

where A, B, and C are the direction cosines determined from Eu-DTPA.  The values P ≅  

0.52, Q  -0.49, and T  0.70 give the best match to the data.  The fact that P≅ ≅ 2 and Q2 

are slightly different is reflected in the anisotropies of the states x′  and y′ , which are 

not quite equal (unlike in the Eu-DTPA complex). 

 We apply the same procedure to the 7F2 spectrum, using  from equation 3.27, 

and the results are in table 3.2.  Since the 

û

yz ′′  and xz ′′  states are so close in 

wavelength and hence not resolved, there is a sharp drop in anisotropy in both Eu-DTPA 

and Eu-DTPA-cs124.  Once again agreement between the measured and calculated 

anisotropies and the spectrum of the 7F2 states can be improved by including V4; we did 

not do this due to the complexities of such a potential.  It should be noted that the yx ′′  

and 22 yx ′−′  states are split a little more in Eu-DTPA than in Eu-DTPA-cs124, a 

splitting which probably indicates slight differences in V2 and V4 between Eu-DTPA and 

Eu-DTPA-cs124. 

Wavefunctions Wavelength 
(nm) b

Calculated 
Anisotropy

Measured 
Anisotropy

Calculated Relative 
Intensity

7F0 State
|Y00> 581 0.06 0.08 1

7F1 State
|x'> 594.8 0.04 0.04 0.33
|y'> 596 0.06 0.06 0.33
|z'> 590.8 -0.09 -0.09 0.33

7F2 State
|3z' 2-r' 2> 615.4 0.08 0.04 0.62

|z'y'> 618 -0.16 -0.05 0.16
|z'x'> 618.9 0.1 -0.05 0.16
|x'y'> 622.1 -0.2 0.09 0.03

|x' 2-y' 2> 620.4 0.11 0.09 0.03
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Table 3.2 Calculated and measured values of the anisotropy of Eu-DTPA-cs124 along 

with the calculated relative intensities. 

 

3.3.3 Eu-TTHA and Eu-TTHA-cs124 

 

 The structure of TTHA, shown in Figure 3.1, is essentially the same as DTPA, but 

with one additional amino-carboxylate group.  The same theory for TTHA as for DTPA 

can be applied to understand the splitting of the states and the corresponding anisotropies.  

Figure 3.11 shows that, as in Eu-DPTA, the 7F0 state has an anisotropy 0.38 ± 0.01, 

compared with the expected value 0.4, since  and v  are parallel; the anisotropy is 

probably decreased by a slight rotation of the sample during the millisecond lifetime of 

the intermediate state. 
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Figure 3.11 Anisotropy of Eu-TTHA.  The dots are the anisotropy and the lines are the intensity 

profile of the Eu3+ spectrum. 
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 The 7F1 and 7F2 eigenstates are the same for DTPA and TTHA, with similar, but 

not identical, local field effects.  The splittings of the 7F1 transitions can be calculated in 

terms of V2 for Eu-TTHA.  Figure 3.11 shows two important differences from the case of 

Eu-DTPA.  First, the splittings of the 7F1 line are not as great between the states z ′  and 

the x′ , y′ , and second, the anisotropy of the x′  and y′  states are no longer 

approximately equal, and thus A2 ≠ B2.  We find the values, A2 ≅  0.30, B2  0.10, and C≅ 2 

 0.60.  Table 3.3 lists the calculated wavelengths, anisotropies, and relative intensities, 

with the same approximate V

≅

4 (equation 3.26) as used for Eu-DTPA.  Unlike in Eu-

DTPA, the calculations predict that the state 22 yx ′−′  now has a higher energy than 

xz ′′ .  It is difficult to determine from the intensity spectrum and the anisotropy data in 

figure 3.11 in the 7F2 panel whether the 22 yx ′−′  state has a higher energy than the 

xz ′′  state.  The fact that the relative intensity for the 22 yx ′−′  state is much lower 

than the relative intensity for xz ′′  state suggests that this is not the case though.  We 

expect that the agreement between the theory and experiment would be improved with 

inclusion of V3 and a fully parameterized V4. 

Wavefunctions Wavelength 
(nm) c

Calculated 
Anisotropy

Measured 
Anisotropy

Calculated Relative 
Intensity

7F1 State

|x'> 592.9 0.02 0.02 0.33
|y'> 595.2 0.12 0.12 0.33
|z'> 590.9 -0.14 -0.14 0.33

7F2 State

|3z' 2-r' 2> 614.5 -0.06 0.1 0.52

|z'y'> 616.9 0.1 -0.01 0.14
|z'x'> 618.7 0.28 0.01 0.17
|x'y'> 620.2 0.04 -0.08 0.085

|x' 2-y' 2> 618.3 -0.17 -0.06 0.085
 

Table 3.3 Calculated and measured values of the anisotropy of Eu-TTHA 
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 The measured anisotropy, especially for the transitions to the eigenstates within 
7F0 and 7F1 manifolds remain essentially unchanged between the DTPA and TTHA 

chelate.  However, upon addition of the antenna we see how the chelate-antenna 

relationship can drastically affect the anisotropy (e.g. see the 7F1 panel in figure 3.9 and 

3.12).  The addition of the antenna to Eu-TTHA (data shown in figure 3.12), rotates the 

absorption dipole moment, ur , to a new orientation.  The values of P, Q, and T, in 

equation 3.27, can once again be determined from the anisotropy of the 7F1 state and then 

applied to the 7F0 and 7F2 states.  The 7F0 state of Eu-TTHA-cs124 seems to have two 

values for the anisotropy.  As has been shown before 88, 89 TTHA has two different 

species, which create two different environments for the europium atom and lead to an 

effective splitting of the 7F0 line. 
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Figure 3.12 Anisotropy of Eu-TTHA-cs124.  The anisotropy is represented by the dots and the 

intensity profile of the Eu3+ transitions by the line. 
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Our instrument does not have the resolution to detect such a splitting, but we do see 

broadening of the 7F0 line in Eu-TTHA-cs124 as well as two distinct values for the 

anisotropy when compared with Eu-DTPA-cs124.  The theoretical values of the 

anisotropy are shown for Eu-TTHA-cs124 in table 3.4. The fact that there are two 

different species of TTHA further complicates the calculations, which were done 

assuming one species for simplicity.  Furthermore, the agreement with the measured 

values would be improved with inclusion of V3 and a full V4. 

Wavefunctions Wavelength 
(nm) d

Calculated 
Anisotropy

Measured 
Anisotropy

Calculated 
Relative Intensity

7F0 State

|Y00> 580 -0.11 0.01 1
7F1 State

|x'> 592.9 0.05 0.05 0.33
|y'> 595.2 -0.07 -0.07 0.33
|z'> 590.9 0.06 0.06 0.33

7F2 State

|3z' 2-r' 2> 614.5 -0.08 0.08 0.52

|z'y'> 616.9 -0.11 0.01 0.14
|z'x'> 618.7 0.09 0.02 0.17
|x'y'> 620.2 0.16 0.1 0.085

|x' 2-y' 2> 618.3 0.18 -0.01 0.085
 

Table 3.4 Measure and calculated values of the anisotropy of Eu-TTHA-cs124 along with 

calculated relative intensities. 
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3.3.4 Tb-DTPA and Tb-DTPA-cs124 
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Figure 3.13 Anisotropy of Tb-DTPA.  The anisotropy is represented by dots and the intensity 

profile for the Tb3+ transitions by the line. 

 

 Figure 3.13 shows the anisotropies of Tb-DTPA, which are all close to zero.  This 

effect arises from the fact that the ground state is 7F6 and the excited state is 5D4, unlike 

in Eu3+ where the ground state is 7F0 and the excited state is 5D0.  The large number of m, 

J states in the 7F6 and 5D4 manifolds has the effect of creating a large number of 

absorption dipole moments.  Similarly the final transition can be through a large number 

of emission dipole moments as well.  The extensive number of such differently oriented 

dipole moments leads to an anisotropy near zero. 
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Figure 3.14 Anisotropy of Tb-DTPA-cs124.  The dots represent the anisotropy and the line is the 

intensity profile of the Tb3+ transitions. 

 

Figure 3.14 shows the anisotropy of Tb-DTPA-cs124; once again the anisotropies 

are essentially zero.  However, the anisotropy increases slightly with the addition of the 

antenna, especially at 625 nm.  This result at first seems unexpected because the addition 

of the antenna in Eu-DTPA tends to decrease the anisotropies.  However in the case of 

europium the addition of the antenna only changes the orientation of the absorption 

dipole moment, increasing the angle between the absorption and emission dipole 

moments and thus decreasing the anisotropy.  In the case of terbium, excitation through 

the antenna reduces the number of absorption dipole moments from all the 7F6  5D4 mJ-

transitions to just one absorption moment of the carbostyril antenna.  Furthermore, due to 

the orientation of the antenna with respect to Tb-DTPA, probably only a few of the 5D4 

states are excited by the antenna, thus decreasing the number of emission dipole 
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moments, and hence increasing in anisotropy.  This effect is only slight for Tb-DTPA-

cs124, but is more significant in the case of Tb-TTHA-cs124, to which we turn later. 

 

3.3.5 Tb-TTHA and Tb-TTHA-cs124 
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Figure 3.15 Anisotropy of Tb-TTHA-cs124.  The dots represent the anisotropy and the line the 

intensity profile of the Tb3+ transitions. 

 

 The data for the anisotropy of Tb-TTHA is not shown, but is essentially zero for 

the four lines (7F6, 7F5, 7F4, and 7F3).  The reason for the low anisotropy of Tb-TTHA is 

the same as was given for Tb-DTPA, i.e. multiple transition dipole moments at different 

angles.  Similar to Tb-DTPA, addition of the antenna increases the anisotropy of Tb-

TTHA-cs124 (figure 3.15), due to the antenna's orientation selecting only certain 5D4 

states to excite, thereby reducing the number of emission dipole moments and increasing 
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the anisotropy.  However in the case of TTHA the increase is far more significant, 

especially at 625 nm. 

 The lanthanide chelates with the carbostyril antenna are important tools that can 

be used to determine distances through energy transfer to an acceptor dye (LRET).  Until 

this point it had been assumed that the anisotropy of the lanthanides (especially Tb3+) 

when bound to the DTPA-cs124 complex would be near zero due to the large number of 

transition dipole moments of the states.  Our measurements clearly show that the 

anisotropy of Tb-DTPA-cs124 (and Tb-TTHA-cs124) is indeed near zero, and when 

coupled with a millisecond lifetime will likely be zero at room temperature when bound 

to a bio-molecule of interest.   

 As for Eu-DTPA, a theoretical understanding of the splittings and the anisotropies 

of the 7FJ states can be explained through an application of perturbation theory and the 

Wigner-Eckhardt theorem.  The theoretical calculations match the experimentally 

measured values quite well.  A better agreement could be obtained through a more 

rigorous application of further perturbative terms in the potential.  It had been hoped that 

upon the addition of the carbostyril antenna, which is a more usable form, Eu-DTPA-

cs124 would have some lines (especially the 7F0) that would still have a high anisotropy.  

If for example the 7F0 line still had a high anisotropy upon the addition of the antenna it 

could be used as a probe to study slow (i.e. on the order of a millisecond) rotational 

motion of biological molecules.  However our results show that the anisotropy of Eu-

DTPA-cs124 is significantly reduced upon the addition of the antenna and therefore can 

not be used as a rotational probe.  However, the theory suggests that the angle between 

the chelate and the antenna can be changed such that the high anisotropy of Eu-DTPA’s 
7F0 line is retained upon the addition of the antenna.  Such probes would be useful for 

studying rotational motion on the millisecond time scale. 

 

3.4 Lanthanide Probes and FRET 
 

 The significance of the anisotropy measurements of the lanthanide probes is that 

they will make excellent donors in resonance energy transfer experiments.  As was 

discussed earlier in chapter 2, the efficiency of energy transfer is not only dependent 
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upon the distance between the donor and the acceptor fluorophore but it also depends on 

the relative orientation between them (equation 2.4).  Unfortunately most organic probes 

emit highly polarized light with an anisotropy typically between 0.3 and 0.4.  The 

consequence of a high anisotropy is that each probe has a very pronounced absorbance 

and emission dipole moment that are nearly parallel to each other so that relative 

orientation between probes matter.  The value of the Förster distance (equation 2.6) is 

dependent on 2κ , the orientation between the probes, and the relative orientation of the 

probes attached to a biological molecule is rarely known which introduces an error in the 

distance measurement. 

 The error in Ro can be determined by determining the minimum and maximum 

value of 2κ  based on the measured anisotropies of the donor and acceptor.  The value of 
2κ  can be constrained by the depolarization factor for the dye 
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where ro is the fundamental anisotropy of the dye measured in a rigid medium and ri is 

the anisotropy of the dye attached to the bio-molecule 52.  Since the probe is usually 

attached by a single linker to the bio-molecule it is able to wobble and hence the 

anisotropy will decrease slightly from the fundamental anisotropy.  With the 

depolarization factor determined for both the donor and the acceptor, the maximum and 

minimum value of 2κ  can be calculated by the equations below 
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52.  Ultimately, the uncertainty within 2κ  results in a distance that will lie 

between two possible values resulting from the unknown orientation of the probes.  Once 

the minimum and maximum value of 2κ  is known, the resulting extremes in the 

measured distance can be calculated as follows 
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where ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

3
2r  is the distance calculated from a Ro value assuming . 3/22 =κ

 Returning to the fluorescein -- TMR example discussed in chapter 2 (figure 2.6), 

if the fundamental anisotropy, ro, for both fluorescein and TMR is 0.4 and once attached 

to a bio-molecule the anisotropy, ri, is 0.3, then the depolarization factor for each dye 

from equation 3.29 is 0.94.  Equation 3.30 tells us the range in 2κ  is between 0.04 and 

3.69.  An experimenter using fluorescein and TMR in a FRET experiment would first 

determine the Förster distance, Ro, using a value of  (which was previously 

calculated to be 51.5 Å in chapter 2).  After the measurements are made, the energy 

transfer efficiency is determined and the distance calculated using R

3/22 =κ

o = 51.5 Å (i.e. 

assuming the dyes completely randomize their relative orientation during the 

measurement).  The distances are then corrected by using equation 3.31.  For example if 

the efficiency is measured to be 50%, meaning the distance between the probes is 51.5 Å, 

then due to the uncertainty in their relative orientation during the measurement the 

distance in reality falls between to extreme values, which in this example are between 

32.2 Å and 68.5 Å. 

 This is obviously a problem because an experimenter has a large error in their 

distance measurement.  Fortunately, the above example is a worst case scenario since 

organic dyes rarely have a fundamental anisotropy of exactly 0.4 and often have a much 

lower anisotropy when attached to proteins.  Yet such uncertainty in their relative 

orientation means that absolute distances are rarely quoted, but rather changes in 

distances between the probes for certain conditions.  For example an experimenter would 

say the change in distance between conformation A and conformation B is 15 Å, 

assuming a value of 2κ  of 2/3 rather than in conformation A the donor and acceptor are 

separated by 20 Å and in conformation B by 5 Å.  There can be further constraints on 2κ  

if the anisotropy of the acceptor’s signal due to only energy transfer is known.  

Unfortunately this is difficult to determine because often there is significant donor 

overlap with the acceptor signal and there is also direct excitation of the acceptor.  In a 

book published by Van Der Meer, he goes through all the ways to further constrain the 

value of 2κ  as was discussed above as well as other techniques 90. 
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 However, Lanthanide probes significantly reduce the problem of relative 

orientation of the donor and acceptor probes in FRET experiments.  Since Tb-DTPA-

cs124 has an anisotropy for all lines near zero, this means that it is safe to assume that the 

depolarization factor once it is attached to a bio-molecule is probably zero.  In a worse 

case scenario when the acceptor has a depolarization factor of 1 (i.e. the fundamental 

anisotropy is 0.4 and when it attached to the biological sample it is still 0.4) 2κ  can have 

a value between 1/3 and 4/3.  This results in an error in a measured distance to be 

approximately 11 %, which is a much more reasonable error and that is the worst possible 

case (the above example of fluorescein-TMR resulted in error of about 35 % in the 

distance).  This is obviously a significant improvement and allows for an experimenter to 

determine exact distances with some certainty and not merely quote relative distances.  

Lanthanide based resonance energy transfer (or LRET) has obvious advantages over 

traditional FRET. 

 Depending on the choice of acceptor, one will want to use either Tb-DTPA-cs124 

or Eu-DTPA-cs124 (remember, upon the addition of the antenna, Eu-DTPA has an 

anisotropy near zero too) in an LRET experiment.  Tb-DTPA-cs124 has two primary 

lines centered at ~ 490nm and ~ 544nm (figure 3.2) that can undergo energy transfer with 

a wide range of organic fluorophores such as fluorescein, Alexa-488, TMR, cy3, and 

Alexa-546.  Since Eu-DTPA-cs124 is further in the red part of the spectrum than 

Terbium, it is limited to dyes such as cy5.  In a typical LRET experiment, Tb-DTPA-

cs124 is paired with TMR.  Figure 3.16 below shows the emission and absorbance 

spectrum of Tb-DTPA-cs124 and TMR. 
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Figure 3.16 Emission and absorption spectrum of Tb-DTPA-cs124 (emission only) and TMR.  

The shaded spectral overlap region shows that the main Tb3+ line that contributes to energy 

transfer is from the 7F5 transition at ~ 545 nm.  However, the 7F6 line at ~ 490 nm and 7F4 at ~ 585 

nm contribute as well. 

 

Using the equation 2.6 for the Förster distance, Ro = 57 Å for the dye pair (quantum yield 

of the Tb-DTPA-cs124 is 0.51 91, 92). 

 As mentioned earlier, there are two methods to measure FRET.  One is by 

measuring the intensity of the donor and the acceptor and using equation 2.10 and the 

other is by measuring the lifetime of the donor in the presence and absence of the 

acceptor (equation 2.9).  The instrument used in our lab is described in great detail in a 

paper by Xiao et al., but it able to make both intensity and lifetime measurements 87.  

Figure 3.17 is a top down simplified view of the instrument along with a diagram of how 

the mechanical chopper works. 
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Figure 3.17 Left Diagram of the LRET spectrometer.  Purple dotted line is the laser path and the 

green dotted line is signal path.  The entrance slit has a rotating mechanical chopper in front of it.  

The grating turret has 3 gratings: 1200, 600, and 300 lines per mm.  The swinging mirror either is 

out of the way and allows signal to reach the CCD or moves to redirect the signal to the PMT.  

Right Diagram of the mechanical chopper and entrance slit.  The laser fires and 20 µ s later the 

blade rotates out the way to allow signal to enter the spectrometer. 

 

The grating allows for the emission spectrum of the lanthanide probes and organic 

fluorophores to be imaged on the CCD chip.  The grating also allows for a particular 

wavelength of the spectrum to be focused onto the PMT for lifetime analysis.  When 

collecting an intensity spectrum with the CCD to measure the energy transfer efficiency 

the mechanical chopper controls the firing of the pulsed laser and as a result it able block 

prompt fluorescence as well as scattered light from the laser from entering the detector.  

When the mechanical chopper is in the correct orientation it signals the pulse laser to fire 

(the pulse width is 5ns) and then about 20 µ s later the chopper unblocks the slit and the 

signal is collected.  This is repeated many times to get a decent signal.  The benefit of the 

chopper is that it blocks direct excitation of the acceptor signal from the 337 nm laser 

from entering the spectrometer since it has a lifetime on the order of a few nanoseconds.  

Signal from the acceptor due to energy transfer from the donor has a lifetime on the same 

order as the donor, which is about a millisecond, and hence is unblocked by the chopper.  

This is a result of the donor spending ~ 1ms in the excited state before it “decides” to 
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either return to the ground state or transfer energy to the acceptor.  Therefore the 

subtraction procedure outlined in chapter two in regards to figure 2.8 to remove direct 

acceptor emission is no longer necessary.  The donor Tb-DTPA-cs124 still overlaps in 

regions of the acceptor signal, but it is not nearly has extreme as an organic fluorophore 

and is easily subtracted out. 

 When the donor lifetime is measured with the PMT to determine energy transfer 

efficiency, the chopper is turned off and the grating is used to center on a region in which 

the acceptor does not emit such as the 545 nm or 490 nm line of the Tb3+ spectrum.  The 

advantage is that lifetimes on the millisecond time scale are much easier to measure than 

those of organic fluorophores which are on the order of nanoseconds.  No complex 

electronics are required for such a measurement and lifetimes can be measured in the 

time domain.  One can also calculate the energy transfer efficiency from measuring the 

lifetime of the acceptor signal due to energy transfer 93.  In this case the grating is 

centered at a wavelength that only the acceptor emits at such as 570 nm for TMR.  The 

analysis when measuring the acceptor lifetime is a little more complicated, but provides 

another check on the efficiency of energy transfer to compare with sensitized emission of 

the acceptor and lifetime of the donor. 

 Returning to our example of LRET between Tb-DTPA-cs124 and TMR, figure 

3.18 demonstrates what lifetime and intensity data might look like for a typical LRET 

experiment. 
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Figure 3.18 Left Intensity spectrum of LRET experiment.  The orange line is the Tb3+ and TMR 

intensity profile.  Green line is the scaled (by the 490nm line) donor only intensity.  The light 

orange shaded region corresponds to the acceptor intensity due to energy transfer.  Right 
Lifetime data for LRET experiment.  The donor only lifetime is 1.54 ms while the lifetime of the 

donor in the presence of the acceptor is 0.83 ms. 

 

In the example above the value of the efficiency for both the sensitized emission and the 

donor lifetimes yield a value of about 53%.  Tb-DTPA-cs124 lifetime follows a single 

exponential decay function.  However, when the probe is functionalized, i.e. a maleimide 

added so as to attach the probe to the cysteine residue of a protein, the lifetime no longer 

decays corresponding to a single exponential but rather two exponentials (i.e. 

).  This is slightly problematic since off hand there is no way of knowing 

which of the two lifetimes should be used to determine the energy transfer efficiency.  

This problem is overcome by using an amplitude weighted average lifetime to determine 

the efficiency 

dtbt ceae // −− +

52.  Equation 3.32 shown below demonstrates how to calculate an 

amplitude weighted lifetime of a two exponential function. 

     
ca

dcba
avg +

⋅+⋅
=τ       (3.32) 

 The fundamental advantages of LRET arise because the donor emission is long-

lived, sharply-spiked emission, has a high quantum yield, and is unpolarized.  This allows 

for an order of magnitude greater accuracy in distance-determination to be achieved with 

LRET because the energy transfer process is dominated by the distance between the 

donor and acceptor, and their relative orientations play only a minor role in determining 

energy transfer efficiency.  As mentioned before, a worst case scenario is an 11 % 

uncertainty in distance determination due to orientation effect.  This contrasts to FRET 

where the errors due to orientation effects can be unbounded as 2κ  approaches zero.  Our 

lab has shown that angstrom changes due to protein conformational changes can readily 

be measured with LRET 30, 94. 

 A 50-100-fold improvement in signal to background (S/B) can be achieved with 

LRET as well. Specifically, energy transfer can be measured with essentially no 

contaminating background, a stark-contrast to many FRET dye pairs.  By temporal and 

spectral discrimination, donor emission and acceptor emission (both intensity and 
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lifetime) can be independently measured.  This leads to dramatically improved signal to 

background compared to most FRET pairs.  Specifically, in LRET the acceptor emission 

due only to energy transfer, the sensitized emission, can be measured with no 

background.  Contaminating background in FRET when trying to measure energy 

transfer via an increase in acceptor fluorescence, arises from two sources: direct 

excitation of the acceptor by the excitation light (called direct acceptor fluorescence) and 

donor emission at wavelengths where one looks for acceptor emission.  In LRET both 

sources are eliminated.  For example, by choosing an acceptor such as fluorescein and 

looking around 520 nm, donor emission is dark.  By using pulsed excitation and 

collecting light at 520 nm only after a few tens of microseconds, all the direct acceptor 

emission (which has nanosecond lifetime) has decayed away.  Any acceptor photons 

emitted after a few microseconds following the excitation pulse, is therefore due only to 

energy transfer.  Small backgrounds mean small signals, corresponding to relatively large 

distances (10 nm), can be measured.  

 Samples that contain donor-only or acceptor-only can be spectrally and 

temporally discriminated against.  Often when labeling proteins, particularly in living 

cells, one gets an unknown distribution of donor-donor, donor-acceptor, acceptor-

acceptor mixture.  In FRET this makes distance-determination difficult.  In LRET, 

sensitized emission from acceptor arises only from donor-acceptor labeled complex.  

Energy transfer of this donor-acceptor labeled complex can then be determined by 

comparing the lifetime of sensitized emission (
DAτ ), which decays with micro- to 

millisecond lifetime of donor that is transferring energy to the acceptor, with the donor-

only lifetime.  The ability to measure energy transfer even in complex labeling mixtures 

is essential for the LRET studies on ion channels 94, 95.  Further reviews and discussions 

of LRET, its theory and advantages, can be found in the following books 73, 96. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

ADP SWING OF SMOOTH MUSCLE MYOSIN II 
 

 

4.1 Smooth Muscle Myosin II and Actin Dependent Conformations 
 

 As mentioned in the introduction, researchers have determined how myosin 

generates motion by taking cyro-EM pictures of a smooth muscle S1 construct decorating 

actin filaments.  They found a rotation of the lever arm of about 35 Å when ADP was 

released 16.  A similar result was found for another myosin variant, brush border myosin 

I, and figure 1.6 shows data from the Jontes et al. paper demonstrating a 32 degree 

rotation of the light chain domain upon the release of ADP 17.  Both researchers took 

advantage of the properties of these particular forms of myosin which are different from 

skeletal myosin.  Skeletal myosin, which is responsible for motion in complex organisms, 

cycles through its post and pre power stroke states through the hydrolysis of ATP as 

quickly as possible and hence does not remain bound to actin for long periods of time.  

Smooth muscle is believed to enter into an ADP latch state that allows the motor to hold 

onto actin (i.e. stay contracted) for long periods of time under high tension.  This property 

is put to good use in smooth muscle, which is found in blood vessels, the stomach, and 

the uterus. 

 By late 1999, the available crystal structures showed that myosin undergoes 

nucleotide dependent conformational changes causing the lever arm to swing between 

two conformations (pre and post power stroke state), but unlike the cryo-EM images of 

S1 these structures were obtained in the absence of actin 15, 18, 25.  At the time, it was 

unclear how or even if these nucleotide-induced changes in static crystal structures 

depended on the presence of actin.  This was a critical question for several reasons.  First, 

if there were actin-dependent conformational changes, then the crystal structures, all 

without actin, may have represented only a small subset of the actual conformational 
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changes that occurred during the catalytic cycle.  Second, the critical steps that led to 

actin translation in the catalytic cycle, the “power-stroke”, inherently occurred in the 

presence of actin, yet the “swinging lever arm” model to explain this power-stroke was 

largely based upon crystal structures that lacked actin.  Third, actin-induced 

conformational changes were central to myosin activity –e.g. myosin’s ATPase activity is 

increased greater than 100 fold upon actin binding.  However, these changes had not yet 

been detected, although an ADP-dissociation-induced cleft closure within the actin-bound 

myosin head had been suggested by electron microscopy 97. 

 In late 1999, our lab in collaboration with Lee Sweeney at the University of 

Pennsylvania set out to determine if there were actin dependent conformation changes in 

smooth muscle myosin.  At the time, this seemed the most likely candidate to look for 

actin dependent changes in myosin due to its ADP latch state.  We hoped to find that the 

latch state only occurred in the presence of actin.  We used LRET and FRET to measure 

conformational changes within a smooth muscle myosin S1 construct provided by Lee 

Sweeney’s group.  To make such a measurement, Sweeney’s group generated a mutant 

smooth muscle myosin in which all the unwanted reactive cysteines were removed. This 

allowed us to attach  cysteine reactive lanthanide and organic fluorescent probes to very 

specific locations on the S1 molecule92. 

 

4.2 LRET and FRET experiment on Smooth Muscle Myosin S1 
 

 Nine cysteines on the heavy chain and three cysteines on the essential light chain 

were removed from the native smooth S1 myosin head (for more details see our paper 

Ref 92).  An additional cysteine at position 208 of the heavy chain was inserted, and the 

native cysteine at position 108 of the RLC (C108) was left intact.  We then tested the 

actin-activated and K-EDTA ATPase activity and ADP dissociation rate from actomyosin 

of the cys-light S1 vs. wild-type S1.  The results are shown in Table 4.1 and indicate that 

the cys-light myosin is characterized by parameters near wild-type activity. 
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1.8 ± 0.5 (82%)
0.9 ± 0.2 (82%)
74 ± 0.5 (95%)

2.2 ± 0.4
1.1 ± 0.3

78 ± 4

KEDTA ATPase
Actin activated Vmax
ADP- actomyosin
dissociation rate 

cys- mutant S1
sec-1 (% of wild-

type)

smooth wild type S1
sec-1

 
Table 4.1 Activity of cys-light smooth S1 myosin versus wild type. 

 

We do find, however, that the cys-light myosin is significantly more unstable than the 

wild-type, and requires the presence of nucleotide or actin to be stable for periods longer 

than approximately a half-hour.  Even under these conditions, a fraction of heads 

generally appears to be stuck in a rigor-like conformation after a day of storage. 

 The FRET or LRET probes were placed on position 108 of the regulatory light 

chain (RLC) and position 208 in the 25/50kD loop of the heavy chain of myosin S1.  

Figure 4.1a shows the position of the probes in the Rayment crystal structure (assumed to 

be rigor, no nucleotide) 13, 15, and in the Rayment structure docked, via a 23º rotation of 

the light chain domain, into the myosin-ADP-actin electron microscopy image of 

Whittaker et al 16. 

 
Figure 4.1 a Nucleotide crystal structure of myosin S1 fragment and the same structure with the 

light chain domain rotated about Gly770 (labeled as ADP) for docking into the myosin-ADP-actin 
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electron microscopy image of Whittaker et al. b Crystal structure of Dominguez et al. showing a 

22 Å distance between the probes and the same crystal structure except without the kink in the 

lever arm, which predicts a 62 Å distance between the probes. 

 

 It is difficult to accurately determine the distance between the probes because 

residue 208 is in a disordered loop that is absent in the crystal structure. Nevertheless, as 

a rough guide, the distance between C108 on the RLC and the average position of two 

residues seen in the crystal structure surrounding amino acid 208 is 95 Å with no 

nucleotide, and 78 Å with ADP.  Hence a change of 17 Å is predicted by the cryo-EM 

data ± ADP in the presence of actin. 

 Figure 4.1b shows two possible conformations of myosin complexed with Mg-

ADP-BeF3, a transition-state (ADP-Pi) analog.  These structures are based on the 

Dominguez et al. crystal structure 18.  The first structure has the lever arm very close to 

the catalytic domain of myosin.  This is what Dominguez et al. measured in their crystal 

structure, but the structure has a large kink in the lever arm, and FRET studies by Shih et 

al. suggest that the kink may not be there at all 31.  If the kink is real, then a distance of 22 

Å between the probes is predicted.  If this kink is absent, then the predicted distance is 62 

Å. 

 For FRET measurements, two organic dyes were used as fluorescent probes: 

Alexa 546 (which is similar to TMR in emission and absorption, but slightly more water 

soluble) was the donor placed on the RLC, and Cy5 was the acceptor placed on the heavy 

chain.  For LRET, a terbium atom encapsulated in a chelate was the donor and attached to 

the S208C of the heavy chain while Alexa 546- or tetramethylrhodamine-maleimide were 

the acceptor and placed on residue C108 of the RLC.  We tested the specificity of 

labeling via a negative control: we used a cys-light S1 with a native residue at position 

208 and a cysteine-free RLC, and found no detectable labeling. 
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Figure 4.2 Time delayed LRET spectrum of myosin as a function of nucleotide and actin binding. 

 

 Energy transfer efficiencies and distances can be measured by comparing donor 

and acceptor emission spectral intensities and knowing the quantum yields of the dyes 

(equations 2.7 and 2.10 in chapter two).  Figure 4.2 shows the time-delayed LRET 

spectra of the donor only S1 and donor-S1-acceptor (D-A) samples with and without 

nucleotides and actin, at 20°C.  The results are summarized in table 4.2.  The donor-only 

curve has the usual highly-spiked terbium emission spectral shape.  The D-A samples 

have a pronounced rise in emission beyond 560 nm, which is due solely to emission of 

the acceptor dye after receiving energy from the donor, the time-delay completely 

eliminates any prompt fluorescence of the acceptor due to direct excitation.  Since the 

acceptor and Tb3+ donor quantum yields are independent of bound ligand (data not 

shown), an increase in this sensitized emission indicates greater energy transfer (equation 

2.10) and shorter distances (equation 2.7).  Using measured quantum yields of 0.58 for 

Alexa 546, 0.45 for TMRM, 0.51 for Tb-DTPA-cs124-EMPH, and 0.33 for Tb-DTPA-

cs124-MEA, the calculated energy transfer efficiencies and distances are listed in Table 
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4.2.  These values are corrected, when appropriate, for a fraction of “dead S1 heads” 

which appear not to bind nucleotide. 

Table 4.2 Energy transfer efficiencies, distances and distance changes between
Probes on S208C in the catalytic domain and C108 of RLC of Cys-light S1

 
Table 4.2  Energy transfer values for different FRET and LRET techniques. 

 

Based on the relative areas under the spectra, the distances for the sample shown 

in figure 4.2 in the absence of nucleotide (red), with ADP (green) or with actin (blue) are 

similar and average 77.4 Å.  This compares to the rough estimate of 95 Å in the cryo-EM 

reconstruction (see above).  Adding both ADP and actin leads to significantly increased 

sensitized emission (magenta curve), corresponding to an average energy transfer of 31% 

and a distance of 60.5 Å.  Hence, we find a shortening of 16.9 Å in the presence of both 

ADP and F-actin, but not with just ADP or just actin.  This is in excellent agreement with 

the 17 Å change found by cryo-EM.  It is significant that our new data now shows that 

the change is actin-dependent.  The small changes seen with ADP-only or F-actin- only, 

compared to S1 without nucleotide or actin, are likely not statistically significant because 

either repeat measurements on a different sample, or lifetime measurements on the same 

sample, yield opposite changes.  Simulating a transition state in the myosin cycle by 

trapping the myosin in the absence of actin with Mg-ADP-AlF4 (light blue), or with Mg-

ADP-BeF3 (grey), leads to yet larger sensitized emission.  This corresponds to an average 

distance of 45 Å or a shortening of 33 Å compared to the no nucleotide (rigor) state.  This 

is significantly longer than the 22 Å distance obtained by the Dominguez crystal structure 
18 and shorter than the 62 Å inferred by the FRET measurements of Shih et al. 31. 
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Figure 4.3 Donor Lifetime of Tb-DTPA-cs124-EMPH attached to S1 in different actin and 

nucleotide states. 

 

 Figure 4.3 shows donor emission lifetime changes, which can be used to calculate 

energy transfer and distances (Equation 2.7 and 2.9), and are summarized in Table 4.2. 

The terbium signal from donor-only S1 is nearly single exponential: 90% 1.74 msec and 

10% 0.67 msec.  We use the average lifetime, 1.64 msec to calculate energy transfer 

efficiencies (equation 3.32).  The terbium lifetime decreases in the presence of acceptor 

(D-A), yielding 11% energy transfer for no nucleotide, and a distance of 78 Å, in 

excellent agreement with 77.4 Å average distance derived from intensity measurements.  

No significant changes are seen upon addition of ADP or F-actin.  However, addition of 

both ADP and F-actin significantly decreases the average lifetime.  Two populations can 

be resolved: 69% of the S1 constructs fit to an average lifetime 1.02 msec, corresponding 

to 38% energy transfer and a 60 Å distance; 31% of the S1 constructs fit to the 1.46 msec 

no-nucleotide D-A lifetime.  We interpret the 31% population as dead-heads which are 

stuck in a rigor-like conformation and undergo no conformational change.  The 

remaining 69% are active and undergo an 18 Å shortening compared to the rigor 

condition. (Other samples that were left without nucleotide for an extended period of time 

and showed no conformational changes displayed energy transfer efficiencies 

characteristic of the rigor state.) 
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 A repeat on a second sample (Table 4.2; inset of Figure 4.3), in which all the 

heads are active, yields a 22 Å shortening from the F-actin to F-actin+ADP state.  These 

values are consistent with the 17 Å distance changes inferred from the intensity spectra 

shown in figure 4.2 and table 4.2.  Adding Mg-ADP-AlF4 or Mg-ADP-BeF3 to S1 leads 

to a further shortening of the donor lifetime.  A bi-exponential decay can clearly be seen 

in figure 4.3.  One population (amplitude of 38% with AlF4 sample; 32% with BeF3 

sample) has the rigor-like lifetime which we interpret as myosin heads which did not get 

trapped, likely because they are dead (inactive).  For ADP-AlF4 (ADP-BeF3), the 

remaining 62% (68%) of the population has 0.31 (0.27) msec lifetime, corresponding to 

81% (83%) energy transfer and a distance of 43 Å (42 Å).  This distance is in excellent 

agreement with the intensity measurements shown in figure 4.2. 

 Hence, trapping the S1 with either of these phosphate analogs lead to a shortening 

of the donor-acceptor distance by approximately 35 Å compared to the no-nucleotide 

condition.  The fraction of dead-heads estimated by the ADP+F-actin (31%) condition 

and by the ADP-AlF4 (38%) and BeF3 sample (32%) are also in good agreement.  It is 

noteworthy that the absolute distances of 42-43 Å, while significantly shorter than the 

rigor condition, are also much larger than the 22 Å expected based on the crystal structure 

of Dominguez et al. 18 (see discussion below). 

 
Figure 4.4 Lifetime of sensitized emission for various nucleotide and actin conditions with S1 

present. 
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 We have also measured energy transfer via changes in sensitized emission 

lifetimes (figure 4.4, Table 4.2 column 3).  Much like calculating energy transfer from the 

donor lifetime, measuring the acceptor lifetime in LRET can yield energy transfer 

efficiency as well.  The equation for this measurement is essentially the same as for donor 

lifetime and is given by 

     
D

ADE
τ
τ

−= 1 .         (4.1) 

Dτ  is the donor only lifetime and ADτ  is the lifetime of the acceptor in the presence of the 

donor.  The acceptor typically has a lifetime on the order of nanoseconds, but when 

coupled with a Lanthanide probe such as Tb3+ and undergoing energy transfer with the 

donor, it will have a lifetime near that of Tb3+.  The trend shown in figure 4.4 follows the 

trend shown in the donor lifetime and intensity measurements.  S1 with no nucleotide, 

ADP, or F-actin, display a relatively long sensitized emission lifetime, corresponding to a 

small amount of energy transfer.  The lifetime decreases and hence energy transfer 

significantly increases upon addition of both ADP and F-actin.  S1 bound to Mg-ADP-

AlF4 or Mg-ADP-BeF3 displays yet more energy transfer.  Robust curve fits and 

distances were not possible for the rigor, ADP, and F-actin cases.  Curve fits for the ADP 

plus F-actin condition yielded distances ranging from 51-57 Å, depending on whether or 

not a fraction of dead-heads was assumed. This is in good agreement with the 56-62 Å 

range of distances found via donor-lifetime and intensity measurements. Robust curve fits 

for the ADP-AlF4 or ADP-BeF3 yielded distances of 47-48 Å, again, in good agreement 

with the donor lifetime and intensity measurements shown in figures 4.2 and 4.3. 
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Figure 4.5 Steady state FRET measurements on S1 for various nucleotide and actin conditions. 

 

 The LRET measurements were further confirmed via steady-state FRET 

measurements.  In general FRET measurements are more sensitive to the angular 

orientation of the dyes, and hence are less reliable in terms of absolute distances, 

although they provide a general consistency check to the LRET results.  Figure 4.5 shows 

the steady-state FRET measurements, where the direct acceptor emission has been 

removed, and all signals are normalized to the Alexa 546 donor peak around 580 nm.  

The data is summarized in Table 4.2 using equations 2.7 and 2.10 and the measured 

quantum yields of Alexa546 on C108 (q.y. = 0.58), and Cy5 on S208C (q.y. = 0.51). 

Consistent with the LRET results, addition of ADP or F-actin to the myosin does not lead 

to changes in energy transfer, but addition of both ADP and F-actin causes a significant, 

17 Å, shortening of distances.  Trapping the myosin with ADP-AlF4 or ADP-BeF3 lead to 

yet further shortening, although again, significantly longer than that expected from the 

Dominguez et al crystal structure (see discussion below).  Lifetime FRET measurements 

(data not shown) further confirm this trend although multi-exponential donor-only 

lifetimes made a detailed quantitative comparison difficult.  Because steady-state FRET 

measurements detect average properties and are not able to detect heterogeneity within a 

sample, we assumed the fraction of dead-heads was the same as measured via lifetime 

LRET when using the same protein preparation.  However, our conclusion that the ADP-

swing of myosin is actin-dependent is independent of this assumption.  
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 The absolute distances measured via FRET are in reasonable agreement with the 

distances predicted by cryo-EM: 100 Å vs. 95 Å in rigor-like states (S1-ADP, S1-Actin, 

S1-no-nucleotide), and 83 Å vs. 78 Å in S1-ADP-actin state for the FRET and cryo-EM 

distances, respectively (figure 4.1a).  These are significantly larger than found via LRET 

(78.3 ± 2.6 Å and 59.2 ± 2.5 Å, respectively).  This difference could be due to a number 

of factors: a different position of the FRET vs. LRET probe when attached to S208C; a 

different position of the disordered loop containing 208 when the different probes are 

bound; uncertainties in Ro, particularly for FRET; protein dynamics during the msec 

lifetime of the terbium donor, which can bring the probes closer together during LRET.  

However, changes in distance -- such as the actin-dependent ADP-swing -- are less 

sensitive to these effects.  Indeed, comparing S1-no nucleotide to S1-ADP-Factin, FRET 

yields a distance change of 17 Å, and LRET yields a change of 18.8 Å. 

 The major finding of this study is that the ADP-swing of smooth muscle myosin, 

is actin dependent. Combining all the energy transfer measurements, addition of ADP or 

F-actin to S1 without nucleotide leads to no significant changes in donor-acceptor 

distance: -1.2 ± 3.6 Å and +0.2 ± 2.95 Å, respectively.  In contrast, addition of both ADP 

and F-actin to S1 leads to a shortening of distance between probes of 18.4 ± 2.1 Å.  

Similarly, comparing S1-actin to S1-actin-ADP leads to a difference of 18.4 ± 4.6 Å, 

which is in excellent agreement with the 17 Å distance-change inferred from by the cryo-

EM on decorated filaments 16.  The most straightforward model to account for these 

changes is a rigid-body rotation of the light-chain domain by 23º upon ADP release in the 

presence of actin.  However, the motion may be more complex, involving a twisting of 

the light chain domain as well 97.  

We can now conclude that:  

(a) The ADP-S1-actin conformation is unique to the actin-bound state and is not 

significantly populated in the absence of actin. 

(b) In the absence of actin, the ADP and no nucleotide states of smooth muscle 

myosin S1 are very similar in terms of lever arm position, and this position is very 

similar to the rigor conformation, where rigor is defined as the S1-actin-no-

nucleotide state. 
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(c) The lever arm position is rigor-like in all crystal forms other than the pre-

power stroke state.  Thus the actin-myosin-ADP state of smooth muscle myosin 

II, and likely of many other myosin family members, may only be achieved when 

the motor domain is bound strongly to actin and ADP is tightly bound at the 

active site. 

 The only available crystal structure of smooth muscle myosin is the pre-power 

stroke state, with either BeF3 or AlF4 trapped at the active site 18.  In these Dominguez et 

al. structures, there is a pronounced kink in the light chain helix at the point where it 

emerges from the converter domain of the motor (figure 4.1b).  It has been suggested that 

this likely indicates a flexible point in the light-chain domain 27, 98.  Whether the kink is 

due to crystal packing forces and/or is present in solution is unclear.  However a FRET 

study 31 detected two conformations of Dictyostelium myosin S1 with AlF4 trapped in the 

active site.  Houdusse and Sweeney 27 interpreted this data as indicating an equilibrium 

between two preferred orientations of the light chain domain.  The first would have a 

kink in the light chain helix, as in the Dominguez structure, and would be stabilized by 

light chain-heavy chain interactions. The second would have an undistorted light chain 

helix, as has been seen for scallop S1 98.  The two structures, if present in our solution-

based measurement, would yield inter-probe distances of ≈ 22 Å and 62 Å. Our LRET 

results yield 45 ± 2.5 Å.  Our FRET result yields 73.5 Å.  The FRET result is consistent 

with a myosin structure without a kink.  The LRET results yield a less clear-cut answer 

although our results are arguably more consistent with a structure without a kink.  The 

reason is that the energy transfer efficiency, and hence distance derived from a LRET 

measurement, is heavily weighted towards the distance of closest approach if dynamics 

are present during the millisecond donor lifetime.  Hence, a straight lever arm that had 

flexibility could yield a distance of 45 Å, even if the average distance was closer to 62 Å.  

On the other hand, dynamics would not make a 22 Å average distance appear to be the 

larger value of 45 Å.  However, if the difference in inter-probe distance between the 

FRET and LRET results are simply due to different positions of probe or the 25/50kD 

loop where the donor is attached, then it is difficult to draw any conclusions about the 

kink from the LRET data.  
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The inference that the lever arm in the pre-power stroke state in our solution-based 

measurements is straight – in contrast to the Dominguez crystal-structure – may be due to 

the lack of crystal packing forces that might bend the lever arm.  However, if the 

Dominguez structure, containing the kink, requires light chain-heavy chain interactions 

for stabilization in solution, then the fact that we placed a probe in the 25/50kD loop of 

the catalytic domain (S208C) may interfere with those interactions.  Thus it is possible 

that like Dictyostelium myosin 31, the light chain domain of smooth S1 in the pre-power 

stroke state is in an equilibrium between a bent and straight lever arm, but our probe 

placement has shifted the equilibrium to 100% straight lever arm.  This point will only be 

resolved by future work in which probes are placed at alternative positions on the heavy 

chain. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 

MYOSIN VI: AN ODD MOTOR 
 

 

5.1 Introduction to Myosin VI 
 

 In Chapter 1 evidence was presented to demonstrate that myosin motors burns 

ATP to walk along or pull actin in a directed fashion.  The evidence for how myosin 

functions was formed by experiments on two particular myosins, myosin II and myosin 

V.  After approximately 40 years of experiments on these motors, it was found that small 

conformational changes due to ATP hydrolysis within the nucleotide binding region of 

the motor are amplified by a lever arm that swings through an angle to generate motion.  

As of the writing of this thesis, the fundamental cause of myosin motion is considered to 

be largely understood by many scientists in the field.  However, there are more than just 

two kinds of myosin.  Figure 5.1 shows a diagram listing all of the known 17 classes of 

myosins to date. 
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Figure 5.1 There are currently 17 classes of myosin.  Myosin II, Myosin V, and Myosin VI are 

circled. 

 

 Until 1999 it was assumed that ever class of myosin followed the same trend as 

myosin II and myosin V, including recently discovered myosin VI.  Myosin VI is 

believed to have a variety of roles and is found within many cells.  The myosin VI gene is 

defective in deaf mice, Snell’s Walzter, and has been shown to reside within sensory hair 

cells 99, 100.  It also appears to be involved in vesicular transport in cells 101-103.  To date 

other biological functions that might involve myosin VI are still being determined. 

 However in 1999 a paper was published by Amber Wells out of Lee Sweeney’s 

group that showed something was very different about myosin VI 104.  By comparing the 

amino acid sequences of all known myosins they noticed that the amino acid sequence of 

myosin VI was different than myosin I, II, and V.  Myosin VI had two unique amino acid 

inserts that were found in no other myosin.  The first, which was the smaller of the two, 

was located in the motor domain and the second was located within the converter 

domain.  Figure 5.2 compares the structure of myosin VI to the other three myosins. 
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a b

 
Figure 5.2 a Primary amino acid sequence of various myosins and their function. b Presumed 

structure of myosin VI and S1 fragment used in experiments described below.  Figure from Ref. 

104. 

 

Figure 5.2a shows the locations of the two inserts compared to other myosins.  Myosin 

VI only has one IQ motif (light blue), a coiled-coil region (stripped green), and a vesicle 

binding domain (orange) like in myosin V.  Myosin VI only binds one calmodulin instead 

of six calmodulins like myosin V.  Figure 5.2b is the probable structure of myosin VI 

HMM based on the sequence. 

 Amber Wells modified myosin VI and generated an S1 construct.  By attaching 

S1 to a glass surface so that the actin binding domain faced upwards, actin was added that 

had rhodamine dyes on the minus end and fluorescein dyes scattered through the rest of 

the filament.  Actin labeled in this way allowed a determination of the orientation of 

actin.  By adding ATP with the labeled actin they were able to show that S1 myosin VI 

walked towards the minus end of actin.  This is in contrast to all other myosins discussed 

so far that walk towards the plus end of actin.  Figure 5.3 compares the motion of actin 

moved by myosin V and myosin VI. 
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Figure 5.3 Myosin V moves towards the plus end and myosin VI moves towards the minus end of 

actin.  The bright region is the rhodamine labeled minus end and the dim line is the fluorescein 

sparsely labeled along the actin filament.  Figure modified from Ref. 104. 

 

Wells et al. also took a cryo-EM picture of myosin VI S1 bound to actin in the presence 

and absence of ADP and showed that the lever arm of myosin VI swung the opposite 

direction as smooth muscle myosin II.  The data suggested that myosin VI appeared to 

move in a reverse direction through the motion of its lever arm, causing it to move in the 

opposite direction as other myosins. 

 In 2001, a paper by Rock et al. measured the step size of myosin VI using an 

optical trap 105.  A polystyrene bead was attached to each end of an actin filament and 

held by the optical trap while the actin was brought near a third bead decorated with 

myosin VI.  Rock et al. then measured the step size of myosin VI and compared it to the 

known step size of myosin V.  Much to everyone one’s surprise, myosin VI took a rather 

large step size considering that it only had one light chain on its lever arm.  Furthermore 

they found that 20 – 30% of the time Myosin VI took a backward step towards the plus 

end of actin.  Figure 5.4 shows their stepping histograms for myosin VI and the control 

measurement with myosin V. 
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Myosin VI Stepping Histogram Myosin V Stepping Histogram

 
Figure 5.4 Left Step size of myosin VI with the positive direction towards the minus end of actin 

while the negative direction is towards the plus end of actin.  Myosin VI was under a 1.7pN load.  

Right step size of myosin V.  Positive step is towards the plus end of actin.  Myosin V was under 

a 1.0 pN load.  Figure from Ref. 105. 

 

Myosin V never took a backwards step in their experiment even under a load of 1 pN.  

Figure 5.4 also demonstrates another property of myosin VI steps; it is not as consistent 

as myosin V.  While myosin V has a very narrow distribution of step sizes centered 

around 36 nm, myosin VI has a large distribution of step sizes in both the forward and 

backward direction.   Rock et al measured myosin VI to take an average forward center 

of mass step of 27nm and an average backward center of mass step of 11nm.  While 

myosin V took a 36 nm step, consistent with previous results.  They provided the 

following figure to illustrate the actin subunits accessed by both myosin VI and myosin V 

during stepping. 

27 nm
11
nm 36 nm

Myosin VI Myosin V

+-
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Figure 5.5 Diagram comparing myosin V and myosin VI stepping distances.  Figure modified 

from Ref. 105. 

 

The authors theorized that maybe the 2nd unique insert near the converter domain 

underwent a large conformational change allowing for myosin VI, despite having a lever 

arm ~ 1/6th size of myosin V, to take a step near that of myosin V. 

 In the same year as Rock’s paper, a detailed kinetics study of myosin VI was 

published by De La Cruz et al. 106.  This work measured various rates of ATP hydrolysis, 

ATP binding, ADP binding, and release of products all in the presence and absence of 

actin.  They showed that myosin VI had the kinetics of other processive motors such as 

myosin V by having the rate limiting step be ADP release.  Interestingly, they found that 

ATP binding to myosin VI in the presence of actin was ~ 40 fold slower when compared 

to myosin V (0.018 µ M-1s-1 for myosin VI versus 0.9 µ M-1s-1 for myosin V) 107.  

Myosin VI also has a weak affinity for ATP with a binding coefficient of ~ 25 mM.  The 

Km (the concentration of ATP in which the reaction velocity is half the maximum value) 

value was measured to be ~ 300 µ M.  Their kinetic measurements allowed them to 

develop a model of myosin VI motion that was very similar to myosin V.  Figure 5.6 

below shows their model of myosin VI stepping. 
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Figure 5.6 Model for myosin VI motion through ATP hydrolysis.  Figure adapted from Ref 106. 
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Starting in the upper left-hand corner, the forward blue head is in the pre-power stroke 

state with ADP+Pi and the back head (purple) is strongly attached to actin with ADP 

attached to the motor domain.  Upon release of ADP from the back head, myosin VI 

moves slightly forward (to the left) allowing for the forward head to weakly bind to actin.  

The back head then binds ATP and detaches from actin allowing the forward head to 

swing to the post-power stroke state.  The back head is now forward and the process 

repeats.  De la Cruz et al. made no attempt to explain the large step or the reason for 

backwards motion. 

 In April of 2004, myosin VI yielded yet another surprise.  It was found by 

truncating the myosin VI at different spots that the unique insert actually bound a 

calmodulin. 108  The experimenters created several myosin VI mutants of myosin VI S1 

and ran SDS/page gels on each mutant.  A myosin VI with both the unique insert and IQ 

domain absent bound no calmodulin.  Upon addition of only the unique insert to the 

motor domain, the gel showed that calmodulin was present.  Two structures that 

contained no motor domain were also generated.  The first structure was only the 

converter + unique insert and second structure was the converter + unique insert + IQ 

domain.  This allowed a determination of the stoichiometry of the calmodulin binding, 

which consistent with gel data.  The unique insert binds one calmodulin and the IQ 

domain binds the second calmodulin.  Further data on the sample showed that unlike 

calmodulins bound to an IQ domain, the calmodulin bound to the unique insert could not 

be removed by changing the calcium concentration via the addition of EGTA (a calcium 

chelater) suggesting that it played a structural role in myosin VI and not a regulatory role 

as calmodulins bound to the IQ domain in other myosins. 

 Two papers came out almost simultaneously in 2004 with FIONA measurements 

on myosin VI 109, 110.  Both measurements showed that the step size of a probe labeled 

near the head of myosin VI was twice that measured by an optical trap.  This suggested 

that like myosin V, myosin VI walked in a hand-over-hand fashion.  In particular, our lab 

measured the step size of a cy3 labeled calmodulin exchanged onto the IQ domain of 

myosin VI and an eGFP (enhanced Green Fluorescent Protein) on the head 109.  Both 

results yielded similar step sizes with the eGFP resulting in slightly larger forward steps 

and slightly smaller backward steps than with the cy3.  The forward step of myosin VI 
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labeled with cy3 was 55.2 ± 19.6 nm and the backwards step was -31.7 ± 8.6 nm.  A 

sample of the cy3 stepping data is shown in figure 5.7. 

 
Figure 5.7 Sample of myosin VI stepping data with a cy3 attached to a calmodulin on the IQ 

domain.  A histogram of the step sizes is shown in the lower right hand corner.  Figure from Ref. 

109. 

 

Yildiz et al. noted that the cy3 attached to the calmodulin was not as rigid, fluctuating ~ 7 

nm around its average position in the presence of ATP, a result not seen with eGFP on 

the motor domain.  This result was not observed with only ADP present, or in the rigor 

state where the cy3 on the IQ domain of myosin VI fluctuated about the same as found in 

previous myosin V studies.  The authors suggested that at some point during the 

nucleotide cycle the light chain domain might uncouple from the motor domain. 

 In 2005, Lee Sweeney and Anne Houdusse’s group released the first crystal 

structure of S1 myosin VI in the rigor state 111.  Their crystal structure focused 

particularly on how the two unique inserts (insert 1 near the nucleotide pocket and insert 

2 near the converter domain) affected the overall structure compared to other myosins.  

Figure 5.8 shows their crystal structure of myosin VI compared to that of myosin V in 

rigor attached to actin. 
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Figure 5.8 Crystal structure of myosin VI compared to a truncated myosin V.  Figure modified 

from Ref. 111. 

 

 The crystal structure above highlights the two inserts found exclusively in myosin 

VI.  The fist insert, orange, is near the nucleotide pocket and the second insert, purple, is 

shown after the green converter and has a calmodulin bound (shown in light purple).  

Menetrey et al. demonstrated that insert 1 slows ADP release and ATP-induced 

actomyosin dissociation by generating a myosin VI construct that lacked insert one.  

These kinetic properties increased without insert one present in myosin VI.  The crystal 

structure also showed that insert 1 did not alter the conformation of switch I in myosin VI 

(see discussion in chapter one of figure 1.8).  However a small loop (Gly 304 – Asp 313) 

that follows insert 1 is repositioned in myosin VI and interacts strongly with switch I 

causing the small loop to protrude into the nucleotide pocket, resulting in a decrease in 
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nucleotide accessibility.  Their results suggested that insert 1 causes the kinetic cycle 

involving the binding of ATP and the release of ADP to be slowed in myosin VI. 

 The role of insert 2 in myosin VI is immediately seen in Figure 5.8.  In myosin V, 

the IQ domain following the converter sticks straight out towards the plus end of actin.  

However, in myosin VI, the unique insert 2 immediately follows the converter and 

actually wraps around the converter repositioning the lever arm towards the minus end of 

actin.  Their crystal structure also showed that the unique insert bound calmodulin, which 

had been found in previous work 108.  Unfortunately, the crystal structure was unable to 

explain the unusually large step of myosin VI.  The lever arm is too short to account for 

such a large step size.  However the structure did rule out the possibility of a severe 

conformational change in insert 2 to create the large step size since it appeared to play a 

structural role instead with the calmodulin strongly bound to it. 

 Two other papers released in 2005 as well seemed to suggest possible reasons for 

the large step size of myosin VI.  In the paper by Rock et al., they were able to measure 

the separation distance between the two myosin VI heads on a surface using an electron 

microscope.  The images showed that the heads were separated by roughly 27 nm 112.  

This was a much larger distance than expected if the two heads were tightly held together 

after the IQ domain, which would have yielded a separation of ~ 18 nm.  Based on 

sequence analysis, they suggested that the 80 residues immediately following the IQ 

domain might not form a coil-coil structure as in other myosins, but rather suggesting that 

it was an additional attachment to the lever arm.  Rock et al. referred to this region as the 

proximal tail.  However, the 40 - 60 residues after the proximal tail seemed to have a high 

probability of forming a coil-coil region.  The question arose as to whether the proximal 

tail region was part of the lever arm and contributed to the step size or whether is was 

flexible and made no contribution to the step of myosin VI.  Figure 5.9 shows the two 

probable structures for myosin VI.  
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Figure 5.9 Two models for the structure of the Proximal Tail.  Either it is rigid and contributes to 

the step of myosin VI (right) or it is flexible and makes no contribution to myosin VI’s step size.  

Figure modified Ref. 112. 

 

To test the function of the proximal tail, Rock and his collaborators generated an S1 

construct with and without the proximal tail.  They then performed optical trap 

experiments that measured the working stroke of each construct.  They found the S1 

without the proximal tail had a working stroke of 12.1 nm while the working stroke of the 

construct with the proximal tail was 11.9 nm.  The working strokes of the two S1s were 

virtually indistinguishable suggesting that the proximal tail did not act as a rigid lever 

arm.  They performed one last experiment where they introduced a luecine zipper that 

forced binding between the two coils after the IQ domain, which caused the heads to be 

separated by ~19 nm.  Their results suggest that the proximal tail acts like a flexible 

spring separating the heads by approximately 30 nm and hence may account for the large 

steps observed in myosin VI.  However, since the spring is not rigid, it causes myosin VI 

to have the large distribution of steps observed and even to allow for backward steps.  

Unlike myosin V, whose step size is a result of the large lever arm, the step size of 

myosin VI may depend largely on diffusion. 

 In a follow up paper, Balci et al. used a technique similar to FIONA that 

measured the distance between two dyes 113, 114.  They attached a YFP (Yellow 

Fluorescent Protein) to the heads of myosin VI and then measured their separation when 

attached to actin.  They found that the heads were separated by 29 nm on actin, which 
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was in good agreement with Rock’s work.  Experiments are beginning to provide 

possible mechanisms for why myosin VI walks backwards on actin with a large step.  

The research clearly points to a repositioned lever arm pointing in the opposite direction 

of other myosins and a region that does not form a rigid coil-coiled structure contributing 

to the wide distribution in step size. 

 In attempt to gain more understanding into myosin VI’s motion we decided to 

perform a DOPI experiment on myosin VI.  The hope was to gain insight into the 

contribution of the lever arm to the overall step size of the motor.  It was also thought that 

the lever arm might swing through different angles for different step sizes.  Myosin VI 

has been full of surprises since the first motility measurements and we also find many 

surprises in the DOPI data.  However before the results are discussed for myosin VI, it is 

important to keep them in context with the DOPI results for Myosin V. 

 

5.2 DOPI on Myosin V 
 

 As was mentioned in the Chapter 1, there is overwhelming evidence suggesting 

that myosin achieves motion through small conformational changes in the nucleotide 

pocket amplified by a large lever arm.  As myosin moves along actin, the lever arm 

should swing between two orientations.  By using defocused imaging, the orientation of a 

probe attached to the lever can be measured and confirm the lever arm motion of myosin.  

In 2006, Toprak et al. published a DOPI measurement on myosin V 72.  A calmodulin 

was engineered to have two cysteines at position 66 and 73.  A 

bisiodoacetamidrohodamine (or bi-functional rhodamine) was attached between both 

cysteines on the calmodulin causing the dye to be rigid and the labeled construct was 

exchanged onto the light chain domain of myosin V.  A piezoelectric z-axis stage (Nano-

Z100, Mad City Labs) moved the sample in and out of focus in order to determine the 

orientation (out of focus) and the position (in focus) of the bi-function rhodamine 

attached to the light chain domain of myosin V.  Actin was immobilized on a glass 

surface via a biotin-streptavidin linker.  Once the labeled myosin V was mixed with the 

immobilized actin, a very low concentration of ATP was added, ~ 300 nM, in order to 
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image the probe both focused and defocused in the same dwell period such that a change 

in both could be seen once a step occurred. 

 Figure 5.10 shows the possible step sizes with the corresponding β  angle for the 

leading or trailing head.  As the head switches from a trailing position to a leading 

position, the value of β  should increase. 

x

37-2x37+2x

LTL

β > 90°
β < 90°

β > 90°

+
end

 
Figure 5.10 Based on the labeling of the calmodulin when the head is leading, the value for β  

should be greater than 90 and when the head is trailing β  should be less than 90.  The 

parameter x is the offset distance from the center to the calmodulin and x will increase as the 

calmodulin is exchanged to a position closer to the head.  Figure from Ref. 72. 

 

Depending on where the calmodulin binds to the light chain domain there will be a series 

of step sizes that will alternate between 37+2x and 37-2x, where x is the offset distance 

from the center of myosin V to the calmodulin location on the light chain domain.   

 A set of orientation and position data from Toprak et al is plotted in figure 5.11.  

The data clearly shows a change in α  and β  corresponding to a stepping event.  In 

figure 5.11(A) the trace shows alternating steps between ~40 nm and ~ 30 nm steps.  As 

the head moves from the trailing to leading position a clear change in β  of about 70° is 

seen.  A corresponding change in α  of about 30° is also observed.  In figure 5.11(A) the 

changes in α  and β  are correlated implying that they both increase and decrease with 

each step. 
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Figure 5.11 (A) A sample trace of myosin V that was imaged by switching between focused and 

defocused imaging.  Black circles show raw distance values while the black line shows the dwell 

averaged position.  Red diamonds and the green triangles show the raw β  and α  values 

respectively while the red and green lines show the dwell averaged corresponding orientation.  L 

is leading and T is trailing.  The patterns above are a sample from the respective dwell period 

with the top pattern the measured orientation and the bottom pattern the fit.  In this situation β  

and α  are correlated meaning they both increase and decrease in value (B) Same as in A, but 

β  and α  are anticorrelated meaning that as one increases in value the other decreases.  Figure 

from Ref 72. 

 

In figure 5.11(B), the same pattern is seen with alternating steps of ~63 nm and ~ 10 nm 

steps.  While both α  and β  change about 30° and 70° respectively corresponding to 

each step of myosin V, they are anti-correlated meaning that as β  decreases α  increases 

(and vise versa). 

 The likely cause for the correlated or the anti-correlated changes in α  and β  are 

related to the IQ motif (there are six possible sites) that the labeled calmodulin binds.  

The calmodulin will adopt a slightly different orientation depending on the binding site 
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causing the probe to have a slightly different orientation with respect to the lever arm and 

the actin 115.  Other possibilities include a slight twisting of the light chain domain as the 

lever arm swings or a leaning of the lever arm to the left or right as it swings.  It was also 

noticed that α  increased on average as more steps were taken, suggesting that myosin V 

walks with a slight right handed pitch. 

 
Figure 5.12 Left Histogram of β  values.  Right A histogram of the magnitude of the 

change in α  as myosin V steps along actin.  Figure from Ref. 72. 

 

 Figure 5.12 is a histogram of β  values measured for myosin V.  Notice that there 

are two values centered at 57 ± 22° corresponding to the trailing head and 128 ± 17° 

corresponding to the leading head.  A histogram of the magnitude in the change of α  is 

shown on the right hand side of figure 5.12 with a peak value near 27°.  The DOPI data 

on myosin V from Toprak et al. clearly supports a swinging lever arm model as being the 

cause of motion for myosin V as well as the other myosins.  With each step the probe 

swings through essentially the same angle in β  no matter where the probe is located on 

the light chain.  However, as mentioned above, myosin VI doesn’t fall in line with the 

lever arm model.  It takes a large step despite having a small lever arm.  A DOPI 

experiment should determine if any part of the step size of myosin VI is a result of a lever 

arm motion of the light chain domain. 
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5.3 DOPI on Myosin VI 
 

 Myosin VI does not easily fit into the model of lever arm motion developed for 

other myosins.  Despite having a short traditional light chain domain that only binds two 

calmodulins, myosin VI takes an abnormally large step size.  While it seems that a 

significant component of the step size might be due to the proximal tail region 

immediately following the IQ domain that does not form a coiled-coiled structure as 

exists in other myosins (see figure 5.9), the light chain domain of myosin VI must have 

some lever arm motion to bias the motor towards the minus end of actin as it walks.  A 

DOPI measurement on myosin VI would provide insight into the motion of the light 

chain domain during myosin VI’s ATP cycle while walking along actin. 

 Based on the crystal structure, two locations on the calmodulin were chosen to 

label with a bi-functional rhodamine and mutated to cysteines.  The first pair was at the 

83rd and 90th residues and the second pair at the 137th and 143rd residues.  A bi-functional 

probe has two linkers (see figure 2.20) separated by about 10 Å so each pair of cysteines 

on the calmodulin was picked so that they were also separated by the same distance.  

Figure 5.13 shows the location of the two attachment sites on the crystal structure of 

myosin VI bound to actin.  The figure shows that the two sites should have approximately 

the same angle in β .  It is difficult to know exactly how the bi-functional probe on 

myosin VI is oriented with respect to actin.  If it binds symmetrically between the two 

sites then the angle in beta is expected to be near 58° for the rigor state. 
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Figure 5.13 Position of two binding sites for bi-functional rhodamine.  The first site is on the 

calmodulin at the 83, 90 position and shown in light green.  The second site is at 137, 143 

position and shown in light blue.  A bi-functional probe at each site should give a similar β  value. 

 

 A free calmodulin was labeled separately in the lab with a bi-functional 

rhodamine and then exchanged onto the IQ domain.  If the probe only attached with one 

linker then it would be floppy and defocused imaging would no longer be possible.  To 

ensure that the probe attached by both linkers to the calmodulin an un-labeled and labeled 

calmodulin were sent to Mass-Spec for analysis.  Based on the reaction shown in figure 

2.3, a probe with two iodoacetamide linkers should increase the mass of the protein by 

584.67 amu.  The mass-spec results are shown below in figure 5.14 are for an unlabeled 

and labeled calmodulin at the 83rd and 90th residues.  Based on the difference between the 

labeled and unlabeled peaks (583.21 amu), the dye did attach with both linkers to the 

calmodulin.  If the dye attached with only one linker the mass difference would be ~ 600 

amu, which is the result of one of the iodoacetamides linkers loosing its iodine and being 

replaced by an OH group. 
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Figure 5.14 Left Unlabeled calmodulin with a peak at 16622 amu.  Right Labeled calmodulin 

mass-spec with a peak corresponding to unlabeled calmodulin (16632 amu) and a peak 

corresponding to labeled calmodulin (17215 amu).  The difference between the two peaks is 

583.21, which is within 1.46 amu (or 0.2%) of the expected difference if the dye attached via both 

linkers.   

 

 The labeled calmodulin was then exchanged onto the IQ domain of a myosin VI 

HMM construct in the presence of 50 µ M ATP by varying the Ca2+ concentration.  The 

paper by Bahloul et al. guarantees that the calmodulin will only exchange onto the IQ 

domain and not the unique insert 108.  Actin was attached to the surface via biotin-

streptavidin.  Myosin VI was added and imaged in the presence of 10 µ M ATP in order 

to image individual steps.  The DOPI setup was such that both focused and defocused 

patterns were imaged onto the CCD using the Dual View as outlined in chapter two.  

Figure 5.15 shows a common image from the experiments on myosin VI. 
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Figure 5.15 Typical image of myosin VI walking along actin.  The focused image is on the left and 

the defocused on the right. 

 

The CCD chip is 512 x 512 pixels with half the area for focused images and the other half 

for defocused images.  Movies taken with the CCD camera typically last upwards of 2 – 

3 minutes with each frame integrated for 0.5 – 1.0 seconds.  Both the position and 

orientation data are taken in the lab frame and then converted to the actin frame. 

 The conversion of the orientation of the probe from the lab frame ( φθ , ) to the 

actin frame ( βα , ) was discussed in figure 2.21 and is accomplished with equations 2.34 

and 2.35.  However, in this situation myosin VI walks towards the minus end of actin so 

there is a slight change in the definition of the x-axis in the actin frame.  The positive x-

direction in the actin frame is now towards the minus end of actin and not the positive 

end of actin like in the DOPI experiment for myosin V.  This has no effect on the 

conversion equations, but should be kept in mind.  The position of the dye must also be 

converted to the actin frame in order to determine the step sizes of myosin VI as it moves 

along actin.  Figure 5.16 defines the actin coordinate system and demonstrates the 
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conversion from the lab coordinates of the dye position (xL, yL) to the actin frame position 

RA. 
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Figure 5.16 The lab frame shown on a CCD Image.  The red dot is the myosin molecule walking 

in the direction of the red arrow along the orange actin.  Aφ  is the angle of the actin filament with 

respect to the lab coordinates.  ( )LL yx , , are lab coordinates of the dye attached to myosin VI 

and are tracked for each frame and converted to the actin frame as a distance .  A step is 

simply the difference between two dye positions on actin.  The microscope objective is located in 

the minus z-direction. 

AR

 

A MatLab program written by Jeorg Enderlein determines the orientation of the probe in 

the lab frame and a modified code written in IDL by Sheyum Syed of the Selvin lab 

tracks the position of the dye and converts both the position and the orientation of the 

probe to the actin frame. 

 

5.4 Orientation of Probe on the 83, 90 Residues of Calmodulin 
 

 The first set of DOPI data collected on myosin VI was with the bi-functional 

rhodamine attached to the 83rd and 90th residues of calmodulin.  Upon conversion to the 

actin frame, the orientation in conjunction with the stepping of myosin VI is shown in 

figure 5.17A.  The orientation data for this particular myosin VI molecule walking along 
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actin shows that it walks such that the bi-functional probe on its light chain domain 

(LCD) adopts a constant orientation with β  near 30° and α  near 90°. 

 
Figure 5.17 Individual traces of myosin VI walking along actin.  A Myosin VI walking such that it 

LCD adopts a small angle in β  near 30°.  B Another myosin VI molecule walking with an angle in 

β  near 135°. The measured defocused images with the fit images are shown for each dwell 

period. 

 

Figure 5.17B shows a second myosin VI molecule walking along actin.  Once again its 

light chain domain remains at a constant orientation, but this time β  is near 135° and α  

is 90°.  This surprising trend is observed for nearly all of the 91 myosin VI molecules 

observed with DOPI in this study: they walk hundreds of nanometers and their light 

chain never appears to change orientation in conjunction with a step.  This is in sharp 

contrast with the DOPI data taken on myosin V, see figure 5.11, where every step 

resulted in a change in the orientation of the light chain domain. 

 A histogram generated of the dwell-time averaged (i.e. when the motor is not 

taking a step) values of α  and β  for 91 myosin VI molecules taking a total of 460 steps 

is shown in figure 5.18.  The counts on the y-axis of the histogram correspond to the total 
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number of dwell periods observed.  The histogram of α  was fit to a single Gaussian 

while the histogram of β  was fit with two Gaussians. 
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Figure 5.18 Histogram of α  and β  values for the IQ calmodulin labeled at residues 83, 90.  
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The α  histogram fit is centered at 85° and exhibits large dispersion with a standard 

deviation of ±50°.  The β  histogram fit shows two peaks; the first peak is centered at 44° 

± 13° and the second peak at 116° ± 27°. 

 The histograms of α  and β  reveal several trends of myosin VI motion.  First, the 

histogram of α  appears to show that myosin VI is able to access a large range of actin 

monomers around the filament spending most of its time on the top and with decreasing 

probability binding to subunits along the sides of the filament. Second, the histogram in 

β  shows two populations of angles despite the fact that an individual molecule is 

observed to adopt a constant angle in β  as it walks along actin.  Interestingly, the first 

distribution centered at 44° has a standard deviation that is about half of the second 

distribution centered at 116° (±13° versus ±27°). 

 A histogram of the change in α  and β  between the dwell periods of the 460 

steps observed for all myosin VI molecules is give in figure 5.19.  This histogram further 

strengthens the trend already seen in figure 5.17 for individual molecules.  Each 
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histogram is well fit by a single Gaussian centered around 0°.  It seems evident that all 

the data indicates that myosin VI walks without any angle change in the calmodulin. 
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Figure 5.19 The change in α  and β  for every step is near zero. 

 

Interestingly, figure 5.19 shows a larger standard deviation for α∆  than β∆  suggesting 

an individual myosin VI molecule can sometimes experience a slight rotation around the 

actin filament (it wobbles!) as it binds to an actin monomer at a different pitch than the 

previous monomer it was bound too.  Figure 5.20 demonstrates this effect. 
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Figure 5.20 An individual myosin VI motor changing orientation from the top of the actin filament 

by binding to an actin monomer along the side of the filament.  The left and right hand side of the 

figure correspond to a rotation of 90° in the orientation of the actin filament.  The top images are 

the myosin head before a step and the bottom images are the position of myosin VI after a step. 

 

The fact that the histogram in figure 5.19 shows no change in β  is not unexpected based 

on what was observed for a single myosin VI molecule.  However, based on the 

histogram of β  values shown in figure 5.18 combined with what was observed for 

myosin V, one would expect the change in β  to be near 70° as myosin VI walks along 

actin instead of 0°. 

 How can myosin VI walk in a hand over hand fashion along actin, adopting two 

different angles in β  and yet not flip between the two values as it walks?  It is difficult to 

imagine how myosin VI’s light chain domain could adopt two entirely different yet stable 

conformations in rigor or the pre-power stroke state as it walks.  The crystal structure of 

myosin VI does not support the existence of two different conformations in the rigor state 

and it is safe to assume that two stable conformations in the pre-power stroke state is 

unlikely as well.  The fact that previously data has shown that myosin VI walks in a 

hand-over-hand fashion suggests that there might be some new mechanism that propels 

the rear head forward.  However, the DOPI data is NOT consistent with a lever arm as 

being the mechanism. 

 A solution to the β  conundrum can be found not in attempting to construct some 

improbable complex model for how myosin VI walks, but rather by returning to the 

DOPI data and comparing it to the crystal structure.  After careful consideration, the most 

likely solution to the β  issue appears in two parts: 

1. A difficultly in accurately determining the orientation of the fluorescing probe 

when it is nearly parallel to the sample plane, and 

2. The possibility that the IQ calmodulin is not the only calmodulin that can be 

labeled on myosin VI. 

The first part of the solution is a result of the difficulty in fitting the φ  angle in the lab 

frame as the probe becomes parallel to the surface (i.e. as θ  approaches ~ 90°).  This will 
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happen when myosin VI binds to the “left” or “right” side of an actin filament (i.e. α  = ~ 

0° or α  = ~ 180°) as was shown in figure 5.20. 

 While there are many individual myosin VI molecules that walk with a constant 

orientation in both α  and β  (see figure 5.17), there are also a set of molecules that 

appear to walk such that the angle φ  of the probe in the lab frame is randomly flipping 

180° between two values.  Figure 5.21 is an example of such flipping observed for 

myosin VI defocused images. 
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Figure 5.21 Left Trace of an individual myosin VI motor.  The distance versus time is on the 

bottom with step values.  Phi versus time is in the middle and shows phi flipping between two 

angles separated by 180°.  Theta versus time is the top plot and remains largely unchanged 

during the motion.  Right An example of a defocused image from the trace on the left.  The 

measured defocused image is on top and the fitted image with angles is on the bottom. 

 

Examining data presented in left hand side of figure 5.21, the first inclination is to 

assume that this flipping in φ  is a real effect within the myosin VI molecule.  However, 

upon inspection of the individual defocused images for each frame it seems doubtful that 

the light chain domain of myosin VI is actually flipping 180° in φ .  It is far more likely 

that the observed flipping is a problem with the program that fits the defocused images.  

As shown by the DOPI images on the right hand side of figure 5.21 it is difficult to 

determine by visual inspection alone a difference between the three defocused patterns 

even though the program fits the pattern in image 18 at an angle in φ  180° greater than 
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the other two.  In summary, for the DOPI experiments on myosin VI, it was often 

observed that the φ  angle of the probe in the lab frame would randomly flip between φ  

and φ  + 180° and these flips did not correspond with any step. 

 The reason why the program has difficultly fitting the defocused patterns shown 

in figure 5.21 is a result of the duplicity of a radiating dipole’s emission pattern.  There is 

symmetry in the emission pattern of a radiating dipole such that if the dipole is rotated by 

180° the emission pattern remains unchanged.  As long as the bi-function probe is not 

parallel to the glass surface (in the lab frame θ  = ~ 90°) it is easy to determine the angle 

of φ  in the lab frame.  However, as the probe’s orientation becomes nearly parallel to the 

glass surface that binds the actin it is increasingly difficult to distinguish between φ  and 

φ +180°.  This was briefly mentioned in chapter two section five. 

 In situations where the φ  angle would randomly flip 180°, a single value for φ  

was chosen for the entire sequence of molecular images. The choice was based on either 

the fact that more frames were found at a particular φ  than φ  + 180° (or vise versa) or if 

than a well-defined orientation could be determined based on the observed pattern, even 

though the computer fit was ambiguous.  While not every molecule had random flipping 

events as described above, flipping events occurred quite frequently and so there was 

some level of intervention required on the measurement to fix the appropriate value. 

 Since it often was observed that the probe was nearly parallel to the surface in the 

lab frame during myosin VI DOPI experiments, a significant number of φ  values for 

each individual motor are accurate only modulo 180°, due to nothing more than an 

educated guess by the experimenter.  Although not mentioned during the discussion of 

figure 5.21, upon analysis of this specific set of data the φ  angle was chosen to be the 

smaller value near 165° and not the larger one near 345° so that all the large φ  values 

were reduced by 180°.  The angle of actin ( Aφ ) was 296° in figure 5.21 (not shown) so 

after conversion to the actin frame (by equations 2.34 and 2.35), the value of β  was ~ 

130° and α  ~170°.  Figure 5.22 illustrates this conversion. 

 However if the values of φ  are increased by 180° in figure 5.21, then the value of 

β  is ~ 50° and α  is ~ 10° (see figure 5.22).  As indicated in Figure 2.22, the problem in 
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correcting φ  is that after conversion of the probe’s orientation to the actin frame, it will 

sometimes have a value in β  near 40° and at other times near 140° (and corresponding 

small and large α  values as well). 

 In spite of this understandable duality in β  between the light chain domains of 

individual myosin VI molecules, the important point is that the bi-functional probe is 

mostly likely at the same orientation for both of these situations.  The duality of the 

emission pattern upon rotation of a dipole by 180° causes an apparent change in β , and 

not a change in the orientation of the light chain domain on myosin VI. 
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Figure 5.22 An illustration of the duplicity of fitting a φ  value when the probe is nearly parallel to 

the glass surface in the lab frame.  This results in two possible fits shown on the left and right. 

 

 Carefully observing the histogram of β  in figure 5.18, reveals a sharp spike 

around 135°.  This is most likely a result of the fitting issues in φ  due to the probe being 

nearly parallel to the glass surface.  If the probe is actually at the same orientation for 

these two angles, then β  must have values near β  = ~ 40° or β  = ~ 140°. 
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 How can one value be chosen over the other with the present information?  The 

crystal structure of S1 myosin VI in the rigor state shown in figure 5.8 and 5.13 suggests 

the best match with the DOPI data is when β  = ~ 44° and therefore any values near 140° 

should be corrected accordingly.  The other important result is the symmetry in α  and β  

because of this fitting problem.  If the fit for β  is ~ 40° and correspondingly α  ~ 10°, 

when the fit flips the φ  angle 180° the resulting value for β  is 180° – 40° = 140° and α  

becomes 180° – 10° = 170°.  This symmetry is advantageous when attempting to discern 

whether the large β  angle is due to the flip in φ . 

 The histogram of β  in figure 5.18 suggests that the random flipping of φ  by 180° 

in the fit of the orientation contributes to the larger β  peak.  In order to discern if this 

explanation is correct, the α  values were re-plotted based on their corresponding β  

values.  In this way, it might be possible to disentangle the ambiguity produced by the 

two values of β . 

 The values of α  coinciding with the first Gaussian fit to the β  histogram in 

figure 5.18 centered at 44° and within one standard deviation (± 13°) were plotted in the 

histogram on the left hand side of figure 5.23.  The corresponding values of α  within one 

standard deviation (± 27°) of the second Gaussian fit to β  centered at 116° were also 

plotted on the right hand side of figure 5.23.  Figure 5.23 shows the new histograms of α  

and their corresponding fits to Gaussians. 
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Figure 5.23 Alpha values for the smaller beta peak at 44° (left) and larger beta peak at 116° 

(right).  Inset in the upper right for each plot show the highlighted region in the histogram of beta 

that the values of alpha were chosen from for each new histogram. 

 

 The distribution of α  values from the β  distribution centered at 44° (left side 

plot in figure 5.23) fits to a single Gaussian, which suggests that there is only one 

population of probes oriented at β  ~ 44°.  As mentioned before, there is good 

crystallographic evidence that this is actual orientation of probe attached to the light 

chain domain in the rigor state.  Therefore in rigor the probe has the following angles in 

the actin frame: β  = 44° and α  = 82°. 

 The α  values for the β  distribution centered at 116° (right side plot of figure 

5.23) are fit to two Gaussians.  This suggests that the larger distribution of β  values may 

in fact be the result of two populations of probe orientations instead of only one 

population due solely to the flipping of φ  by 180°. 

 It is now worthwhile to focus only on the flipping due to the ambiguity in φ .  An 

explanation for the second population in figure 5.23 will be discussed later.  If the above 

discussion is correct when the program flips the fit in φ  by 180° for a probe attached to a 

calmodulin on the IQ domain the angles in the actin frame will convert to α  = ~ 100° 

and β = ~136°, a result based on the probe being oriented in the rigor state with α  = 82° 

and β  = 44°.  On the right hand side of figure 5.23, one of the Gaussians is centered at ~ 

108°, which is very near the expected 100° value of α  from a fit when φ  flips 180°.  If 

the β  values within the range of a standard deviation (± 29°) of the α  peak centered at 

108° are re-plotted, then they should be near 136°.  Figure 5.24 plots these β  values. 
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Figure 5.24 Histogram of β  values for 79° < α  < 137°.  The inset highlights the corresponding 

region of α  values selected for the β  plot.  The purple box encloses the β  values due to the 

random flipping of φ  by 180.  The blue box encloses the β  values due to the insert calmodulin. 

 

One of the peaks in β  found in figure 5.24 is near ~ 130° - 140° (highlighted by the 

dotted purple box), which is consistent with the predicted value of 136°.  In seems safe to 

conclude that when the program flips φ  by 180°, the resulting angles in the actin frame 

will be β  = ~136° and α  = ~108°. 

 To summarize the results so far, the orientation of the probe in the actin frame 

when myosin VI is in the rigor state is β  = 44° and α  = 82°.  When the probe is nearly 

parallel to the surface there appears to be a second orientation of the probe with β  = 

~136° and α  = ~108°.  However the second orientation is due to the difficulty fitting 

defocused patterns as θ  nears 90° and not a re-positioning of the light chain domain.  In 

reality the probe is still oriented with β  = 44° and α  = 82°. 

 

5.5 Explaining the 2nd peak in β  near 115° 

 

 The second peak in the new histogram of β  in figure 5.24 is centered near 115° 

(highlighted by the dotted blue box) and this is a clue to what may be causing the second 
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population of large β  values in the histogram in figure 5.23.  Returning to figure 5.13, it 

was assumed based on previous work that when the labeled calmodulin was exchanged 

onto myosin VI that it only bound to the IQ domain.  However what would the 

orientation of the bi-functional probe be if the labeled calmodulin happened to also 

exchange onto the unique insert?  For future reference, figure 5.25 shows the location of 

a probe on the insert calmodulin (yellow) and the IQ calmodulin (green). 

 
Figure 5.25 The crystal structure of myosin VI in rigor (top) and corresponding cartoon below.  

The yellow high-lighted residues are the location of the 83, 90 position on the insert calmodulin.  

The green high-lighted residues are the 83, 90 position on the IQ calmodulin.  The crystal 

structure/cartoon on the left are rotated by 90° to obtain the images on the left.  The yellow dot 

and green dot on the calmodulins corresponds to a dye oriented approximately perpendicular to 

the page. 

 

Based on the above diagram, a calmodulin exchanged onto the insert region could 

conveniently account for the larger β  values found in figure 5.18.  The probe on the 

insert calmodulin would be almost parallel to the glass surface and could yield two 

different β  values of either ~ 115° or ~ 65° (depending on the fit of the φ  angle in the 
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lab frame).  If the program determines the angle of β  for the probe on the insert 

calmodulin to be 115°, then α  would be less than 90°.  If the fit determines that β  = 

65°, then the α  angle would be larger than 90°.  The original histogram of β  in figure 

5.18 finds that the larger distribution of β  is centered near 115°.  Furthermore it has 

quite a broad distribution which could be explained if both β  values of 115° and 65° are 

contributing the observed data. 

 Returning to figure 5.24, a second peak in β  is observed near 115°.  This is 

exactly what was predicted for the β  angle would be for a labeled calmodulin on the 

insert region based on figure 5.25.  Supporting evidence that the insert calmodulin is 

being labeled by the dye is found by further analysis of the values of β  (corresponding to 

α  values within the second Gaussian fit centered at 46° on the right hand side of figure 

5.23).  Once again, a procedure similar to that described above is used to disentangle the 

situation.  Figure 5.26 shows the histogram of β  values within one standard deviation (± 

15°) of the Gaussian fit centered at ~ 46° in figure 5.23. 
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Figure 5.26 β  values for 31° < α  < 61°.  The inset highlights the corresponding α  values for 

plot in β . 

 

Based on the β  values in figure 5.26, which is centered near 115°, the orientation of the 

probe is near the β  value of ~ 116° predicted from figure 5.25 when the labeled 
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calmodulin is on the insert region.  The most probable reason why figure 5.24 also shows 

a contribution from the insert calmodulin β  values is due to the overlap of the two 

distributions (see figure 5.23). 

 However figure 5.25 also suggested that a bi-functional probe on the insert 

calmodulin could have a second β  value of ~ 65°.  Does the data support this suggestion 

as well?  Returning to the original dissection of β  in figure 5.23, no range of values near 

β  = 65° were selected.  Only values of β  ranging from 31° to 57° and 89° to 143° were 

analyzed in further detail.  There is a range of values in β  from 57° to 89° in which the 

α  values were never carefully analyzed.  Figure 5.27 is a plot of the α  values within the 

range of β  from 57° to 89°. 
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Figure 5.27 Alpha values for 57° < β  < 89°.  Inset shows the highlighted region in β  that have 

the corresponding α  values. 

 

 There appear to be two distributions of α  in figure 5.27 and so the histogram was 

fit with two Gaussians.  The first Gaussian is centered at 58° and is near the value fit to 

the distribution of smaller α  values centered at 46° in figure 5.23.  A plot of the β  

values within the standard deviation (± 25°) of the first Gaussian centered at 58° in figure 

5.27 should correspond to the insert calmodulin oriented near β  = 115° (as was shown 

for the case in figure 5.24 and 5.26).  The range of β  values within a standard deviation 
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(± 12°) of the second Gaussian fit to figure 5.27 centered at 127° should correspond to 

the insert calmodulin with a value of β  near 65°.  Figure 5.28 is a plot of both possible 

β  values. 
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Figure 5.28 Left Beta values for 33° < α  <83° with inset highlighting the region in α  

corresponding to the plot of β .  Right Beta values for 115° < α  < 139° with inset highlighting 

the region in α  corresponding to the plot of β . 

 

 The left hand histogram of β  values aren’t exactly centered at 115°, but they may 

be the smaller end of the distribution centered near 115°.  The right hand histogram in 

figure 5.28 clearly shows a range of β  values centered at ~ 70°, which is very near the 

second value predicted for β  of a probe on the insert calmodulin (see figure 5.25).  Much 

like the probe on the IQ calmodulin, a probe on the insert calmodulin yields two possible 

orientations each related to the other by 180°. 

 The first possible orientation of a probe on the insert calmodulin is with β  = ~ 

115° and α  = ~ 46° and the second is β  = ~ 65° and α  = ~ 127°.  These two 

orientations could be due to flipping of φ  by 180° when the probe is nearly parallel to the 

surface, in which case they are one in the same value.  They could also be real and a 

result of myosin VI taking a step to the left or to right as it walks along actin (see figure 
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5.25 and 5.29).  Figure 5.29 demonstrates the relationships of α  and β  for the two probe 

locations (IQ domain and insert). 
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Figure 5.29 Summary of the interpretation of DOPI data for bi-functional rhodamine attached to 

the 83, 90 position of calmodulin exchanged both onto the IQ domain and the Insert.  The dotted 

arrow line is the projection of the dipole on the x-y plane. 

 

5.6 Developing a New Calmodulin Exchange Strategy 
 

 Once it was realized that the labeled calmodulin was also exchanging onto the 

insert domain, a new set of exchange conditions was devised that would hopefully reduce 

the number of calmodulins exchanging onto the insert.  It was mentioned without much 

fanfare in section 5.3 near figure 5.14 that the labeled calmodulin was exchanged onto the 

myosin VI in the presence of 50 M µ ATP.  It was realized that maybe the insert 

calmodulin was less available for exchange in the rigor state than in the pre-power stroke 

state due to steric constraints.  In the absence of actin the pre-power stroke state 
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(ADP+Pi) is a much longer lived state with a release of Pi occurring at a rate of 0.04s-1 for 

an S1 construct 106.  With ATP present during the exchange both the pre-power stroke 

and rigor states would be available for exchanging the labeled calmodulin onto the light 

chain domain.  If there are steric constraints due to the strong interaction of the insert 

with the converter domain of myosin VI in rigor then this might prevent the exchange of 

a labeled calmodulin onto the insert region or at least reduce the number of events.  

Therefore the exchange of a calmodulin labeled at the 83rd and 90th residues was 

attempted in the presence of actin and apyrase, which removes all ATP and ADP.  Figure 

5.30 shows the α  and β  histograms of after the exchange onto myosin VI was done in 

rigor with no nucleotide. 
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Figure 5.30 Histogram of α  and β  values for a bi-functional probe labeled on calmodulin at 83, 

90 residues and exchanged in rigor conditions.  The inset within each plot is the corresponding 

histogram when the exchange occurred with ATP present. 

 

 The histograms in figure 5.30 further support the idea that the labeled calmodulin 

exchanged onto both the IQ domain and the insert.  The histogram of β  values showed 

the most dramatic change when compared to the corresponding distribution resulting 

from an exchange with ATP present (inset).  The larger peak narrowed with the standard 

deviation decreasing from 27° to 11° and the peak value increased moving from 116° to 

139°.  The interpretation of the two β  values is the same as before with the larger value 
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at 139° due to a flipping in φ  by 180° when the probe is parallel to the surface.  An 

analysis performed on the new α  and β  histograms as was outlined above yield similar 

results.  While the exchange in rigor significantly reduced the insert calmodulin from 

exchanging, it did not completely prevent it. 

 

5.7 Myosin VI Step Sizes and Dwell Times 
 

 The focus has been mainly on the orientation of the bi-functional probe on the 

light chain domain.  However, the technique also contains position information as well.  

Figure 5.31 shows a histogram of the step sizes (left) and the dwell period between steps 

(right). 
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Figure 5.31 Left Step Size histogram for myosin VI fit with two Gaussians centered at 50 and -31 

nm.  Right Dwell time histogram fit with convolution function based on the kinetics of 0 – 60 nm 

steps47 .  The rate constant was 0.29 s-1 at 10 µ M ATP.  

 

The step sizes of myosin VI are well fit to two Gaussians with a forward step of 50 ± 25 

nm and a backward step of 31 ± 13 nm.  This matches very well with previously reported 

step sizes of 55.2 ± 19.6 nm and the backwards step of 31.7 ± 8.6 109, 116.  Furthermore the 

dwell time distribution between steps supports a hidden step of 0 nm due to the hand-

over-hand kinetics of myosin VI motion.  The right hand plot in figure 5.31 is fit with k = 
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0.29 ± 0.01 s-1 at 10 µ M ATP (meaning that myosin VI takes 0.29 steps per second per 

molecule or 1 step every 3.45 seconds).  A previously reported value for k at 40 µ M 

ATP is 1.12 s-1, which is ~ 3.9 times the value obtained at 10 µ M (i.e. 4 x the 

concentration results in 4 x the rate). 

 The orientation of a probe on the IQ calmodulin in the actin frame is α  = 82° and 

β  = 44° and it does not change even though myosin VI was observed to sometimes walk 

over 500 nm.  In light of the successful analysis of α , β , step sizes, dwell times, etc. the 

original questions still remains: Why doesn’t the probe change orientation as myosin VI 

walks along actin?  However before possible explanations of the above data are explored 

further, the data from a bi-functional probe attached to the 137th and 143rd residues of 

calmodulin will be briefly discussed. 

 

5.8 Orientation of probe on the 137, 143 Residues of Calmodulin 
 

 The same procedure as outlined in section 5.3 and 5.4 was followed for a 

calmodulin labeled at residues 137, 143 with a bi-functional rhodamine.  The exchange of 

the labeled calmodulin onto myosin VI, which was performed before it was known that 

the labeled calmodulin could exchange onto the insert region, occurred in the presence of 

50 µ M ATP.  Figure 5.32 shows the orientation of the probe on both the IQ calmodulin 

and the insert calmodulin. 
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Figure 5.32 Location of the 137th and 143rd residues on a calmodulin exchanged onto the IQ 

domain and the insert.  The crystal structure highlighting the location of the residues on each 

calmodulin is on top and the corresponding cartoon below. 

 

The above structure suggests that a probe attached to the 137th and 143rd residues on the 

IQ calmodulin will yield a similar angle as was found in the previous measurements of 

the probe attached to the 83rd and 90th residues.  The angle in β  should be near 40° and 

the angle in α  near 80° as was found for the 83, 90 labeling.  There should also be the 

same issue of flipping in the lab frame φ  angle by 180° as the probe moves parallel to the 

surface such that another set of orientations is at β  ~ 140° and α  ~ 120°. 

 A priori, it is more difficult to discern from the crystal structure what the α  and 

β  angles should be for a probe on the insert calmodulin.  For the calmodulin labeled at 

the 83rd and 90th residue it happened that the probe on the IQ calmodulin was nearly 

parallel to the x-z a plane while on the insert calmodulin the probe was nearly parallel to 

the x-y plane.  This aided in predicting the orientation.  The probe labeled at the 137th and 

143rd residues on a calmodulin exchanged on the IQ domain is once again nearly parallel 

to the x-z plane, but the probe on the insert calmodulin is neither parallel to the x-y, x-z, 
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nor y-z planes.  This fact makes it difficult to predict the orientation.  However, the most 

likely situation is that as the motor binds to an actin monomer on the left or right hand 

side of the filament the probe will be nearly parallel to the surface resulting in the φ  

angle randomly flipping 180°.  This will cause two possible distributions of angles.  One 

will have a value in β  that is ~ 120° - 130° with a corresponding α  value less than 90°.  

The other possibility will be a smaller β  value near ~ 70° – 80° with an α  value larger 

than 90°. 

 DOPI experiments conducted on this second labeling position once again show 

that the φ  angle randomly flips by 180° (data not shown).  Once again, we corrected for 

this effect.  Figure 5.33 shows the histogram of the α  and β  angles for the new probe 

location each fit with two Gaussians.  The α  histogram has two peaks centered at 73° 

and 126°.  The β  histogram yields two peaks as well centered at 42° and 135°.  A 

histogram of the change in α  and β  for each step confirms the earlier measurements 

with α∆  = 0° ± 12° and β∆  = 1° ± 9° (data not shown). 
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Figure 5.33 Alpha and beta histograms for probe labeled at the 137th and 143rd residues of 

calmodulin. 

 

 In order to determine if there is a correlation between the two peaks in the α  

histogram and the two peak in the β  histogram, the α  values within one standard 
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deviation (± 7°) of the Gaussian fit in β  centered at 42° were plotted separately.  This 

procedure was repeated for the second Gaussian fit in β  centered at 135° (much as was 

done earlier with the data of the 83, 90 probe).  Figure 5.34 shows separate histograms of 

the alpha values within the two distributions of two Gaussian fits to β . 
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Figure 5.34 A histogram of the alpha values for 35° < β  < 49° (left) and 122° < β  < 149° (right).  

The inset in each plot highlights the regions of β  from which the α  values were plotted. 

 

 Unlike in the 83, 90 labeled probe which only had one distribution (see the left 

hand plot in figure 5.23), the α  histogram for the distribution of β  values centered at 

42° contains two distributions of α  values.  Furthermore the larger distribution of β  

values centered at 135° contains two distributions in α  as well.  They also appear to be a 

mirror image of each other with the 77° peak in the first histogram having a larger 

standard deviation than the 116° peak (17° versus 8°).  In the second histogram the 72° 

peak has a smaller standard deviation than the 115° peak (12° versus 20°). 

 As was mentioned, a bi-functional probe labeled at the 83rd and 90th or the 137th 

and 143rd residues of the IQ calmodulin should have essentially the exact same 

orientation based on the crystal structure.  Therefore it seems likely that β  = 42° and α  

= 77° for the IQ calmodulin labeled at the 137th, 143rd residues.  The probe will appear to 
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have β  = 134° and α  = 115° when a flip in φ  of 180° occurs as the probe becomes 

parallel to the surface (i.e. θ  = 90°).  The remaining distributions of α  and β  in figures 

5.33 and 5.34 are due to a probe attaching to the insert calmodulin.  It follows that a 

probe on the insert calmodulin will be oriented with β  = 134° and α  = 72°.  Whether 

the probe is sufficiently reoriented as a result the myosin VI head binding to the extreme 

left hand side of actin, or whether the φ  angle flips by 180°, the other pair of angles will 

be β  = 42° and α  = 116°.  Figure 5.35 summarizes the results. 
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Figure 5.35 Summery of the interpretation of DOPI data for bi-functional rhodamine attached to 

the 137, 143 residues of a calmodulin exchanged both onto the IQ domain and the Insert.  The 

dotted arrow line is the projection of the dipole on the x-y plane. 

 

5.9 Models for Myosin VI Motion and Future Experiments 
 

 Taken all together, the new DOPI data presented above clearly supports the fact 

that the bi-functional probe appears not to change orientation as myosin VI walks along 
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actin.  However, the working stroke for a myosin VI S1 construct was measured in an 

optical trap by Rock et al. to be about 12 nm 112.  Movement of the light chain domain 

must account for this motion so clearly the lever arm is undergoing some sort of 

conformational change.  So why does the probe not change orientation as myosin VI 

walks along actin? 

 In the crystal structure of myosin VI by Menetrey et al., the authors theorized that 

there were two possible motions that might generate about an 11 nm movement of the 

light chain domain, consistent with what Rock et al. measured 111. 

1. Model 1: a motion that might involve the lever arm swinging almost 180° 

from the pre to post-power stroke state. 

2. Model 2: a motion in which insert 2 that bound a calmodulin might uncouple 

from the converter allowing the light chain domain to swing freely. 

In the absence of strain, the light chain domain could adopt many different orientations 

and even possibly swing the measured 11 nm.  Upon strong binding to actin (after the 

release of the free phosphate), the insert would re-couple with the converter domain 

positioning the light chain domain (LCD) near the rigor conformation and upon ADP 

release further swinging the LCE to the rigor conformation.  This kind of uncoupling and 

re-coupling motion is believed to be responsible for the motion of kinesin another 

molecular motor.  Figure 5.36 diagrams both models for how the light chain domain 

might move. 
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Figure 5.36 Model #1 has the light chain domain swinging nearly 180° from the pre-power stroke 

state to the rigor state.  In Model #2 the light chain domain (LCD) uncouples from the converter 

and allowed to swing freely until binding to actin and releasing Pi, which causes it to re-couple to 

the converter. 

 

 Can the DOPI measurements on myosin VI distinguish between model #1 and 

model #2?  If the light chain domain swings nearly 180° from the pre to post-power 

stroke state, what would the orientation of the probe on the IQ calmodulin be for each 

state?  Figure 5.37 demonstrates the two orientations for the respective two states. 

Pre-Power Stroke State Post-Power Stroke State

β = ~40° β = ~40°

 
Figure 5.37 Swinging of the light chain domain from the pre-power stroke state to the post-power 

stroke state.  The probe is shown by the red and orange arrow. 
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 The bi-functional probe is shown in figure 5.37 as an arrow colored red at one end 

and orange at the other.  As the light chain domain swings 180°, the orange arrow re-

orients from pointing up to pointing down (and vise versa for the red arrow).  However, 

since a dipole emits the same intensity pattern when rotated 180°, the probe in figure 5.37 

hasn’t really changed orientation in a measurable way and so the defocused pattern will 

be exactly the same.  The DOPI data for myosin VI supports this model since the probe 

on the IQ calmodulin is always measured to be at a constant value near β  = 40°. 

 As for the 2nd model, if the light chain domain does uncouple from the converter 

domain causing it to swing freely, then the defocused patterns should disappear and be 

replaced by an Airy function.  An Airy pattern is the result of un-polarized light and if the 

LCD is swinging freely the dipole is swinging freely and hence emitting un-polarized 

light.  While the DOPI data does not support this because the images in the defocused 

channel always yield de-focused patterns and there is never an instance when they 

disappear and become an Airy pattern, this doesn’t necessarily rule the model out.  In the 

presence of actin, the phosphate is released from S1 myosin VI in the pre-power stroke 

state at a rate of ~ 89 per second 106.  This means that on average the free phosphate is 

bound to myosin VI for only about 0.01 seconds, which is far too short of a time for the 

DOPI measurements taken at a frame rate of 0.5 to 1.0 seconds to image.  Hence this 

model could be correct as well and the DOPI technique would never measure it because 

only the long lived, stable rigor state is accessible.  It might seem sterically impossible to 

have both the forward head and the backward head in the rigor state.  However myosin 

VI appears to have a flexible region after the IQ domain, the proximal tail mentioned in 

figure 5.9, that might allow for both heads to adopt this conformation.  Figure 5.38 

provides a picture of this model. 
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Figure 5.38 In the pre-power stroke state, the light chain domain (LCD) of the forward head 

uncouples from the converter becoming flexible.  Upon binding to actin, the LCD of the forward 

head re-couples to the converter becoming rigid and adopting a near rigor orientation. 

 

 The only support for the above model exists in the original FIONA paper on 

myosin VI 109.  Yildiz et al. noticed that a cy3 labeled calmodulin, exchanged onto the 

light chain domain of myosin VI, could not be imaged with high accuracy when ATP was 

present.  The imaged cy3 oscillated around a mean position of 7 nm.  However, when 

ATP was removed this oscillation stopped.  Furthermore, when the step sizes were 

measured with a GFP on the motor domain, no large fluctuations of the GFP position 

were ever observed with or without ATP.  This led the authors to believe that the light 

chain domain might uncouple from the motor domain. 

 Unfortunately, the kinetics of the docked and undocked light chain domain are 

probably too fast to measure using DOPI and figure 5.37 suggests that DOPI can’t see a 

180° swing of the light chain domain either.  It seems that neither model can be ruled out 

by the myosin VI DOPI data.  However, figure 5.37 is deceptive.  If the probe is in the 

plane created by light chain domain (LCD) and the actin filament, then a rotation of 180° 

can not be observed due to the duplicity of the intensity pattern of a dipole.  If the probe 

is at some angle to this plane, then a 180° rotation of the light chain domain will cause a 

rotation in α .  Figure 5.39 demonstrates this idea. 
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Figure 5.39 Demonstrates change in α  if bi-functional probe is at an angle to the actin-LCD 

plane. 

 

 When the bi-functional probe is attached to the IQ calmodulin at both the 83, 90 

residues and the 137, 143 residues it is essentially parallel to the actin-LCD plane.  

Therefore it is not possible to see a 180° rotation of the light chain domain.  A probe 

labeled on the insert calmodulin for both labeling positions is no longer parallel to the 

actin-LCD plane.  However the DOPI data for a probe on the insert calmodulin is mixed 

with data from the probe on the IQ calmodulin.  This makes it difficult to easily separate 

the two distributions.  Furthermore there is no method to increase the population of 

probes on the insert calmodulin, but rather only decrease the population by exchanging in 

rigor.  A decrease in binding to the insert region was seen for a probe attached to the 83rd 

and 90th residues of calmodulin.  There is a possibility that a decrease in the population of 

probes at an angle to the actin-LCD plane would cause fewer probes to change their α  

angle as myosin VI steps along actin.  This would result in a decrease in the standard 

deviation of a Gaussian fit to the α∆  histogram from an exchange in ATP and an 

exchange in rigor.  However a comparison of these two fits yields a similar standard 
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deviation with α∆  = 0° ± 16° when the calmodulin was exchanged with ATP and α∆  = 

1° ± 18° when the calmodulin was exchange in rigor.  These results are far from 

conclusive. 

 The best way to resolve this issue would be to label a calmodulin such that when 

exchanged on the IQ domain the probe is no longer parallel to the actin-LCD plane.  By 

exchanging the calmodulin onto myosin VI when bound to actin in the rigor state, 

calmodulin can be preferentially exchanged onto the IQ domain (as was shown earlier).  

By labeling at the 119th and 126th residues, the probe would no longer be parallel to the 

actin-LCD plane (see figure5.40). 

 
Figure 5.40 Left Position of the 116th and 126th residues of a calmodulin on the IQ domain with 

corresponding cartoon diagramming the orientation of the probe.  Right When the motor domain 

binds to the sides of actin the probe can also change its orientation in α . 

 

 If a bi-functional rhodamine is labeled at the 119th and 126th residues, then as the 

left hand side of figure 5.40 shows the α  angle will change for the probe as the light 

chain domain rotates 180°.  However as the right hand side of figure 5.40 shows, it may 

be difficult to separate a rotation event in α  (due to a 180° swing of the LCD) from an 

event due to the motor domain binding on the left or right hand side of actin.  However a 

180° swing of the LCD should always yield a change in the α  angle where as the motor 

domain doesn’t always switch in binding from the left to right hand side of actin (or vise 

versa). 
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 A DOPI experiment on a zippered myosin VI construct might also yield further 

useful information.  As mentioned before, the region immediately after the IQ domain in 

myosin VI does not form a coiled-coil structure as in other myosins.  It is believed that 

this region, referred to as the proximal tail, is a loose structure that may contribute to the 

large step size of myosin VI.  However a series of mutations, referred to as a leucine 

zipper, can be introduced into the proximal tail forcing it to form a coil-coil structure.  

Hence the myosin VI structure after the IQ domain is zippered tightly together.  It has 

been shown that a zippered myosin VI structure resulted in the separation between the 

two motor domains to decrease 112.  It has also been seen that a zippered myosin VI takes 

a much shorter step size (data not published). 

 By introducing a leucine zipper, myosin VI might be forced to walk in a manner 

similar to myosin V.  The removal of the proximal tail would most likely increase the 

strain between the two heads and thereby prevent both heads being in a rigor 

conformation as is required for the uncoupling model of myosin VI motion discussed in 

figure 5.38.  The light chain domain could still uncouple from the converter domain in 

the pre-power stroke state, but it could not re-couple due to strain until the rear head 

detached.  This would force the leading head’s lever arm into a different orientation than 

rigor for a measurable period of time.  If on the other hand, the light chain domain swings 

180°, then zippering the proximal tail should not affect the orientation of the leading or 

the rear light chain domain of myosin VI.  The orientation of a probe on the IQ domain 

calmodulin would once again remain unchanged as myosin VI walks along actin.  Figure 

5.41 shows both models for a zippered myosin VI construct. 
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Figure 5.41 Difference in the orientation of the light chain domain (LCD) for a zippered myosin VI 

construct.  Top diagram is if the LCD swing 180° while the bottom diagram is if the LCD 

uncouples from the converter in the pre-power stroke state. 

 

 By way of summary, I expect that future DOPI experiments based on the 

discussion and insights outlined above will provide further insight into the motion of the 

light chain domain of myosin VI as it walks along.   
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CHAPTER SIX 

 

MYOSIN VI FRET MEASUREMENTS 
 

 

6.1 Introduction to FRET on Myosin VI 
 

 Soon after the realization that myosin VI took an abnormally large step size 

compared to the size of its lever arm, Lee Sweeney advocated a FRET measurement on a 

S1 myosin VI construct.  At the time, it was not known that myosin VI’s unique insert 2 

after the converter bound a calmodulin.  The theory during those days was that the unique 

insert unraveled during one of the nucleotide-actin states, which would account for the 

large step size.  An S1 myosin was generated with a CFP (Cyan Fluorescent Protein) on 

the n-terminus of the head near the nucleotide pocket and a YFP (Yellow Fluorescent 

Protein) was encoded into a calmodulin (see figure 6.1 for the spectra of CFP and YFP).  

The Förster distance for CFP-YFP FRET pair is 51 Å. 
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0
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Figure 6.1 Emission and Absorbance Spectrum of CFP and YFP.  Green shaded region is the 

spectral overlap. 
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 At that time there was no crystal structure of myosin VI, so it was not possible to 

construct a cys-light mutant that could be used in an LRET or traditional FRET 

experiment with cysteine reactive dyes.  There would be no way of determining where or 

how many dyes attached to the protein.  However, fluorescent proteins offer the ability to 

do FRET without knowledge of a crystal structure.  The fluorophore in the CFP or YFP is 

encoded within the DNA of the myosin so there is no concern about multiple labeling.  It 

was hoped that if there was an unraveling of the insert, a state of high energy transfer 

efficiency would be followed by a state of no energy transfer.  Since the steps measured 

at that time where on the order of 30 nm, it was assumed that if unraveling occurred, it 

would be on the order of 30 nm, well outside the range of FRET.  Figure 6.2 

demonstrates the proposed FRET experiment and possible result. 

YFP
CFP High Energy

Transfer state

No Energy 
Transfer state

CFP
YFP

Calmodulin

Unique Insert
IQ Domain

Motor Domain

 
Figure 6.2 A demonstration of the proposed experiment and results.  At this time it was not 

known that the insert bound a second calmodulin. 

 

 The S1 myosin VI CFP construct along with the calmodulin YFP were co-

expressed inside SF9 cells and purified.  Much like the previous work on smooth muscle 

myosin II, the experiment was to cycle the construct through various actin and nucleotide 

conditions and look for changes in FRET.  The CFP was excited at 428nm within a 

fluoremeter for FRET experiments and the YFP was excited at 580 nm to remove the 
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direct excitation of the acceptor signal.  Figure 6.3a is a plot of our data from the FRET 

experiment. 
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Figure 6.3 a FRET results on Myosin VI S1.  b A decrease in energy transfer as myosin 

hydrolyzes ATP to the ADP state. YFP direct excitation from the 428 nm excitation is subtracted 

out. 

 

 The data clearly shows that the rigor, actin, and ADP + actin all had the same 

amount of energy transfer.  Upon addition of ADP, there is a slight increase in energy 

transfer and upon addition of ADP+VO4 (this mimics the ADP+Pi state) the energy 

transfer reached its highest level.  The data in figure 6.3a clearly shows that there is never 

a state with zero energy transfer.  It also shows that the ADP only state has a slightly 

higher energy transfer that the rigor, actin, and ADP+actin state.  This seemed odd, so in 

a follow up experiment shown in figure 6.3b, 50 µ M of ATP was added to myosin VI S1.  

At first the amount of energy transfer resembles that of the trapped state (i.e. ADP+VO4), 

but when all the ATP was hydrolyzed (after over an hour only ADP remained) the energy 

transfer signal reduced to the ADP signal.  This suggests that there is a unique state in 

myosin VI that is ADP dependent.  Table 6.1 shows all the energy transfer efficiencies 

and distance changes between the various states. 
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Table 6.1 FRET data for CFP Myosin VI and YFP calmodulin.  Errors in the far right column are a 

result of the statistics of over 10 measurements for each state. 

 

 In hindsight, the fact that a state with no energy transfer was never observed is not 

that surprising since it has now been shown that the unique insert binds a second 

calmodulin and clearly does not unravel to generate the large steps measured in myosin 

VI.  The FRET data points towards a possible lever arm mechanism for myosin VI.  

However as more was learned about myosin VI, there were problems with the above 

experiment.  Once it was discovered that the insert bound a calmodulin, there was no 

longer a guarantee that there was just one calmodulin labeled with YFP bound to the 

myosin VI heavy chain.  While it is difficult to remove the insert calmodulin in the lab, 

both constructs (myosin VI and calmodulin) used in the experiment were expressed 

inside a cell and inside a cell there were no guarantees as to where the YFP-calmodulins 

were added to the lever arm.  Since there are two calmodulin binding sites (unique insert 

and IQ domain), there could be two calmodulin-YFPs per S1.  This is problematic 

because there is no way of knowing how much of the sensitized emission is from the YFP 

on the insert or from the YFP on the IQ domain unless a lifetime measurement is 

performed.  Our lab lacked the equipment for measurement of lifetimes on the order of 

nanoseconds. 

 When the absorbance of the CFP-myosin VI S1 + YFP-calmodulin construct was 

measured, it was found that there were twice as many CFPs as YFPs based on their 

respective concentrations.  Furthermore, when a gel was run on the sample a band 

corresponding to wild type calmodulin (i.e. with no YFP) was clearly resolved.  A 

number of facts make it difficult to interpret the FRET results in table 6.1.  The facts 
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include i) the expected 1:1 ratio of CFP to YFP was not observed; ii) the presence of two 

different binding locations for the attachment of YFP-calmodulin; and iii) wild type 

calmodulin was attached as well.  Figure 6.4 demonstrates the four possible myosin VI 

FRET constructs that could contribute to the measured signal in the experiment. 
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Figure 6.4 Possible configurations of CFP-Myosin VI and calmodulin-YFP 

 

 We were assured based on the purification steps that every myosin VI heavy 

chain had a CFP and a gel confirmed this fact.  However there could be (1) no YFP-

calmodulins on the myosin, (2) one on the IQ domain, (3) one on the insert, or (4) two on 

the complex (the IQ domain and the insert).  This added a severe complication to the data 

analysis, which could not be easily resolved by using this specific construct of myosin 

VI.  In attempt to over come this problem, it was decided to attempt a single molecule 

FRET experiment instead (at this time the crystal structure still had not been published). 

 

6.2 Single Molecule FRET 
 

 It was decided to replace the CFP on the n-terminus of the heavy chain of myosin 

VI with a GFP and label a calmodulin with cy3 and exchange it onto the IQ domain.  

Single molecule FRET offers an advantage over the ensemble measurement because it 

allows the experimenter to select the individual molecules that have only one acceptor 
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and one donor.  By contrast, in an ensemble measurement all possibilities are excited and 

contribute to the observed signal.  A TIR microscope was used in conjunction with a 

Dual View to split the GFP signal from the cy3 signal.  The Dual View had a 545 DCXR 

dichroic filter coupled with two band pass filters (HQ525/50M and HQ585/70M) to split 

the two colors.  All the filters were purchased from Chroma.  Figure 6.5 shows the GFP 

and cy3 spectra coupled with the band pass filters location.  The Forster distance for this 

particular dye pair is 62 Å and a 488 nm laser excited the GFP. 
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Figure 6.5 GFP and Cy3 absorption and emission spectrum.  Band pass filter wavelength cutoffs 

are shown by pink dotted line. 

 

 As seen in the spectra above there is one slight problem, the GFP signal overlaps 

with the cy3 signal.  While this is far from unusual in FRET experiments, in single 

molecule experiments no intensity spectrum versus wavelength is measured to allow for 

easy subtraction of the donor signal from the acceptor signal.  Rather all photons within 

the range of the band pass filters are allowed through and are collected by the CCD.  This 

results in a certain percentage of the donor signal leaking through the acceptor filters.  

Fortunately, the leakage can be easily measured with a donor only sample and was found 

that 27% of the total donor signal leaked into the acceptor channel.  This means that the 

number of counts measured in the donor channel must be increased by 27 % while the 
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number of counts in the acceptor channel must be decreased by the same corresponding 

27% of the donor signal.  To make the point explicitly, the left hand side of figure 6.6 

shows the donor leakage into the acceptor channel.   

Donor Leak Direct Excitation of Cy3
Donor Channel Acceptor Channel Acceptor ChannelDonor Channel

Donor Signal Donor Leak Cy3 excited at 488 nm
 

Figure 6.6 Left Image showing Donor leakage into the acceptor channel.  Right The cy3 signal 

due to direct excitation by 488 nm. 

 

The cy3 absorption spectrum in figure 6.5 also shows that cy3 is excited by the 488 nm 

laser.  To verify that this indeed was the case and contributed a measurable signal, cy3-

DNA was attached via a biotin-streptavidin linker to a glass surface and excited by a 488 

nm laser.  The cy3 dyes were easily observed as shown in the right hand side of figure 

6.6. 

 The myosin VI samples were attached to the surface by either a bound actin or by 

a FLAG tag antibody depending on the nucleotide/actin state (the antibody was used for 

states in the absence of actin).  The FLAG tag is commonly used in protein purification 

procedures.  It is a specific amino acid sequence (Asp-Tyr-Lys-Asp-Asp-Asp-Asp-Lys) 

which is engineered into myosin to allow for antibody-coated beads to bind myosin VI 

while other common proteins found inside a cell are washed away.  FLAG antibodies 

also stick to a glass surface allowing for the myosin VI, which already contains a FLAG 

tag for purification, to attach to the antibody on the surface. 
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 A myosin VI S1 with GFP on the n-terminus was mutated such that it was cut 

right after the IQ domain at the 839th amino acid.  When the experiment was run with 

myosin VI S1 attached to the surface by actin, it was found (after donor leakage signal 

subtraction) that less than 1% of all molecules actually had a measurable acceptor signal. 

The observation suggested that very few S1 myosin VI molecules had a cy3 labeled 

calmodulin exchanged onto the IQ domain.  It was decided that a new mutant would be 

generated that extended beyond the 839th amino acid to the 859th amino acid and would 

hopefully bind calmodulin more efficiently.  Furthermore, a new technique was devised 

to find the small number of molecules that contained both GFP and cy3 and to analyze 

just those molecules for FRET. 

 

6.3 A Needle in a Haystack: Finding Myosin VI with GFP and Cy3 
 

 The strategy behind this experiment is to locate on the CCD chip the position of 

all the cy3 dyes in the acceptor channel and then determine if they overlap with the 

position of GFP in the donor channel.  If an overlap occurs, then the myosin VI has both 

a GFP and cy3 and it is a likely candidate for FRET analysis and a determination of 

FRET efficiency.  This is easily accomplished by using two lasers one at a wavelength of 

488 nm to excite the GFP and initiate FRET and the other at 542 nm that only excites 

cy3.  Figure 6.7 demonstrates the basic principle of this technique.   

CCD image when excited at 542 nm CCD image when excited at 488 nm

Donor Channel Acceptor Channel

 
Figure 6.7 A demonstration how the technique works to find a small number of molecules with 

cy3 attached when a larger number have no cy3. 
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 Once on the surface, the myosin VI sample would typically be excited for 0.5 to 1 

seconds at 542nm.  Only the cy3s would be excited and be counted in the acceptor 

channel.  The sample would then be excited at 488 nm for FRET for up to a minute.  The 

image would contain both GFP signal in the donor channel and GFP leakage signal 

coupled with cy3 signal in the acceptor channel. 

 A dichroic was specially ordered from Chroma for use in the microscope (not the 

dual view) that would reflect both 488 and 542 nm light towards the sample while 

allowing the signal of both GFP and cy3 to pass through eventually undergoes separation 

by Dual View, and be measured by the CCD.  Figure 6.8 shows the transmission 

spectrum for the dichroic used in the experiment.  The same filters were used in the Dual 

View as mentioned above to separate the GFP and cy3 signal. 
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Figure 6.8 Transmission Spectrum of the Dichroic filter used in the single molecule FRET 

experiment. 

 

 In order to scan through all the spots observed in the donor-acceptor channel in a 

typical image, a program was written in IDL to quickly sort the spots of interest that 

contained both a GFP and a cy3 from the spots containing only a GFP.  The initial part of 

the program determines the x pixel and y pixel location of all the cy3 spots when excited 

by the 542 nm.  It then translates the coordinates of the acceptor spots to the donor 

channel and determines if there is a GFP spot in the corresponding location.  If so the 
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program marks the location and generates an overlap file.  The program was tested using 

Tetra Beads made by Invitrogen.  The beads have four different colored dyes in them and 

are ideal for checking multi-color experiments.  Figure 6.9 demonstrates the initial 

overlap part of the program when tested with the Tetra Beads. 

Excite at 542 nm Excite at 488 nm
Donor Channel Acceptor Channel

Overlap of 
Tetra Beads

Image generated by the IDL 
code showing the position of

overlapping signal from the
Acceptor and Donor Channel 

 
Figure 6.9 Demonstration of overlap in the acceptor and donor channel of tetra beads. 

 

 Since Tetra beads are used in the example shown in figure 6.9, every spot in the 

acceptor channel is paired with a spot in the donor channel.  This is not the case for an 

actual experiment with myosin VI S1.  Tetra beads are also needed to determine the 

metric to convert from the acceptor channel to the donor channel.  Before every data run 

with myosin VI, a Tetra bead sample must be imaged to determine the conversion.  The 

position of each bead in both channels is found in terms of an x and y pixel value.  The 

position of the bead in the donor channel can then be related to the position in the 

acceptor channel by adding ~ 256 pixels in the x-direction.  The y-position is usually the 

same in both channels.  An IDL code was written to aide in the conversion between the 

donor and acceptor channel.  Figure 6.10 shows how a conversion is done with Tetra 

beads. 
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(xD, yD) (xA, yA)

e.g. xD - xA ~ 256 and yD - yA ~ ± 1 or 2

 
Figure 6.10 Example of a conversion using Tetra beads.  The pixel coordinates in the donor 

channel (xD,yD) can be transferred to the acceptor channel (xA, yA) by adding ~256 to the x 

coordinate.  The y coordinate is usually unchanged, varying only by 1 or 2 pixels. 

 

 Once the program is run on a myosin VI sample the coordinates of GFP – cy3 

overlap are reported.  The program then determines the FRET efficiency of the dyes at 

the coordinates of overlapping GFP and cy3 based on the number of counts measured in 

each channel for a particular myosin VI.  A further check by hand is made to ensure that 

the data is actually from single molecules.  Often there are regions that photo-bleach in 

multiple steps suggesting that either the spots are dirt or aggregates of many myosin VI 

S1s stuck together.  Figure 6.11 shows a typical set of data from the myosin VI S1 

construct cut at the 859th amino acid.  As is shown below, very few of the GFP spots have 

corresponding acceptors attached.  Furthermore, many of the spots in the overlap image 

are not single molecules. 
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Figure 6.11 A typical overlap file for myosin VI S1.  Many of the spots in the overlap file are not 

single molecules. 

 

The program was able to find the needle in the haystack when applied to the data from 

the newly obtained myosin VI S1 construct chopped after the 859th amino acid.  Instead 

of analyzing all spots in the image and then looking for the ones that probably contained 

a FRET signal, the program picked out only the spots that contained both a donor and an 

acceptor.  This significantly reduced the amount of time spent analyzing data.  The 

myosin VI S1 was bound to actin with no nucleotide present and the images were 

analyzed with the new IDL code.  Figure 6.12 illustrates two representative events when 

the single molecule FRET data are analyzed: either the donor GFP bleaches first or the 

acceptor cy3 bleaches first.   
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Figure 6.12 Donor (green dots) and acceptor (orange dots) counts for two scenarios: donor 

bleaches first or acceptor bleaches first.  The orange and green lines correspond to the average 

counts of each region.  As and Ade correspond to sensitized acceptor signal and direct excitation 

acceptor signal respectively.  Do and Da correspond to the donor only and the donor in the 

presence of the acceptor signal respectively. 

 

 Cy3 is rarely seen to photo-bleach before the GFP because GFP is much less 

photo stable than cy3.  However, as figure 6.12 shows above, it does happen.  In the left 

hand side of figure 6.12, it is clearly seen that when the GFP bleaches at about 10 

seconds, the cy3 signal drops and corresponds to the acceptor being directly excited by 

the 488 nm laser. Eventually, cy3 bleaches near 40 seconds.  The cy3 signal in the 

absence of GFP can be averaged and subtracted from the signal when GFP was present to 

determine the counts due only to sensitized emission.  In the right hand side, cy3 bleaches 

first and the GFP signal immediately rises.  Both situations can be used to determine the 

FRET efficiency.  The new sample that was extended to the 859th amino acid still had 

less than 1 % of S1s with a cy3 labeled calmodulin. 

 A recent paper by Park et al. showed that a myosin VI S1 extended to the 917th 

amino acid exchanged calmodulin and did not dimerize 116.  It was decided to extend the 

myosin VI S1 FRET sample to the 917th amino acid.  The project has been passed onto a 

younger student in the lab, but new data taken on the sample suggests that the exchange 

of the labeled calmodulin onto the new construct did occur.  However the exchange of the 
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cy3 labeled calmodulin occurred in the presence of ATP resulting two possible FRET 

efficiencies.  Energy transfer can now occur from the n-terminal GFP to a cy3 on the IQ 

calmodulin or the insert calmodulin.  Figure 6.13 shows the crystal structure of myosin 

VI S1 in rigor showing the distances between the cy3 on either calmodulin and the n-

terminus where the GFP is located.   

 
Figure 6.13 Crystal structure of myosin VI in the rigor state showing the distances between the n-

terminus, where the GFP is located, and the two possible locations of cy3. 

 

Based on Figure 6.13, it may not be bad that the labeled insert calmodulin exchanged in 

this case.  The distance between the cy3 on the IQ calmodulin and the GFP would be 

about 85 Å resulting in a very small energy transfer efficiency of ~ 13%.  The distance 

between a cy3 on the insert calmodulin and the GFP is ~ 49Å, which results in an 

efficiency of ~ 81%.  It seems unlikely that a large distance resulting in an efficiency of 

13% can be measured accurately.   

 Initial data on myosin VI S1 in rigor bound to actin suggests that the energy 

transfer efficiency measured is mainly from a cy3 on the insert calmodulin.  The 

histogram in figure 6.14 is centered at an efficiency of 65%, which corresponds to a 

distance of about 56 Å.  This distance is near the 49 Å based on the crystal structure.  The 

measured distance is most likely larger due to the fact that the chromophore of GFP is not 

located exactly at the n-terminus but slight distance from the n-terminus. 
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Figure 6.14 A histogram of the FRET efficiency between GFP and cy3 when myosin VI S1 is 

bound to actin. 

 

 Based on the work described above, new data will soon be collected for the other 

actin/nucleotide states, and will yield further information on how the light chain domain 

contributes to the motion of myosin VI. 
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APPENDIX A SINGLE MOLECULE PROTOCOLS 
 

 

A1 Construction of Flow Chamber 
 

 Sample chambers are made in the lab from four common items: 22 mm x 22 mm 

cover slips, microscope glass slides, double sided sticky tape, and epoxy.  To ensure that 

the cover slips and glass slides are clean with no dirt that may contribute to the 

background (or at least remove most of it) they are cycled through several chemical 

baths.  Once cleaned the components are assembled. 

 

Cleaning 

 

22 mm x 22 mm cover slips: 

Sonicate cover slip in Acetone for 30 minutes  

Sonicate in 1 M KOH for 30 minutes 

Gently rinse each individual cover slip in dH2O and remove water by blowing N2 across 

the cover slip  

Once dry store them in closed box to prevent dust from collecting 

 

Glass Slides: 

Drill two holes in the center of the slide separated by about 10 mm 

Sonicate slides in 1 M KOH for 30 minutes 

Rinse each individual slide with dH2O and remove water by blowing N2 across the slide 

Once dry store them in a closed box to prevent dust from collecting 
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Assembling chambers 

Glass Slide with two holes

Tape
Cover slip

Epoxy

Flow Chamber

 
 

 Coat the cover slip with nitrocellulose by placing 2-3 µ L on the surface and wipe 

it across the entire area of the glass with the edge of another clean cover slip.  The 

nitrocellulose coating provides a more biologically friendly surface by preventing the 

denaturation of proteins.  Let the nitrocellulose on the cover slips dry in a covered box for 

30 minutes.  Place a strip of double sided sticky tape on each side of the glass slide such 

that the tape creates a channel with the two drilled holes in the middle.  Lay the cover slip 

with nitrocellulose side facing the glass slide on top of the double sided tap over the two 

holes.  Press the cover slip down by using a pipette tip over the taped region.  Place 

epoxy the two open ends between the cover slip and glass slide and let dry for 30 

minutes.  Remove excess tape with a razor blade.  By inserting a pipette into one of the 

drilled holes, solution can be flowed through the chamber.  It is important to not 

introduce bubbles into the chamber, which will denature proteins.  Slides are good for up 

to 2 weeks after which time the nitrocellulose coating erodes.  Sample chambers may also 

be recycled by boiling in soapy water for 30-40minutes.  While still hot, the cover slips 

can then be easily removed with a razor blade.  The cover slips are thrown away, but the 

glass slide with the two holes can be cleaned in KOH and reused. 

 

A2 M5 and M5+ Buffers 
 

All samples are in M5 buffer or a modified version, M5+.  M5+ should be made fresh the 

day of the experiment 
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M5 Buffer: 

20 mM HEPES pH 7.6 

25 mM KCl 

2 mM MgCl2 

1 mM EGTA 

 

M5+ Buffer: 

M5 Buffer 

10 mM DTT 

0.05 mg/mL calmodulin 

 

A3 Gloxy 
 

 Gloxy removes oxygen from the solution, which results in the fluorophores 

becoming more photo-stable such that they photo-bleach after a much longer period of 

time than without Gloxy. 

 

35 mg glucose oxidase (from Sigma: G-7016) 

80 µ L of Catalase*shake up catalase to re-suspend before adding* (from Roche: 10 106 

810 0001) 

200 µ L of M5 buffer 

 

Gently mix the three components above and let sit for 5 minutes on ice. After 5 min, 

centrifuge the mixture at 13,000g for 5 min.  Keep the supernatant, which should be a 

dark golden color, and discard the pellet.  Then pass the supernatant through a centrifuge 

filter (pore size 0.22 µ m) for 2 minutes at 3000g and repeat with a second centrifuge 

filter.  Store at 4°C for up to two weeks. 
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A4 Actin Polymerization 
 

Actin monomers are polymerized such that approximately every tenth monomer is 

labeled with a biotin, which is used to attach the actin filament to the cover slip.  

Phalloidin binds to the actin filament stabilizing it and preventing de-polymerization.  

The protocol below makes 500 µ L of actin at a monomer concentration of ~ 3 µ M. 

 

F-Buffer: 

10 mM HEPES pH 7.0 

75 mM KCl 

2.5 mM MgCl2

 

0.3 µ M of G-actin+biotin (Globular actin, i.e. actin monomers, labeled with biotin) 

3.0 µ M of G-actin 

3 to 15 µ M of Phalloidin **Very Toxic, use extreme caution!!** 

 

Add G-actin-biotin and G-actin to the final concentrations listed above in 400 µ L of F-

buffer.  Let the monomers polymerize for about 30 minutes on ice.  In another tube add 

phalloidin to the final concentration above (the phalloidin must be 1x to 5x the actin 

monomer concentration) in 100 µ L of F-buffer.  After 30 minutes has passed mix the 

phalloidin with the actin.  Let the actin – phalloidin continue polymerizing for 24 hours at 

4°C before using.  Store actin at 4°C.  Actin will stay polymerized for up to about a 

month.  If filaments start to deteriorate (e.g. appear to wobble under the microscope), add 

more phalloidin before attempting to make a new actin sample. 

 

A5 Labeling Calmodulin with Bi-Functional Rhodamine 
 

The calmodulin should always be kept on ice or at 4°C during this procedure.  React 

calmodulin with 10 mM DTT for 1 hour (calmodulin concentration will vary depending 

on the prep from the Sweeney group, but the higher the better) so that the total volume is 
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near 400 µ L.  DTT will separate any dimerized calmodulins, which can happen quite 

frequently especially for older samples.  After 1 hour, dialyze the calmodulin + DTT 

mixture in 1 L of M5 for 4 hours.  Dialyzing will decrease the DTT concentration, which 

will interfere with labeling, to ~ 4 nM.  After dialysis, add bi-functional rhodamine at a 

1:1 ratio to the calmodulin concentration.  A 1:1 ratio is used to prevent two dyes from 

attaching to one calmodulin and hence both dyes will not be rigid.  Let the dye react with 

the calmodulin on ice for ~ 7 hours (iodoacetamide reacts very slowly with cysteines).  

After 7 hours, dialyze calmodulin+dye in 1 L of M5 buffer for ~ 8 hours.  Repeat dialysis 

a second time in fresh M5 buffer.  Dialysis will remove any unattached dyes.  Flash 

freeze the labeled calmodulin and store at – 20°C.  Send some part of the sample to mass 

spec before using to ensure the calmodulin is properly labeled.  The mass difference 

between the labeled and unlabeled calmodulin should be 584.67 amu if the dye attached 

properly.   

 

A6 Exchanging labeled Calmodulin onto Myosin VI 
 

This is a slightly modified protocol that was obtained from Lee Sweeney’s lab.  The 

sample is always kept on ice or at 4°C in the centrifuge during the entire process. 

 

ATP present during exchange 

 

Preparatory work before the exchange: 

React myosin VI HMM with 10 mM DTT and 50 µ M ATP for 30 minutes before the 

exchange.  DTT breaks apart any myosin VI motors that have dimerized via their 

cysteines and ATP stabilizes myosin VI (or any myosin).  For some reason myosin is less 

likely to denature in the presence of ATP, ADP, or actin.  G-75 Sephadex beads should 

already have been swollen in M5 the previous night creating a viscous slush.  To 10 mL 

of G-75 add 10 µ L of 100 mM ATP and 5 µ L of 1 M DTT (final concentration 100 

µ M ATP, 0.5 mM DTT) and shake to mix. 
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Spin Columns: 

The spin columns should be prepared so that they are ready immediately following the 

addition of EGTA (see below).  Add 1 – 2 mL of G-75 slush to spin chromatography 

columns (Bio-Rad, 732-6008).  Gently push the top of the column with thumb forcing 

buffer through.  Let excess buffer drip out so that the top of the column is solid.  To 

compact the column further, centrifuge in a swinging bucket rotor for 2 minutes at 1000g.  

This will remove even more buffer and the column should compact further separating 

from the walls of the tube.  At this point, the column is ready to have sample added to the 

top. 

 

Exchange Procedure: 

Total Volume: 40 µ L 

1 µ L of 2 mM ATP 

2 µ L of 0.1 M DTT 

1.2 µ L of 40 mM CaCl2 (Add last) 

? µ L of myosin VI so that the final concentration is 2 µ M 

?? µ L of bi-functional labeled calmodulin so that the final concentration is 8 µ M 

31.8 µ L of M5 minus ? µ L of myosin VI minus ?? µ L of calmodulin 

 

Add the CaCl2 last and once it is added wait 10 minutes, then add 4 µ L of 50 mM 

EGTA.  Let the EGTA react for 1 minute.  Then place the 40 µ L sample on top of the 

compacted G-75 spin column.  Spin for 4 minutes at 1000g in a swinging bucket rotor.  

The solution that passes through the column should still be pink and at a total volume of 

~ 150 µ L.   

 

For long term storage, myosin VI needs to be in a 10% glycerol solution (i.e. by volume 

10% glycerol, 90% water) stored at -20°C.  This is accomplished by adding 100 µ L of 

the myosin VI sample after the spin column with 120.7 µ L of a 90% glycerol solution 

(by volume 90% glycerol, 10% M5 buffer), 3 µ L of 2 mM ATP, and 1.3 µ L of 0.1M 

DTT.  Store at -20°C.  Sample should be good for up to 4 – 6 months. 
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Actin with no nucleotide present during exchange 

 

Repeat the preparatory work outlined above, but never add ATP.  Instead of ATP, when 

myosin VI is reacting with DTT add 1 U/ µ L of apyrase.  There is no need for spin 

columns in this procedure. 

 

Exchange Procedure: 

Total Volume: 80 µ L 

2 µ L of 0.1 M DTT 

1 µ L of 1 U/ µ L apyrase (U for Unit, removes all ATP or ADP from the solution) 

40 µ L of ~ 3 µ M polymerized actin 

2.4 µ L of 40mM CaCl2 (add last) 

? µ L of myosin VI such that the final concentration is 1.0 µ M 

?? µ L of labeled calmodulin such that the final concentration is 4 µ M 

26.6 µ L of M5 minus ? µ L of myosin VI minus ?? µ L of labeled calmodulin 

 

After adding CaCl2, let it react for 10 minutes and then add 8 µ L of 50 mM EGTA.  Let 

EGTA react for 1 minute.  Spin the mixture at 14,000g for 5 minutes.  The pellet should 

pink and consists of actin filaments with myosin VI tightly  bound.  Remove the 

supernatant and re-suspend the pellet in M5 buffer with 3 mM DTT and 20 mM ATP 

present.  The ATP will cause the myosin VI to release form actin.  Spin the mixture at 

14,000g for 5 minutes.  This time keep the supernatant, which should be pink as a result 

of myosin VI free in solution, and discard the pellet.  Add glycerol to myosin VI as 

outlined above. 

 

A7 Motility Protocol 
 

All samples are kept on ice until added to the flow chamber.  Image buffer and the 

sample should be prepared before starting the procedure. 
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1. Prepare 500 – 1000 µ L of M5+ buffer (10 mM DTT, 0.05 mg/mL calmodulin) 

2. Wash 50 µ L of M5 through sample chamber, check for leaks 

3. Add 50 µ L of 1 mg/mL BSA-biotin and let sit for 10 minutes (BSA-biotin stock 

is at 10 mg/mL, dilute to 1 mg/mL in M5+) 

4. After 10 minutes wash sample chamber with 50 µ L of M5+ 

5. Add 50 µ L of 0.5 mg/mL Streptavidin and let sit for 5 minutes (streptavidin 

stock is at 5 mg/mL, dilute to 0.5 mg/mL in M5+) 

6. After 5 minutes wash sample chamber with 50 µ L of M5+ 

7. Add 50 µ L of ~ 0.2 µ M polymerized actin and let sit for 5 minutes (actin is 

usually kept at a stock concentration of ~ 3 µ M, dilute to 0.2 µ M in M5+) 

8. After 5 minutes wash sample chamber with of 50 µ L M5+ 

9. Add 50 µ L of myosin VI sample and let sit for 5 minutes (choose the dilution 

appropriate for your experiment. It may take some trial and error to get it just 

right) 

10. After 5 minutes, check for decorated actin filaments under the microscope to 

ensure there is myosin VI present and to see if actin is rigidly bound to the surface 

11. Add 90 µ L of Imaging Buffer and take data (experiment can typically last 

upwards of 40 minutes until gloxy and ATP run out) 

 

Myosin VI sample: 

Total Volume: 100 µ L 

2.5 µ L of 20 mg/mL Casein (final concentration 0.5 mg/mL) 

? µ L of myosin VI 

97.5 µ L of M5+ buffer minus ? µ L of myosin VI 

 

Image Buffer: 

4 µ L 10% glucose (w/v) 

1.5 µ L of gloxy 
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1 µ L of BME (stock solution from company) 

2.5 µ L of 20 mg/mL Casein 

1 µ L of 1 mM ATP (final concentration 10 µ M) 

90 µ L of M5+ buffer 

 

A8 BSA-Biotin and Streptavidin 
 

 BSA-biotin and Streptavidin are a very common linker system used to attach bio-

molecules to a glass surface.  Bovine Serum Albumin or BSA is a common protein found 

in bovine serum and is a very sticky protein allowing it to easily adhere to glass.  

Streptavidin is a protein consisting of four subunits that form a tetramer.  Streptavidin 

non-covalently binds biotin, also known as vitamin H, at each subunit.  The interaction 

between biotin and streptavidin is very strong and unlikely to break under the conditions 

used for motility assays.  The figure below shows the crystal structure of streptavidin and 

the molecular structure of biotin.  Biotin attaches to streptavidin by sliding into the barrel 

(but only through one end of the barrel and not the other) and interacting with the side 

chains of the amino acids lining the inner wall.  The four subunits are shown in green, 

purple, cyan, and blue. 
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 Biotin can be covalently attached to BSA and actin monomers.  For motility 

assays involving TIR microscopy, actin must be stuck on the surface if any motors are to 

be imaged.  By adding BSA-biotin, streptavidin, and actin filaments made of monomers 

labeled with biotin this can easily be accomplished.  The figure below shows a cartoon of 

the attachment of actin to a glass surface via the BSA-biotin streptavidin linker.   

Streptavidin

Actin

Biotin

BSA
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APPENDIX B FREEZING GYLEROL 
 

 

 In order to measure the anisotropy of the lanthanide probes, it was necessary to 

freeze them in an amorphous glass such that the probes were randomly oriented and rigid 

so that they did not rotate during the lifetime (on the order of milliseconds) of their 

excited state.  If the lanthanide probes were not randomly oriented in the glass then the 

anisotropy measurement could be skewed towards a higher or lower value than actually 

exists.  Furthermore the probes need to be rigid during the lifetime of the excited state or 

else they will rotate after excitation causing the anisotropy to appear to be near zero.  In 

order to freeze the samples, it was decided to mix them with glycerol and use liquid 

nitrogen to cool the system.  Glycerol was used because its viscosity increases 

dramatically as the temperature decreases and does not form a crystal, which could force 

the lanthanide probes into a specific orientation, but rather forms an unstructured 

amorphous glass.  The samples were not placed in pure glycerol but rather dissolved in a 

mixture of glycerol and water. 

 In order to freeze the samples a brass cuvette holder was placed beneath a liquid 

nitrogen dewar.  The cuvette holder and dewar were completely encased by an outside 

shell so that a vacuum could be pulled on the system to remove air, which contained 

water that would condense on the cuvette during the experiment.  The outside shell 

contained clear quartz windows for right angle excitation.  It was found through 

experience that N2 gas had to be constantly blowing on the outside of the quartz windows 

as well during the experiment to prevent condensation from forming the windows.  The 

figure below shows a diagram of the system. 
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 Liquid nitrogen would be poured into the dewar and a thermocouple placed in the 

sample monitored the temperature.  As liquid nitrogen was added, the temperature would 

drop and more could be added if needed to decrease the temperature further or prevent it 

from increasing.  One of the big problems about freezing glycerol-water was that at ~ -

105°C cracks would form in the sample providing a region for light to scatter off 

decreasing the overall intensity of the sample.  It was also thought that scattering might 

rotate the polarization of the emitted light, which might decrease the measured 

anisotropy.  Attempting to prevent cracks from forming proved to be very difficult.  

Various ratios of water and glycerol were attempted, but to no avail.  The cracks always 

formed.  The worst part was that when the cracks appeared in the water-glycerol mixture 

their formation often caused the cuvette to crack as well.  So not only were cracks a 

problem experimentally, but financially.  Pulling a vacuum on the system also proved to 

be problematic.  Air dissolved in the sample would immediately bubble out once the 

vacuum pump was turned on and as the temperature decreased freeze in place.  Bubbles 

also provided a region for light to scatter off.  Degassing the sample at room temperature 

prior to measurement helped, but never completely removed the problem. 
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 The break through occurred in the realization that the temperature of the system 

only had to be kept slightly above -105°C and no cracks would form.  Unfortunately it 

was impossible to regulate the temperature when the sample was under a vacuum.  As 

soon as liquid N2 was added, the temperature would drop and quickly reach -105°C.  It 

was decided that instead of using a vacuum to prevent condensation from forming on the 

cuvette, dry N2 gas at room temperature would be fed into the system.  Pumping N2 gas 

into the system proved to be the trick that saved the whole experiment. 

 First, room temperature N2 pumped into the system helped regulate the 

temperature of the sample.  A little bit of liquid nitrogen could be poured into the dewar, 

the temperature would steadily decrease, stabilize, and then slowly start to increase.  It 

was found through trial and error that just the right amount of liquid nitrogen would 

cause the temperature to decrease to about -85°C and remain constant for about ten to 

twenty minutes while data was collected.  As the temperature began to rise, a little more 

liquid N2 would be added to the dewar causing the temperature to return to -85°C. and 

data collection would continue.  This was repeated until all the data was obtained. 

 As a control to ensure that the lanthanide probes were indeed rigid, the anisotropy 

of the 5D0  7F0 transition of Eu-DTPA was measured for several different temperature 

regions.  At the time, this transition was picked because it was thought to have the largest 

value of anisotropy near 0.4, although it was not known for certain.  The figure below 

shows the results of the measurement.  It is clearly shown that as long as the temperature 

is below -68°C, the anisotropy of the 5D0  7F0 transition remained constant and near 

0.4.  As soon as the temperature increased the anisotropy decreased.  In fact, even at the 

frigid temperature of ~ -50°C, the anisotropy was measured to be near zero.  All 

anisotropy data was collected at a temperature range of -90°C to -80°C. 
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